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ABSTRACT 

Jorge Guillen's Cantico: Fe de vida has been studied from a 

variety of viewpoints. The majority of previous studies have concen

trated on extracting a coherent philosophical attitude from Guillen's 

work. The poet's mastery of style has also received critical attention. 

Interest in Guillen's philosophy has overshadowed another aspect of the 

work, which is its profundity of symbolic expression, and the explica

tion of this imagery is the theme of the present study. 

The term "symbol, " from the Greek "to join, " is used in this 

thesis to characterize a language of metaphorical statements which join 

the inner world of the individual, the microcosm, with the outer world 

that lies beyond the protagonist of these poems, The reality of the 

physical world reflects that of the mind. Guillen's often acknowledged 

appreciation of external reality is ultimately linked to the experience of 

the psyche by way of the symbol. The poet occasionally considers in 

verse the process of symbolization, and several poems are devoted to 

expressing metaphorically the process of symbol formation, and the 

reality of symbols for the individual who wishes to develop the inner 

truth which the symbol represents. These theoretical poems describe 

the existential significance of the aesthetic process for the artist. 

vii 
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The symbol is taken from the environment in order to give 

voice to the life of the mind, and in Cantico much attention is given to 

the inner world of the "autonomous psyche. " Various facets of the 

unconscious mind are intuited and poetically elaborated. For this intui

tion symbolic imagery is also employed; forest symbolism, for example, 

is used extensively to reflect the position of the protagonist with regard 

to his inner self. 

Also in Cantico the relativity of voluntary intellect is described. 

Our conscious division of space and time into arbitrary units has little 

meaning for the unconscious, and Guillen describes the absolute nature 

of these entities when they are removed from the conceptual world of 

the intellect. 

The unconscious mind is related to instinct. Since animals live 

in a world governed by instinctual drives, the poet detects a certain 

relationship between animals and man, or what it is in animals that is 

representative of the human condition. Animals are trapped by instinct 

in that they have no choice but to obey the dictates of the species, but 

man can see a side of himself in their instinctual nature. 

Sleep is the most natural means of contact with the autonomous 

psyche, since the unconscious expresses itself nightly in dreams. The 

poet considers sleep and the existential truth of dreams for the mind. 

The increase of consciousness is an ever-present goal of 

Cantico, and such an increase means knowledge of oneself as well as of 
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the external world. Sleep represents entry into the unconscious, while 

awakening and the related symbolism of light indicate the achievement 

of consciousness. The traditional elements of nature as they appear in 

Cantico can be seen to reflect, depending on context, interest in either 

the mind or the environment, and occasionally both. The four seasons 

are also examined with regard to their representation of introversion 

and extraversion. 

Circular symbolism is employed to represent the totality of the 

psyche, including both conscious and unconscious elements. The sym

bolism of the circle has been elaborated most fully in the figure of the 

Oriental mandala, a geometrical expression of psychic wholeness. 

Guillen uses mandala symbolism to express psychological integration. 

The application of the principle symbolized by the mandala to Guillen's 

work is the theme of the last major chapter in the dissertation. 



CHAPTER 1 

GUILLEN AND HIS CRITICS 

The poet's poet, Jorge Guillen, was born in Valladolid in 1893. 

His family was of comfortable means, and Guillen's sophisticated level 

of intellectual development was nurtured and encouraged from his 

earliest days. The poet's father was the proprietor of a newspaper 

respected in literary circles, El Norte de Castilla. 

Jorge Guillen has led a distinguished life, but not a remarkable 

one in extraverted terms; that is, he has had little to do with the social, 

earth-shaking events of our time. With the exception of a brief incar

ceration in Pamplona related to the outbreak of the Spanish Civil War, 

Guilien has not involved himself with political struggles or movements. 

He has been a professor at numerous European and American institu

tions, notably Wellesley College, where he was professor of Spanish 

between 1940 and 1957. It was at Wellesley that Guillen found the time 

and tranquility to complete the 1945 and 1950 editions of Cantico. 

Aside from his tenure at Wellesley, the poet's best known position in 

this country has probably been at Harvard University, where he was 

Charles Eliot Norton Professor of Poetry, 1957-58. The lectures 

1 
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given in this capacity form his best known critical work. * Although a 

frequent traveller, Guillen presently makes his home in Cambridge, 

Massachusetts. 

As is well known, Guillen has the reputation of being the forma

list of his literary group, the so-called Generation of 1927. He is the 

acknowledged stylistic master of the movement, and his careful atten

tion to the details of syntax achieves an impression of minutely sculp

tured verse. Typical of critical thought concerning the poet's work is 

Angel Valbuena Prat, who calls Guillen "el clasico de la poesla 

i,2 nueva. 

Attention to detail in individual poems is also apparent in the 

poet's work as a whole. Guillen has labored closely over the order and 

appearance of each edition of Cantico and later works, even to the point 

of specifying the size of type which has been used. Such care is 

especially apparent in Aire nuestro, which indeed appears to be an 

organic uni+y, not simply a compilation of "collected poems. " Valbuena 

is again typical of critical judgment in his assessment of the poet's 

masterwork; "Diflcilmente puede encontrarse, en cualquier literatura, 

1. Jorge Guillen, Language and Poetry: Some Poets of Spain 
(Cambridge: Harvard University Press, 1961). 

2. Angel Valbuena Prat, Historia de la literatura espaflola, 
Vol. Ill (Barcelona; Gustavo Gili, 1964), 655. 
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un libro de una unidad esencial y de un intenso contenido de constante 

3 
creacion llrica, tan exquisito como Cantico. " 

Such carefully structured poetic efforts have, naturally enough, 

resulted in the often-heard opinion that Guillen is an "intellectual" poet. 

This is clearly the case, if by "intellectual" one means an intelligent 

and aesthetically oriented ego-consciousness, or if by this term one 

means a concern for themes which are profound and yet deceptively 

simple. However, Guillen has also been the occasional victim of 

assertions that his poetry is "cold, " and one critic has made the aston

ishing remark that the work is "una poes'a egoista, de egoismo 

4 
absoluto. " More representative of the charge of coldness is the 

following comment: "Although many of Guillen's elemental themes of 

enjoyment of simple pleasures on the beach, in the wind, and in the 

snow are understandable and convey emotion, for most readers his song 

of joy in life is too abstractly conveyed. His agility and poetic concepts 

5 
make him still a perfect but dehumanized poet. " 

3. Ibid., p. 657. 

4. Juan Chabas, Literatura espafiola contemporanea, 1898-
1950 (Havana; Cultural, 1952), p. 518. See also below, ch. 5, p. 176. 

5. Richard Chandler and Kessel Schwartz, A New History of 
Spanish Literal ire (Baton Rouge; Louisiana State University Press, 
1961), p. 385. 
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Since this criticism has been a frequent one, it is worth noting 

that Guillen has occasionally commented upon it. In an interview, he 

makes the following remark; 

Jamas hemos pretendido que la poesla hubiese de ser solo un 
ejercicio intelectual del que estuviese excluido el corazon. 
Esta es tambien la razon de que yo proteste con todas mis 
fuerzas contra la formula aconsejada por Ortega y Gasset; 
deshumanizacion del arte. La poesia como tal es forzosamente 
humana. ^Como no habria de serlo? Quizas hayan existido 
la poesia inhumana o la poesia sobrehumana; pero un poema- • 
"deshumano" constituye una imposibilidad flsica y metafisica. ® 

In verse, the poet is even more direct. Referring to the type of critic 

who reads superficially before passing judgment, he asserts: 

Dice que es mi poesia 
Pura como la Madona. 

i Tonterla! 

. . . Que mi musa es de Helesponto, 
Que he nacido en Barcelona. 

jTonto, tonto!^ 

It is true, of course, that Guillen has appealed primarily to an 

"intellectual" audience. The term "neopopular, " loosely applied to the 

work of the poet's younger contemporaries, Alberti and Lorca, is not 

found in the stock of critical vocabulary used to describe Guillen. 

6. Claude Couffon, Dos encuentros con Jorge Guillen (Paris: 
Centre de Recherches de l'Institut d'Etudes Hispaniques, n.d.), p. 11. 

7. Jorge Guillen, Aire nuestro (Milan; All'Inseena del p^oce 
d'Oro, 1968), p. 1578. 
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Damaso Alonso reminisces about this fact in a passage that might have 

been written by Ortega: 

Cuando en los primeros anos del segundo decenio del siglo 
comenzo el nombre de Guillen a aparecer en revistas juveniles 
de poesia, tuvo en seguida, diseminados por todas las ciudades 
de Espafia, unos breves nucleos de fervorosos admiradores. 
Era un culto selecto, en el ultimo llmite de lo minoritario y 
casi crlptico. 8 

If Guillen's tightly structured poetry appeals to a relatively 

small audience, this may be related to the poet's involvement with the 

idea of "pure poetry, " pursued earlier in this century by some authors. 

Pure poetry, as Guillen sees it, is the result of stripping the poem of 

any excess description or wordiness not absolutely essential to economy 

of expression on the part of the poet. If such a goal is difficult to 

characterize in prose, perhaps it is because the ideal is as much one 

of intuition as it is of technique. At any rate, what is clearly missing 

from Guillen's work is abundant sentimentality. There is no lack of 

emotion in Guillen, no "coldness" in any profound sense, but the emo

tions expressed are encased in subtle verse; they do not leap at the 

reader, and there is no attempt at creating any sort of sensational 

effect. As Guillen himself states in the now famous letter to Fernando 

8. Damaso Alonso, Poetas espafioles contemporaneos (3rd ed.; 
Madrid: Gredos, 1965), p. 202. 
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Vela; "Poes'a pura es todo lo que permanece en el poema despues de 

9 
haber eliminado todo lo que no es poesla. " 

For a poet who has never attempted to compose "popular11 poetry, 

Guillen has become a rather well-known figure in the United States; this 

is probably due in part to the fact that he has chosen to spend his 

mature years in this country and, more importantly, that his work is 

clearly of global significance. Guillen's friend and explicator, Damaso 

Alonso, laments the lack of further popular recognition of his friend and, 

in an essay devoted to Guillen's work, says only half-jokingly and not 

without a grain of truth: "Para que un gran poeta espafiol conquiste una 

verdadera fama internacional es necesario que lo asesinen. Be that 

as it may, Guillen's readers have been attracted without the lure of 

folkloric heroism or contemporary politics. He has twice been trans

lated into English in book length editions, ^ and the occasion of his 

seventy-fifth birthday was marked by a symposium at the University of 

Oklahoma in February, 1968. 

9. Jorge Guillen, "Carta a Fernando Vela, " Revista de 
Occidente, XIV (1926), 234. 

10. Alonso, p. 232n. 

11. Jorge Guillen, Cantico; A Selection, translated by Norman 
Thomas di Giovanni, et al. (Boston; Little, Brown, 1965); Affirmation; 
A Bilingual Anthology, 1919-1966, translated by Julian Palley (Norman; 
University of Oklahoma Press, 1968). 
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As the title of Guillen's masterwork indicates, the poet con

cerns himself with the affirmation of life. If he is an intellectual, 

Guillen tends to avoid abstractions, preferring always to concentrate 

on the concrete situations of human existence. Guillen himself confirms 

this in Iiomenaje, in a "glosa" entitled "A1 margen de un cantico": 

^Abstracciones ? 
No. Contactos 

De un hombre con su planeta. 12 

This is the reality of Guillen, the daily life of "normal" people in a 

normal world. Social concerns and political overtones are reserved 

for other works, notably the three volume Clamor, which indeed ex

press thoughts for our epoch, for our Tiempo de historia. Evaluative 

judgments regarding the relative merits of each work lie beyond the 

scope of this study. It can be mentioned, however, that the poet speaks 

for himself; 

Es dla del Sefior. 
Suene musica sagrada. 
Cantico sobre clamor. 13 

Critical analyses of Cantico have been rather uniform, as a 

brief survey will show; this is no doubt due to the organic unity of 

Guillen's work. Much criticism can be summed up in the concise 

remark of Archibald MacLeish: "Posterity, if it comes upon the great 

12. Guillen, Aire nuestro, p. 1202. 

13. Ibid., p. 1007. 
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resounding Yes of Cantico among the tumbled fragments of our time, 

14 
will not believe that No vas all we had to answer to the world.11 The 

feeling of affirmation continually expressed by the poet has been one 

major theme of Guillen's critics. 

The second topic upon which critics have concentrated is 

Guillen's affinity for ordinary reality. That is the main theme of the 

15 
first book length study of Cantico, by Pleak, which includes a number 

of translations. Pleak's study surveys the principal facets of Cantico, 

always concentrating on the importance of reality; speaking of Guillen's 

poetics, Pleak asserts: "His esthetic pleasure arises from the recrea

tion of reality, perhaps the emancipation of reality from its dependent 

16 
surroundings. " This early study contains valuable observations about 

Cantico. At the present it is somewhat dated, for at the time of its pub

lication (1942) only two editions of Guillen's work had appeared. 

Continuing chronologically, the work of Gullon and Blecua is 

17 
still current. While Pleak worked with the 1936 Cantico (125 

poems), Gullon and Blecua deal with the Mexico City edition of 1945, 

14. Archibald MacLeish, "Jorge Guillen; A Poet of This Time, " 
Atlantic Monthly, January, 1961, p. 128. 

15. Frances Avery Pleak, The Poetry of Jorge Guillen 
(Princeton; Princeton University Press, 1942). 

16. Ibid., p. 46. 

17. Ricardo Gullon and Jose Manuel Blecua, La poesxa de 
Jorge Guillen (Zaragoza; Ileraldo de Arag<5n, 1949). 
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which had more than doubled in size to 270 poems. In addition to an 

extensive study of Guillen's stylistics and the alterations to his poetry, 

Blecua comments on what we have called the "organic unity" of 

Ccintico: "Jorge Guillen nunca sera poeta de Obras completas en las 

cuales podamos estudiar el desarrollo de su poesia. Fiel a sus 

postulados, la linea poetica que arranca de 1923 ha seguido hoy sin 

18 
cambios aparentes. " Blecua would no doubt wish to change this re

mark in light of the subject matter of Clamor, but he is certainly correct 

when speaking of Cantico. Gullon also defends the poet against charges 

that his poetry lacks human warmth: "Yerra quien temerariamente y a 

primera vista dictamina de fria la l'rica guilleniana; lucida y gobernada 

19 
por una cabeza exigente, pero nunca fria. " 

Gullon also mentions the motif of sleep as it appears in Cantico. 

However, perhaps because of the time when his words were written, 

he fails to explore the psychological overtones of Guillen's descriptions: 

20  
"El sueflo no equivale ... a ensuefio, sino a reposo ... . " 

Casalduero's well known study^* is similar in content to the 

earlier works on Guillen. He studies themes and stylistics, and also 

18. Ibid., pp. 145-46. 

19. Ibid., p. 37. 

20. Ibid. , p. 90. Cf. below, ch. 3, pp. 109-16. 

21. Joaquin Casalduero, Cantico de Jorge Guillen (Madrid: 
Victoriano Suarez, 1953). 
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remarks on one reason for Guillen's acknowledged universality; speak

ing of the sky in a poem, Casalduero affirms that it is "an cielo frio, 

no un cielo de Madrid o de lienzo, sino un cielo puro, inventado, a 

22 
fuerza de calma, el alma hecha claridad„ " The critic also makes 

valuable observations regarding the independence of the work from the 

life of the creator. Referring to the poet's life, he affirms: "Nada 

ganaria el lector con relacionar las poesias . . . con la vida del poeta, 

pues estas poesias excluyen todo pensar biografico, ya sea para 

organizar las etapas del desarrollo de la vida del poeta, ya para fijar 

momentos esencialmente personales. 

As Gullon before him, Casalduero makes reference to sleep in 

Cantico. Like Gullon, however, Casalduero fails to examine the 

psychological possibilities of sleep, concentrating instead on moralistic 

associations: 

Estamos en un tema de la poesia antigua, que pasa despues a 
todas las epocas, conservando frecuentemente su contenido 
exclusivamente moral, tanto si se duerme como si no se puede 
dormir. El sueno es como la muerte o el morir es como un 
largo sueno; los reyes no duermen, los mendigos si; el inocente 
reposa en la hora propicia del ladron. ̂ 4 

Gil de Biedma, in his study of Cantico, devotes the majority of 

his attention to an aspect of Guillen's work mentioned above, the 

22. Ibid., p. 64. 

23. Ibid., p. 278. 

24. Ibid., pp. 134-35. 
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importance of daily reality in the poet's vision: "El hombre esta 

inmediato a las cosas. Inmediatez es el termino que mejor define esa 

25 
vertiente elemental del mundo de Guillen. " 

Gil de Biedma's particular emphasis is on the relationship that 

exists between man and objects in Cantico. His descriptions are not 

unlike those of the symbologist, in that he is concerned with specific 

concreteness when discussing the importance of objects for Guillen; 

"El protagonista de la poesia guilleniana no es solo el hombre que 

siente y contempla, sino ademas, y sobre todo, el hombre en su con-

2 6 
creta e inmediata actividad de vivir en los demas y entre las cosas. " 

He also discusses the perceived necessity of humanity, not only for 

objects, but for the universe as a whole: "Yo no soy las cosas: estoy 

en relaci6n con ellas, tengo que ver con ellas. Pero como las cosas 

s6lo est&n en relacion entre ellas por relacion al hombre, resulta que 

no solo las relaciones sociales, sino tambien las relaciones c6smicas 

son esencialmente relaciones humanas. 

25. Jaime Gil de Biedma, Cantico: El mundo y la poesia de 
Jorge Guillen (Barcelona; Seix Barral, 1960), p. 28, 

26. Ibid., p. 77. 

27. Ibid., p. 34. 



Another work which concentrates on Guillen's perception of 

28 
reality is that by Gonzalez Muela. This critic also expounds what he 

feels to be Guillen's concept of the soul. His theory is not unlike Gil 

de Biedma's when discussing objects, for Gonzalez is concerned with 

the concreteness of life in Cantico: "Antes de perdernos en las 

honduras de la filosof'a del lenguaje preferimos adelantar que, para 

Guillen, el alma es una cosa, una cosa real, existente, y no siempre 

29 
abstracta. " Going beyond the idea of concreteness of the soul, 

Gonzalez gives it a specific orientation that might be applied to 

aesthetics: "El alma es atencion. El alma es poner los cinco sentidos 

, -.30 
en orden. 

Like Gullon and Casalduero, Gonzalez mentions sleep. He, 

however, sees in dreaming a negativity which seems difficult to 

justify: "Para el poeta vallisoletano sofiar es un peligro, un pecado 

contra la amada realidad luminosa y caliente. La protesta y la 

31 
rebelion han sido bien explicitas. " Gonzalez goes a step further. 

Not only is dreaming to be condemned, he asserts, but only external 

reality is valid, and that of the mind is to be avoided; 

28. Joaquin Gonzalez Muela, La realidad y Jorge Guillen 
(Madrid; Insula, 1962). 

29. Ibid. , pp. 32-33. 

30. Ibid., p. 35. 

31. Ibid., p. 68. 
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Lo que quiere Guillen son realidades que no esten dentro de 
la cabeza, maliciosa o involuntariamente deformadas. Lo 
que quiere son formas tangibles, exentas, que reciban 
directamente la luz y que proyecten su propia sombra. Lo 
malo es que a veces es diflcil trazar entre lo que el suefio 
fabrica y lo que la razon concibe. 32 

A thematic study of Cantico is that of Dehennin, who devotes her 

attention to the motif of light, which she considers to be the dominant 

33 
theme of the work. Dehennin frequently defends her thesis with 

statistical data such as the following: "Luz et le mot-temoin de son 

oeuvre. Dans Cantico de 1928, il es le sustantif de loin le plus 

frequent; il est atteste 37 fois, suivi immediatement par cielo, atteste 

23 fois, tout comme mar d'ailleurs, plus par aire (21), sol (15), plus 

34 
loin par viento (12) et claridad (11). " 

The motif of light is certainly of primary importance in 

Cantico; indeed, its place in Guillen's work would be difficult to 

exaggerate. If a minor reservation may be expressed, however, to 

assert that light is the theme of the work causes other elements to be 

occasionally forced into the principal category, thereby being deprived 

of their own originality and artistic merit, as in the following comment 

32. Ibid., p. 65. 

33. Elsa Dehennin, Cantico de Jorge Guillen; Une po£sie de 
la clarte (Brussels: Presses Universitaires de Bruxelles, 1969). 

34. Ibid., p. 19. 
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on the night as it appears in Cantico: "A vrai dire, la nuit n'est pas 

jamais noire chez Guillen. Elle est eclairee par les etoiles, par la 

lune, par les lurni&res artificielles de la ville ou, plus rarement, par 

35 
une lumi&re imagmaire de reve. " 

As mentioned above, Guillen was honored on his seventy-fifth 

birthday by a symposium on his life and work at the University of 

3 6 
Oklahoma. The studies read at this conference have been published. 

They deal with various aspects of Guillen's life and works; many of the 

papers are laudatsry in nature. 

Since the appearance of Maremagnum, some critical attention 

has been focused an the diversity of Cantico and Clamor. Julian 

Palley has studied Guillen's transition from lyric poetry to works which 

37 
reflect an intense preoccupation with politics and social ills. On the 

3 8 
other hand, Emilia de Zuleta, in "La esencial continuidad del cantico. " 

has shown that many of the themes of Cantico can be followed clearly 

throughout Guillen's work. 

35. Ibid., p. 35. 

36. Ivar Ivask and Juan Marichal, eds., Luminous Reality: 
The Poetry of Jorge Guillen (Norman: University of Oklahoma Press, 
1969). 

37. Julian Palley, "Jorge Guillen and the Poetry of Commit -
ment, " Hispania, XLV (1962), 686-91. 

38. Emilia de Zuleta, "La esencial continuidad del cantico, " 
Cinco poetas espafioles (Madrid: Gredos, 1971), pp. 134-67. 
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The poet's criticism has also been noted. Howard T. Young 

has studied Guillen's Language and Poetry to demonstrate that this 

critical work, while an analysis of other authors, still reflects the 

39 
basic poetic outlook of the poet. 

The present study departs from previous treatments of Cantico 

in that it is an attempt to formulate a descriptive analysis of the 

principal symbolic motifs in Guillen's work. Form will not be studied 

for itself but as it relates to symbolic content. (Debicki has recently 

studied form in Cantico and concisely summarizes much previous work 

, 4 0  ,  
in the area of Guillen's stylistics. ) The polished beauty of Guillen's 

verses speaks for itself and will not be elaborated here. At the same 

time, any idiosyncratic use of language will be examined when it appears 

to illuminate the inner meaning of a poem or idea; this is especially 

true in the case of etymologies. Being an erudite author, Guillen 

frequently uses words with an inclination toward their original meaning 

or imagery. The tendency to erudition is perhaps witnessed by the fact 

that, in 1925, Guillen surpassed other candidates in open, competitive 

examination in literature and history of the language (the Spanish "opo-

siciones"), and as a result1 was appointed Professor at the University 

of Murcia. 

39. Howard T. Young, "Jorge Guillen and the Language of 
Poetry, " Hispania, XLVI (1963), 66-70. 

40. Andrew P. Debicki, "Esquemas formales y significado 
mtimo en Cantico, " Hispania, LV (1972), 471-79. 
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Linguistic mastery aside, Guillen has gained in universal 

significance because he employs a language known to all, the language 

of symbols and symbolic intuition. The dreams and attitudes Guillen 

describes in his poems are shared by all of us, for they spring from the 

final source of all human self-knowledge: the autonomous psyche, 

known in psychological and critical circles as the transpersonal or 

collective unconscious-

Since any approach to so pregnant a work is of necessity 

"stereometric, 11 there are naturally many intriguing aspects of Cantico 

which go unexamined here. The theme of love, for example, is men

tioned occasionally here in passing, but no separate section is devoted 

to it. There is much material relating to love in Cantico which is of 

course worthy of study. In the present analysis, however, it has been 

felt that the motif of love does not relate closely enough to symbolic 

themes to be included without unprofitable digression. 

Cantico is a microcosm of human life. As such, it contains 

many inclinations common to all its readers. Vitality is the dominant 

theme, considered poetically in numerous ramifications. As Guillen 

41 
mentions in an anthology: "No hay viejos en Cantico ... . " What 

follows constitutes an attempt to analyze the modes and manifestations 

of this vitality, centering on the ever-changing relationship that exists 

41. Guillen, Selecci6n de poemas (Madrid: Gredos, 1965), 
p. 14. 



between man and his inner self. With this in mind, let us turn our 

attention to the nature of the symbol itself, and how it relates to the 

aesthetic organization and expression of the human condition. 

A Note on the Editions 

Although Guillen does not present the myriad of bibliographic 

difficulties found in authors such as his elder contemporary Juan Ramon 

Jimenez, there are certain textual changes in the various editions of 

Cantico. The work first appeared as a slender volume of seventy-five 

poems published in 1928 (Guillen began publishing in journals some 

nine years earlier). It was gradually expanded through three more 

editions, the final one being published in 1950, containing three hundred 

and thirty-four poems. 

For the most part, changes to the text are not studied here 

unless they relate to the meaning of the poem being considered. 

Readers wishing to peruse such changes are referred to Jose Manuel 

Blecua's excellent critical edition of Guillen's 1936 Cantico. In this 

version, Blecua traces all changes in poems comprising the 1936 

edition, from their first appearance to their final form in Aire nuestro. 

A new printing of the 1928 Cantico is available from the Centre de 

Recherches de l'Institut d.'Etudes Hispaniques in Paris. Unfortunately, 

it is of inferior quality; scholars wishing to deal with this first edition 

will fare better by obtaining photocopies of the original. The "segunda 
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edicion completa" of 1962 is a reprint of the 1950 Buenos Aires edition 

and contains no changes. To date, the 1945 edition published in Mexico 

City has received little separate attention, perhaps because it is similar 

in length and format to the definitive editions of 1950 and 1962. 

In keeping with the poet's expressed wishes, I have followed the 

minute changes incorporated in Cantico as it appears in Aire nuestro; 

these involve minor adjustments to punctuation and modernization of 

spelling. The format is identical, although the Aire nuestro version 

contains some additional introductory material relating to the latter. 

Otherwise, this final Cantico is unchanged from the Buenos Aires edi

tions. Readers wishing to refer to pagination in Aire nuestro need 

simply add ten pages to the page number of the 1950 or 1962 Cantico. 



CHAPTER 2 

THE SYMBOL AND ARTISTIC EXPRESSION 

The symbol is perhaps best described as a link between the 

microcosm, the inner world of the individual, and Ms external sur

roundings. It is an empirical object from the environment that reflects, 

on an existential plane, a state of mind or disposition of the individual 

that is of psychological importance. Such a reflection is not entirely 

dependent upon knowledge about the object in a precise or scientific 

sense, nor does it necessarily depend (although it certainly does in 

some cases) upon the object's function in the environment. 

Generally, the symbol is a word or picture. When the individual 

is confronted by the symbolic object an inner image is formed. He 

then sees in the symbol a concrete representation from the outside 

world of the workings of his own mind. Perhaps an example may help 

to illustrate this point. If one suffers from a neurotic feeling that the 

world is closing in around him, he may very well be frightened by 

entering an elevator, since the elevator doors confine him in a tiny 

area from which there is for the moment no escape. The elevator in 

this case is a representation of the man's attitude toward the world in 

general, which is to say that it is a symbol of his inner feelings. 

19 
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Obviously, such a reaction has nothing to do with any mechanical 

knowledge of trie workings of elevators, nor does it concern the function 

of the elevator as a means of transportation. What is of importance is 

the fact that the elevator gives a dramatic expression to the man's 

inner feelings about the world. 

Other symbols do indeed depend upon an object's empirical 

function or activity for their significance. The serpent, for example, 

is a frequent symbol of the dark and awesome powers that lie beneath 

the surface of man's consciousness: those which pertain to his instinc

tual being. These primeval, Dionysian forces of nature are often 

feared by man since they represent, at least on one psychological level, 

a threat to the development of consciousness. Man sees a side of him

self in the serpent due to that animal's primitive, alimentary (i. e. , 

instinctual) nature, and it is not uncommon for these characteristics to 

be opposed to ideals of the spirit. The fact that some snakes are lethal 

gives impetus to this feeling, which may or may not be conscious, but 

which can result in an irrational fear of any snake (even though a parti

cular member of the serpent family may be known to be harmless). 

It is important to distinguish the symbol from allegory. As 

C. G. Jung writes: "An allegory is a paraphrase of a conscious content, 

whereas a symbol is the best possible expression for an unconscious 

content whose nature can only be guessed, because it is still 



unknown. " Another way of stating the distinction is this: in allegory, 

there is a direct intellectual relationship between the image employed 

and what is being expressed, which is frequently a well-known concept. 

Hence, the readers of autos sacramentales quickly recognize the 

intended referents of the different characters. A symbol, however, is 

charged with a life of its own, because it represents something that is 

vivid and yet conceptually unknown within out minds. It possesses an 

emotional content for us because it is us, psychologically speaking. 

That is why it cannot be said that the symbol points only to one thing or 

another. If the mysterious numinosity surrounding the symbol is lost, 

if it should become devoid of any emotional content, then we can say 

that it has become an allegory or simply a picturesque image, and that 

properly speaking it can no longer be considered a symbol at all. Such 

is the case with the bygone gods of the ancients, or with the images 

from folktales and legends which entranced us as children. 

The case of myth is similar to that of symbols as they are 

studied here. Myths, generally speaking, are composed of one or 

more symbolic images revolving around a central theme of existential 

importance. Thus, the individual symbol gains impetus as it is 

1. C. G. Jung, The Archetypes and the Collective Unconscious, 
in The Collected Works of C. G. Jung, translated by R. F. C. Hull, 
edited by Herbert Read, et al., Vol. IX, parti, Bollingen Series, XX 
(2nd ed.; Princeton: Princeton University Press, 1968), 6n. 
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elaborated into a coherent, symbolic statement, at which point it takes 

on the aura of religion. In Karl Jaspers' words: 

What is myth? What is it that we call mythical? These terms 
denote a language of images, ideas, figures, and events, all of 
which point to the supernatural. But the supernatural meaning 
is present only in the images themselves; when they are trans
lated into mere ideas, their actual meanings are lost .  2 

The power of attraction and fascination that the symbol exerts 

over ego-consciousness can be attributed to the fact that it represents 

different aspects of the unconscious side of man's psyche, aspects 

which Jiang has called "archetypes": 

When fantasies are produced which no longer rest on personal 
memories, we have to do with the manifestations of a deeper 
layer of the unconscious where the primordial images common 
to humanity lie sleeping. I have called these images or motifs 
"archetypes, " also "dominants" of the unconscious. ̂  

The symbol works by suggestion; that is to say, it carries 
conviction and at the same time expresses the content of that 
conviction. It is able to do this because of the numen, the 
specific energy stored up in the archetype. Experience of the 
archetype is not only impressive, it seizes and possesses the 
entire personality, and is naturally productive of faith. ̂  

2. Karl Jaspers and Rudolf Bultmann, Myth and Christianity: 
An Inquiry into the Possibility of Religion without Myth (New York; 
Noonday, 1958), p. 85. 

3. C. G. Jung, Two Essays on Analytical Psychology, in The 
Collected Works of C. G. Jung, translated by R. F. C. Hull, edited by 
Herbert Read, Michael Fordham, and Gerhard Adler, Vol. VII, 
Bollingen Series, XX (2nd ed.; New York; Pantheon, 1966), 66. 

4. C. G. Jung, Symbols of Transformation: An Analysis of the 
Prelude to a Case of Schizophrenia, in The Collected Works of C. G. 
Jung, translated by R. F. C. Hull, edited by Herbert Read, et al. , 
Vol. V, Bollingen Series, XX (2nd ed.; Princeton: Princeton University 
Press, 1967), 232. 
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No writer has attempted to decipher the precise nature of an archetype, 

for to do so would be to define psychic life itself. In Jung's words: 

"It seems to me probable that the real nature of the archetype is not 

5 
capable of being made conscious, that it is transcendent. ..." As 

the mental side of instinct, the archetypes can only be known indirectly 

through what are called primordial images, or "pictures" of arche

types as they are perceived by consciousness. 

The archetype is seen, then, through the symbol as the external 

form of the primordial image. By focusing attention toward the symbol 

and by projecting emotion into it, we are in effect giving voice to our 

own darkness, thereby bringing it closer to the light of consciousness. 

There must be consciousness in order for the symbol to be perceived, 

but somewhat paradoxically there can be no increase of consciousness 

without the symbol. As Erich Neumann has stated: 

When instincts are centrally represented, i. e., when they 
appear as images, Jung calls them archetypes. Archetypes 
take the form of images only where consciousness is present; 
in other words, the plastic self-portrayal of instincts is a 
psychic process of a higher order. It presupposes an organ 
capable of perceiving these primordial images. ® 

5. C„ G. Jung, The Structure and Dynamics of the Psyche, in 
The Collected Works of C. G. Jung, translated by R. F. C. Hull, 
edited by Herbert Read, Michael Fordham, and Gerhard Adler, Vol. 
VIII, Bollingen Series, XX (New York; Pantheon, 1960), 213, 

6. Erich Neumann, The Origins and History of Consciousness, 
translated by R. F. C. Hull, Bollingen Series, l.LII (New York; 
Pantheon, 1954), p. 295. 
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In modern Western man, [the symbol] compensates for 
overemphasis on consciousness; in early man, however, it 
not only strengthens, but positively forms consciousness. 
Through the symbol, mankind arises from the early phase 
of formlessness, from a blind, purely unconscious psyche 
without images, to the formative phase whose image making 
is an essential premise for the genesis and development of 
consciousness.? 

As mentioned above, a corollary of the vividness of the symbol 

is the fact that it cannot be assumed to be conceptual and limited in 

meaning. Just as perception of the archetype will mean different things 

to different individuals depending upon their situations, so too a symbol 

of any given archetype will vary in meaning, in intensity, and in the 

reaction it produces. A further consideration of serpent symbolism will 

perhaps clarify this point. We have referred to the fact that some people 

are morbidly afraid of snakes, and a possible reason for such a phobia 

has been suggested for purposes of discussion. On the other hand, it 

must be realized that the dark side of man is, in addition to being at 

times a terrifying monster, the womb of creativity which gives birth to 

increased consciousness, when man gains a deeper knowledge of him

self by opening his consciousness to inspiration from the unconscious 

mind. For this reason the serpent, as representative at times of the 

unconscious as a whole, can be viewed in a positive manner and as a 

7. Erich Neumann, The Great Mother: An Analysis of the 
Archetype, translated by Ralph Manheim, Bollingen Series, XLVII 
(2nd ed.; New York: Pantheon, 1963), p. 17. 
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source of wisdom from a symbolic point of view. Consciousness, in 

other words, must of necessity turn to the unconscious for nourish

ment if it is to avoid finding itself in a state of paralyzed atrophy. A 

remarkable symbolic statement of this complementary relationship 

between spirit and nature (consciousness and the unconscious) is the 

national seal of Mexico, an eagle consuming a serpent. If the eagle 

(spirit) is to survive and soar, it must consume (i. e., assimilate) the 

bestial and chthonic. Numerous examples of this are also found in 

Nietzsche: 

And behold! An eagle swept through the air in wide circles, 
and on it hung a serpent, not like a prey, but like a friend: for 
it kept itself coiled round the eagle's neck. ̂  

Zarathustra told them that he now wanted to go alone; for he 
was fond of going alone. Iiis disciples, however, presented him 
at his departure with a staff, on the handle of which a serpent 
twined round the sun. ̂  

And verily, what I saw, the like had I never seen. A young 
shepherd did I see, writhing, choking, quivering, with 
distorted countenance, and with a heavy serpent hanging out of 
his mouth. . . 

My hand pulled at the serpent, and pulled: —in vain! I 
failed to pull the serpent out of his throat. Then there cried out 
of me: "Bite! Bite!. . . " 

The shepherd. . . bit as my cry had admonished him; he bit 
with a stronger bite! Far away did he spit the head of the 
serpent; —and sprang up.— 

8. Friedrich Nietzsche, Thus Spake Zarathustra, in The 
Philosophy of Nietzsche, translated by Thomas Common (New York; 
Modern Library, 1927), p. 19. 

9. Ibid., p. 78. 
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No longer shepherd, no longer man—a transfigured being, 
a light-surrounded being, that laughed! Never on earth 
laughed a man as he laughed. 10 

In a brief essay entitled El argumento de la obra, Guillen shows 

himself to be in essential agreement, both aesthetically and intellec

tually, with the symbological approach to literature, although his 

terminology differs from that which we have been employing. Guillen 

expresses himself as follows: 

La luz renace. Y renace en los ojos y la conciencia de un 
hombre removido por una emocion radical de asombro. Ese 
hombre se conoce asi, gracias al contacto con un mas alia 
que no es el. Nada seria el sujeto sin esa red de relaciones 
con el objeto, con los objetos. Ahi estan por si y ante si, 
autonomos, y con una suprema calidad: son reales. El 
despertar de cada durmiente recompone el careo que es 
nuestra vida: un yo en dialogo con la realidad. El yo se ve 
preso en algo infinitivamente superior a el, y por una jugada 
de involuntario jugador afortunadisimo. De alii, un asombro. H 

The view of reality expressed in this passage is correlative to our con

siderations of the symbol. An ego "in dialog with reality" implies a 

symbological intuition of the psychological meaning of reality in its 

everyday manifestations. The poet is not concerned with the colossal 

events of history, but with daily life as it is vitally impregnated by an 

intuition of the symbol. Ordinary objects are infused with a life of their 

own since they are more than themselves: they are no less important 

10. Ibid., pp. 175-76. 

11. Jorge Guillen, El argumento de la obra (Barcelona: 
Sinera, 1969), p. 47. 
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to man than his own psyche. It is for this reason that the poet can 

make a statement such as the one that follows, which sounds curiously 

like a religious credo: 

Creo en la maravilla suficiente 
De esta calle a las once, 
Cuando la vida arrecia 
Con robustez normal, dichosa casi, 
Humilde, realizada. 12 

Similar comments are made in Guillen's prose: 

El animal humano logra hasta cierto punto encajar su ambiente, 
y ese ajuste entre los ojos y la luz, entre los pulmones y el 
aire, entre los pies y la tierra implica una coordinacion tan 
obvia que a menudo los mas atentos no la perciben. A sus 
oidos no llega esta armonfa. Y, sin embargo, ninguna es 
superior a la de nuestro familiar equilibrio. Bien puede 
calificarse de maravilla. 13 

Ninguna fusion, ninguna magia. Si el enriquecimiento de quien 
vive exaltando su vivir. En estas ocasiones prorrumpe de las 
entranas mis mas de la vitalidad, y con toda su fuerza de sur-
tidor, un jubilo fisico y metafisico, ya fundamento de una 
conviccion entusiasta, de una fe: la fe en la realidad, esta 
realidad terrestre. 14 

Cantico atiende a esos instantes en que no sucede sino el 
fenomeno extraordinario de la normalidad. 15 

12. Jorge Guillen, Cantico: Fe de vida (5th ed.; Buenos 
Aires: Sudamericana, 1962), p. 306. Hereinafter, reference to this 
edition is by page number in parentheses following the quotation. 

13. Guillen, El argumento de la obra, p. 51. 

14. Ibid., p. 53. 

15. Ibid., p. 51. 
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Such a view of external reality does not mean, of course, that 

the poet is so taken up with the world around him that he neglects the 

inner world of introspection. For Guillen is very much concerned with 

the inner reality of the mind, and his interest in this primary facet of 

human nature is witnessed by the fact that he is constantly concerned 

with symbols; that is, concerned with the outer world as seen and 

interpreted through a consciousness that is itself joined in a vital union 

with the unconscious side of the psyche. When the poet says "Todo es 

mas que yo" (p. 470), he is referring to his own dark side as well as 

to the vastness of the world that surrounds him externally. The outside 

world is "more" than the ego because the unconscious mind is greater 

than the ego, and shows itself to consciousness by drawing upon entities 

from the environment which are analogous to its different contents and 

conditions. Since the outside world is given psychological significance 

precisely because of the fact that it mirrors the world of the psyche, 

the poet has an a priori interest in that part of the mind that can only 

be consciously manifested via the symbol. And this leads to an interest 

in the process of symbol formation, that phenomenon which is born in 

the unconscious mind and which is ultimately seen in the finished, 

aesthetic manifestation of it: the poem. 

The process of artistic creation is often similar to, and at 

time" virtually identical with, that of symbolization. The aesthetic 

process can be said to begin at times with a perception or awareness 
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of an archetypal image. This is possible because of the symbol, 

which is itself elaborated in a definite way by the consciousness of the 

artist, so as to endow it with a relatively precise form. In this case, 

it is imperative to distinguish between the artist and the artisan or 

craftsman. A very similar distinction is made by Herbert Read, who 

states that there are two kinds of form in poetry: 

When a work of art has its own inherent laws, originating 
with its very invention and fusing both structure and content, 
then the resulting form may be described as organic. 16 

When an organic form is stabilized and repeated as a 
pattern, and the intention of the artist is no longer related 
to the inherent dynamism of an inventive act, but seeks to 
adapt content to predetermined structure, then the resulting 
form may be described as abstract. 17 

Perhaps another way of stating the distinction would be to say that, 

generally speaking, organic art is of inspiration, and abstract of 

imitation and aesthetic elaboration or development. This is not to say 

that organic art need not be aesthetically pleasing, of course, but 

nonetheless its emphasis would seem to lie in the area of intuition as 

opposed to formal perfection. Regardless of its aesthetic qualities, 

however, Read asserts that organic art "is the most original and most 

18 
vital principle of poetic creation. " 

16. Herbert Read, Form in Modern Poetry (New York: Sheed 
and Ward, 1933), p. 3. 

17. Ibid., pp. 3-4. 

18. Ibid., p. 5. 



It is organic art that is to concern us here. Our intent is to 

explicate artistic expression through symbology, rather than to con

centrate on the purely formal aspects of the work. This is not to deny 

the stylistic perfection of Guillen's masterpiece, for readers are well 

aware of his domination and control of language. However, since the 

majority of the poems contained in Cantico employ symbols in an 

elaborate manner, it is reasoned that the work can be better approached 

and understood through an understanding of these. We are not to be con

cerned with biographical criticism, but with the poems themselves. If 

biography is avoided, the poems will presumably be seen as expressive 

of the human condition in general, rather than as symptomatic of one 

man's situation. 

In illustration of the above remarks, I would like to discuss 

three sonnets from Cantico. Although each poem involves a relatively 

unique approach to its subject, all three concern themselves with 

metaphorical descriptions of the aesthetic process as we have discussed 

it. The poems deal with the psychic factors involved in artistic crea

tion, using different but analogous symbols in their descriptions. 

The first sonnet, "Hacia el poema, " considers primarily the 

coming to consciousness of what can be termed the "raw material" of 

the poem; the creative but as yet crude intuition of a psychic dis

position which will eventually be expressed in the work of art, thus 

satisfying the arive of the unconscious for expression of its own 
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contents. It should be reiterated that what is important here is not a 

particular product of artistic inspiration, but the inspiration itself. 

Our discussion hence becomes theoretical, since for the moment we 

are not concerned with symbols so much as with symbolization. "Hacia 

el poema" appears as follows: 

Siento que un ritmo se me desenlaza 
De este barullo en que sin meta vago, 
Y entregandome todo al nuevo halago 
Doy con la claridad de una terraza, 

5 Donde es mi gula ahora quien traza 
Limpido el orden en que me deshago 
Del murmullo y su duende, mas aciago 
Que el gran silencio bajo la amenaza. 

Se me juntan a flor de tanto obseso 
10 Mai softar las palabras decididas 

A iluminarse en vivido volumen. 

El son me da un perfil de carne y hueso. 
La forma se me vuelve salvavidas. 
Hacia una luz mis penas se consumen (p. 263). 

In the initial three lines, it can be presupposed that the poet has 

been in a state of chaos, that ego-consciousness has been divorced from 

the world of logical clarity. One might say that he has embarked on a 

psychic journey or "trip" into the world apart from the ego, which is 

normally unnoticed but present always; that is, he has come into contact 

with the creative unconscious, which is limitless and forever new when 

compared to the relatively static confines of ego-consciousness. This 

is not to depreciate the conscious mind, for its mission in artistic 

creation is to give form to that which it initially receives as a passive 
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observer. The unending concern of the poet is precisely to increase 

the boundaries of consciousness, and for this purpose he turns to the 

chaotic but vital side of psychic life for nourishment. 

The fourth line of the poem is an implicit reference to the 

actual discovery of a method of expressing that which has inspired the 

speaker to write. He identifies himself with consciousness in general 

rather than with ego-consciousness, since the agent doing the writing 

of the poem is not necessarily identified with the ego of the speaker. 

By stating that he has come upon a sudden clarity he implies that a 

potential aesthetic form has been found. The terrace is indicative of a 

marking off of one area; the poet no longer wanders aimlessly through 

the confusion of his own unconscious mind, but has managed to plot a 

specific "ground" for his observations, meaning that he feels himself 

to be in the world of conscious clarity once again; this is opposed to the 

chaotic formlessness of the unconscious. Cantico abounds with refer

ences to balconies, windows, etc. , from which one is able to look out 

upon the world for poetic material (i. e. , symbols). Generally speaking, 

the use of a terrace as a lookout point from one's psychic "house" is a 

frequent image. 

A more fascinating, and somewhat more complicated, problem 

is exactly whose house the poet as poet refers to, and that is the 

question posed by the next two lines (5-6). The ego, it is known, is 

often inclined to identify life with itself, and to consider the remainder 



of the psyche as merely an appendage to it. It is not at all infrequent 

to find poetic references (from all literatures) to a psychic house, but 

these are most often considered from the point of view of the ego, which 

will nearly always interpret any unconscious expression in terms of 

itself rather than in those of the totality of the psyche. Here, this 

restricted attitude is overcome by an identification of the ego with the 

personality in its completeness, taking the unconscious world into 

account. And consciousness does not increase of its own accord (we 

are not concerned here with directed, scientific knowledge, but with 

what is traditionally called wisdom), but only through cooperation or 

union with the unconscious mind. To put it another way, it is only 

through darkness that man can know light. Paradoxically, man must 

enter the fearsome world of the unconscious (11. 7-8) in order to 

increase his consciousness. The eagle can soar only if he is nourished 

by the instinctual serpent. 

The poet further states (11. 9-11) that the words he has chosen 

arrange themselves in a natural order. It is not surprising that he 

should use the image of "surfacing" to describe symbolically their 

arrangement, for the unconscious is frequently referred to metaphori

cally as being "below" consciousness. This is especially true in the 

case of ocean symbolism, which the poet mentions here indirectly. Not 

only do the words of the poem "surface" after his inner voyage of 



discovery, he also describes the final form of the poem as a "life-

saver" (1. 13). 

The final strophe of the sonnet describes the finished aesthetic 

rendering of the symbol. As the creation becomes solidified, it 

naturally acquires a certain humanity, for it enters the world of human 

consciousness and comprehension ("El son me da un perfil de carne y 

hueso, " 1. 12). The form of the poem is a "lifesaver" (1. 13) which 

demands form (or order) as the basis of intelligibility. The labors of 

the poet ("penas, " 1. 14) are rewarded in that, ideally at least, a 

spark of conscious light has illuminated an unconscious content. It is 

for this reason that the pains of what is frequently unpleasant introspec

tion consume themselves, as the poet states. Such unpleasantness 

cannot be avoided, but is understood in the resulting brightness of 

light. 

The second poem, "Ariadna, Ariadna, " is quite similar to the 

first, but here there is more emphasis placed upon what we have 

termed the "raw material" for the work of art: 

^Nubes seran pendientes hacia frondas 
Que yo sonase, complice dcrmido? 
Despierto voy por cumulos de olvido 
Que resucitan de sus muertas ondas. 

5 ^Ad6nde me aventuro? Veo mondas 
Algunas ramas y colmado el nido, 
Y no se si de Octubre me despido, 
O algun Abril me envuelve con sus rondas. 
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Por ti me esfuerzo, forma de ese mundo 
10 Posible en la palabra que lo alumbre, 

Rica de caos sin cesar fecundo. 

^No habre de merecer, si aun vacilo, 
La penumbra de un rayo o su vislumbre ? 
Ariadna, Ariadna, por favor, tu hilo (p. 264). 

Perhaps the most salient aspect of this sonnet is the expressed fact 

that, when in contact with the unconscious, ego-consciousness is dis

oriented and unable to determine with objectivity whether that which is 

being observed or experienced is positive or detrimental to it. A 

similar situation is frequently found in the writings of mystics, who 

clearly record the ego's dilemma when placed in a perspective that 

eliminates its accustomed position as the functional center of the con

scious mind. The position of the ego under such conditions is similar 

to a dream situation, which is to say that it is relegated to the status 

of an observer rather than having ascendency over the psyche (no 

matter how illusory this dominance might be). The ego is not in a 

position to control the psychic play before it, although this drama is 

often negative from an egocentric point of view (as in the case of night

mares). As has been mentioned, the natural instinct of consciousness 

is to increase itself, but in order to do this it must venture hazardously 

into a world beyond it and can only hope for the best. 

The third strophe of the poem refers implicitly to a theme 

discussed above. The unconscious is a chaotic, formless entity (cf. 

1. 11) desirous primarily of its own expression. Although primitive 
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from the conscious standpoint, it is the very germ of consciousness, 

the spring of life or prima materia without which consciousness cannot 

survive in any condition other than one of psychic sclerosis. It is for 

this reason that the speaker refers to the unconscious world as 

"unceasingly fertile" ("sin cesar fecundo, " 1. 11). 

But the unconscious needs consciousness to give it form, or else 

the human striving to make instinct conscious of itself will go unrealized. 

This surfacing of unconscious contents (via symbolization) is often 

represented by the phenomenon of speech, since man employs speech 

in order to express the workings of his mind. It is the Word that gives 

intelligibility to man's inner creativity ("And the Word was made 

Flesh"); this is similar to a thought expressed in the previous poem: 

El son me da un perfil de carne y hueso. 
La forma se me vuelve salvavidas (11. 12-13). 

But it is before the birth of the Word that man as a rational being is 

lost and confused, when he is in a groping search for light and guidance. 

Hence, he must hope for the means to escape from his inner labyrinth 

in order to reach the noonday light of consciousness (11. 12-14). 

The last of the sonnets we are considering, "Profundo espejo, " 

is a metaphorical description of the world, of external reality, as the 

source of symbols: 

Entro la aurora alii. Se abrio el espejo. 
Sofiaba la verdad con otra vida. 
Pero tan fiel al punto de partida 
Por lo profundo se alej6 lo viejo 



5 Que, latente en la fabula el cotejo, 
Aur mas puras se alzaron en seguida 
Las formas. Y hecha gracia la medida, 
De sus esencias fueron el reflejo. 

Un material muy limpido y muy leve 
10 Se aislaba exacto y mucho mas hermoso. 

La exactitud rend'a otro relieve. 

Mientras, las sombras se sentian dens as 
De su acumulacion y reposo. 
La verdad invent aba a sus expensas (p. 265). 

The "action" of the poem can be established with little dif

ficulty. Dawn enters the bedroom of the speaker, at which point a 

mirror "opens"; presumably, this is because a mirror needs light in 

order to reflect surrounding objects. Until the entry of light, it is 

stated that truth has been occupying itself elsewhere (that is, apart 

from the conscious perception of the poet). This temporal arrange

ment of the initial events in the poem is important since there is no 

time sequence in the poem itself. In other words, dawn enters while 

truth has been removed from the speaker's conscious world (indicated 

by the imperfect tense "sofiaba"). The narration concerns a single 

instant, so the initial "truth" must be understood as an occurrence 

taking place before the description begins. 

Also as light enters, "se alejo lo viejo" (1. 4). If light can be 

associated with waking consciousness, then the "old" must be some

thing that was present prior to the entrance of light. This suggests a 
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parallel between the old and the sleeping world of inner reality, since 

it is opposed to the reality of the waking hours. 

The speaker elaborates the image by stating that, although the 

old retreats at the advent of daylight, it remains true to the point of 

departure. The "point" referred to here would seem to be the ego 

itself and the perceptive faculties, the senses, which the ego coordi

nates. The ego thus becomes the focal point of "messages" from the 

outer world and the inner psyche, and receives stimuli from both. 

Since the ego at the moment of poetic description is in a nebulous state 

between the two worlds, the situation might be summarized as follows: 

something "old" has been presenting itself to the speaker while he is in 

a state of sleep. As he awakens, the old departs, but in spite of its 

departure it is true or faithful to that which had received it, which is 

the ego. Considering the two statements, it is possible to conclude 

that the old in this case is the dark side of the psyche; that is, the 

unconscious mind. 

A question then arises regarding the point of departure itself. 

The old leaves this area of the mind precisely because the ego is 

entering its customary world. The ego has ceased to observe the inner 

drama of the unconscious in favor of directing itself to external matters. 

This image can of course be applied to the narration of the poem. When 

the speaker awakens, the unconscious world retreats inwardly so that 

the mirror can begin to reflect the outer environment. This indicates 



that, metaphorically speaking, the point of departure can be said to be 

the surface or glass of the mirror, as we have seen. This surface, 

representing the ego as the functional center of consciousness, serves 

as an intermediary between the inner and outer worlds. It refers 

itself to both the external environment and to the message of inner 

reality, since ideally the ego must at all times be open to stimuli from 

each end of the spectrum of the mind. 

A statement then follows which joins the two sides of the 

psychic mirror. The forms seen in the mirror become more pure 

precisely because of the fact that they are "old. " These forms are 

objects drawn from the environment, objects that are reflected with the 

advent of daylight. But they can be seen more clearly by consciousness 

because of the unconscious, which has heretofore dominated the mind 

of the speaker. That is to say that the unconscious gives a specific 

type of clarity to the environment for its own purpose, that of symboli-

zation. 

As discussed above, an object which has become a symbol is 

charged with an emotional content, for it is indicative of a psychic 

condition of importance to the individual. It is for this reason that the 

objects of the poem can be said to be more "pure" ("puras" 1. 6), for 

they now possess a reality that is more than empirical. The psychic 

mirror reflects objects in their symbolic essence since they are seen 

as representative of an existential situation. There are other 
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references of this nature in Cantico which may be useful in clarifying 

the image of the mirror: 

Yo, yo soy el espejo que refleja, 
Vivaces, los matices en mi fondo, 
Tambien pintura mla (p. 162). 

Soy yo el espejo. Vamos. 
Reflejar es amar (p. 163). 

Seme secreto, mi fervido espejo. 
Guardame entero (p. 207). 

The poet further states that there is a comparison latent 

between the two forms, between the objects as objects and as symbols. 

As we have seen, this is both natural and expected. It is also stated 

that this comparison is latent in the "fable. " The modern word "fabula" 

is derived from the Latin fabula "conversation. " And we are indeed 

dealing with a conversation, albeit one of a special nature. The dialog 

in this case is between consciousness and the unconscious, indicating 

that the two halves of the psyche are joined in a vital and necessary 

union. But the word "fabula" has other meanings as well, and is 

frequently used to refer to narratives of a mythic nature. And we are 

dealing with a phenomenon of a mythic nature, in that the process of 

symbolization is an integral factor in the creation of myth. The "fable, " 

then, can be said to pertain to this world of symbolization. Since in 

this particular poem we have to do with the world of dreams, the 

"fabula" is to be associated with the dream state, when the unconscious 

nightly manifests itself to consciousness. 
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The remainder of the strophe (11. 6-8) reiterates the thoughts 

previously expressed. The "forms" have become much more than 

themselves in a Platonic sense: in addition to their physical existence, 

they have achieved a reality which pertains to the mind and its ideals. 

They are not seen as mere objects but as the symbols of a higher 

reality of the mind, and are therefore considered for symbolic rather 

than physical characteristics or attributes. 

The following strophe continues this line of thought. The 

attention of the speaker is directed to one object among many. The 

object is seen in a unique perspective coming from emotional (i. e. , 

symbolic) perception. Viewed by itself and in a different "relief" from 

its physical existence, the object gains in beauty for the beholder. 

The final strophe further emphasizes the importance of external 

objects in the life of the speaker, since they are needed for psychic 

balance. The shadows mentioned are found in the room of the poet. 

They are "dense" since they have been obscuring the outside world. At 

the moment of daylight and awakening, however, they begin to disperse: 

the world of objects is once again visible. It is for this reason that 

truth can begin "inventing" (from the Latin "to find"). Truth is depen

dent upon the external world, or there will be nothing for the inner 

world to reflect on its own plane. 

Truth, then, is seen in two related ways. In the second line of 

the sonnet, it pertains to the sleeping world, for it resided there when 
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light first entered the room. The second reference relates truth to the 

outer world, and the environment contains and expresses truth in the 

form of empirical reality as seen through the "mind's eye. " Truth is a 

subjective entity, to be gained by perception of the environment and per

ception of the soul. 

In conclusion, the poems considered here deal with a subjective 

consideration of the process of symbol formation. They serve as 

paradigm cases of symbology because they are in a sense theoretical 

poems. They point to the goal of increased consciousness, meaning in 

this case the poetic realization of nature. For a more precise under

standing of this increase taken by itself, it will be necessary to study 

the symbolism of light and consciousness. Preliminary to such a 

consideration, however, it is imperative to explore the darker side of 

psychic life, and it is to that aspect of Cantico that we must now turn. 



CHAPTER 3 

THE WORLD OF THE AUTONOMOUS PSYCHE 

Heaven above 
Heaven below 
Stars above 
Stars below 
All that is above 
Also is below 
Grasp this 
And rejoice-*-

"No tree, it is said, can grow to heaven unless its roots reach 

2 
down to hell. " These sayings, an alchemical dictum and an old Swiss 

proverb, summarize concisely one of the themes of Cantico. The 

theme is a concern for the dark side of man's personality, that aspect 

of his being which rational consciousness can perceive only indirectly 

and subliminally at best. This facet of the mind has been given a 

variety of names throughout history: God, Nirvana, the Soul, Beyond, 

Other, to name only a few. The fact that some contemporary thinkers 

1. Quoted in C. G. Jung, The Practice of Psychotherapy, in 
The Collected Works of C. G. Jung, translated by R. F. C. Hull, 
edited by Herbert Read, Michael Fordham, and Gerhard Adler, Vol. 
XVI, Bollingen Series, XX (2nd ed.; New York; Pantheon, 1966), 189. 

2. C. G. Jung, A ion, in The Collected Works of C. G. Jung, 
translated by R. F. C. Hull, edited by Herbert Read, Michael Fordham, 
and Gerhard Adler, Vol. IX, part II, Bollingen Series, XX (New York: 
Pantheon, 1959), 43. 

43 
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have chosen to call this entity the unconscious, a somewhat banal 

term, does not in any way diminish the divine appearance of this other 

world when it manifests itself to consciousness. It appears to be only 

in modern times, however, at least in the Occident, that men, 

especially artists, have come to view the world of the Other as some

thing to be found ultimately within themselves rather than in external 

objects such as divinities. 

Before the modern era, which in the context of our discussion 

can be said to have its origins particularly in the industrial revolution, 

experiences of the unconscious were generally categorized within the 

boundaries of prevailing concepts. It is quite natural, therefore, that 

theological contexts were predominant (especially in the case of 

Spanish mysticism). In contemporary art, the basic nature of percep

tion of the world beyond can be said to be essentially unchanged. The 

conscious attitude of the artist, however, has changed and developed 

considerably. For the modern artist has come to look within himself 

for categorization of darkness instead of appealing to cultural canon for 

clarification. 

Such a pursuit involves, in effect, the creation of personal 

myth. As mentioned previously, the principal psychological purpose of 

myth is to voice the existential situations of man, not simply to explain 

the cosmology of his environment. The physical surroundings of man 

are abundant in myth because they are symbolic of his own mind. In 



this regard, it can be said that all men engage themselves in creating 

and living out the personal myth that best expresses them. Examples 

of this creation axe numerous. In the plastic arts, Henry Moore and 

Pablo Picasso have created works that depend far more on creative 

imagination than on external concepts. In music, Gustav Mahler com

posed within the general framework of Romanticism, but extended this 

mode of musical expression to the point of achieving a personal state

ment far beyond the traditional confines of symphonic composition. In 

our own day, Charles Ives and Arnold Schonberg have on occasion vir

tually removed music from its previously accepted boundaries. 

Expression of the individual creative imagination in literature 

is equally abundant. Stephen Dedalus' search for himself in Joyce's 

Portrait of the Artist and Ulysses, and Saint Exupery's The Little 

Prince, show vividly the emphasis on myth within the individual, as 

does the poetry of William Butler Yeats. In Spanish literature, 

Alberti's Sobre los anffeles reflects this tendency as does the work of 

Lorca, particularly the later poetry and the surrealistic tragedy As! 

3 
que pasen cinco afios. 

The formulation of myths, whether they be personal or collec

tive, depends on the symbol and its elaboration, so that an experience 

3. See Rupert C. Allen, The Symbolic World of Federico 
Garcia Lorca (Albuquerque; University of New Mexico Press, 1972), 
p p .  6 1 - 1 5 7 .  



can be expressed in comprehensible language and thereby communi

cated. In this context, it must be understood that there is a certain 

lack of "Platonic essence" in the symbol, for it is concrete and never 

precisely embodies the purely mental contents that it represents. That 

is to say that if an artist wishes to express a certain attitude or feeling, 

he must necessarily do so in terms that are analogous to it but yet with

in the categories of conscious thought. A somewhat paradoxical situa

tion then develops, for the artist must search for a conceptual or 

conscious image to express something that is essentially nondiscursive. 

This ineffable content of the unconscious mind is the archetype. As 

has been said, the archetype cannot be perceived directly, but only by 

way of the symbol which links it to consciousness. To say that the 

symbol is lacking in Platonic essence in no way demeans its importance, 

for it is the method by which man expresses his most transcendent 

spirituality. An analogy is perhaps found in physics; one cannot "see" 

the laws of physics directly, only the manifestations of these laws as 

they appear in nature. 

The relationship between intelligence and the vital but uncon

scious darkness beyond it is, in a sense, correlative to the physical 

processes of the natural world and the unseen laws which govern them. 

The symbol bestows a certain conscious light upon that part of the mind 

which would otherwise remain unknowable to consciousness. The term 

unconscious" is therefore to be taken literally, and when its contents 
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become conscious to a greater or lesser degree, they do so with the 

aid of the symbol. 

As we have seen, Guillen concerns himself with theoretical 

considerations of the symbol and its formation, for he naturally feels 

compelled to comprehend intellectually his own intuited inspiration. 

It is also natural and predictable that the poet should turn to the very 

source of symbolic perception, to his inner darkness, and give aesthetic 

consideration to this aspect of his being. "Bosque y bosque, " an early 

poem from the first edition of Cantico, states symbolically an aware

ness of the inner life of the mind: 

Los sumandos frondosos de la tarde 
—Prolija claridad, uno mas uno— 
Son en la suma de la noche ceros. 
j N o  los ceros solemnes de la nada! 

5 Anillos para manos de poetas 
Que alzaran un gran bosque sobre el bosque, 
— jOh frescura de frondas imposibles! — 
Bajo un rumor de numeros ardientes, 
Henchidas presidencias necesarias. 

10 Ceros, ya anillos, fulgen con los astros (p. 321). 

This poem, which sounds rather like a baroque conceit, is a 

metaphorical and affirmatively ironic description of the world that lies 

beyond the boundaries of consciousness, a world Guillen often refers to 

as the "mas alia. " The scene of the narration is uncomplicated. The 

speaker might be talcing a walk through a forest in the afternoon sun. 

The clarity and visibility of all that surrounds him stimulates another 
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train of thought, which is the mysterious darkness of the woods when 

night descends. 

This ordinary observation of a natural fact is then applied to the 

divisions of the psyche, particularly as these divisions are seen in the 

mind of the artist. The first sentence opposes the concreteness of day

light and the relative emptiness of night, for the objects noted by the 

poet during his walk in the afternoon clarity will add up to a zero in the 

darkness of night (11. 1-3). Darkness is one of the most frequent sym

bols of the unconscious psyche in man, for conscious intelligence reacts 

to both physical and psychic darkness in a similar fashion. Man is able 

to function comfortably and with confidence during the day, because he 

is able to depend on senses which give him a direct knowledge of his 

surroundings. This convenient perception diminishes at night, however, 

and he can only grope through obscurity. 

The relationship of man to his own inner self is correlative to 

his dealings with the environment. During periods of conscious function

ing, the individual is relatively sure of himself, for he is dealing with 

known quantities. The intellect functions in terms of concepts, and the 

act of thinking is a familiar process. When removed from conceptual 

procedures, however, intelligence begins to flounder. Since the hidden 

processes of the mind are essentially nondiscursive, man attempts to 

deal with entities that are categorically removed from his accustomed 

manner of dealing with the world. At this point the ego, as the 
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functional center of consciousness, gropes in a darkness just as real 

as that of physical night, and perhaps more so, since the intellect often 

refuses to accept the fact that there are regions of the mind that cannot 

be confronted on a thinking level. 

The zeros of the night are qualified, however, for the absence 

of those entities that they replace is peculiar and relative ("jNo los 

ceros solemnes de la nada! " 1. 4), and this implies a distinction between 

two types of "nothingness. " On the one hand, a nothingness might be 

imagined that is a total absence of anything whatsoever (insofar as it is 

possible to conceive of nothingness in absolute terms). This is 

ontological nothingness. 

The zeros mentioned by the poet, however, imply a nothingness 

of a different nature. It is stated that what is clear during periods of 

conscious functioning adds up to a zero at night, when intelligence 

ceases to operate on its own terms. But such a "nothingness" is highly 

relative, and is indeed "nothing" only from the point of view of the ego. 

The world of the non-ego within man is baffling and to a considerable 

degree ineffable, but at the same time it is pregnant with creative 

possibilities. 

Contact with the unconscious can be arbitrarily dismissed (as 

many individuals are wont to do with their dreams), or the contact can 

be elaborated and, in the case of art, aesthetically organized until it 
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becomes a coherent statement in symbolic form. The latter possibility 

is mentioned by the poet in 11. 5-6: 

Anillos para manos de poet as 
Que alzaran un gran bosque sobre el bosque. 

The physical forest with its comprehensible clarity vanishes at night, 

but another forest is then created above it. This description of the 

phenomenon and its accompanying epiphenomenon states succinctly the 

nature of contact with the unconscious, for the artist in this situation is 

creating a personal statement of a mythic nature; he is in contact with 

a realm of the mind that lies beyond the clear but limited world of ego-

consciousness. Such a contact is forever "fresh, " for by its very 

nature it cannot be possessed, and is therefore unceasingly inspiring 

and "impossible" (1. 7). It will always pertain to the metaphysical 

realm of the spirit, and will not degenerate into mere materiality. 

Lines 8-9 develop further the theme of the poem and expand its 

implications: 

Bajo un rumor de numeros ardientes, 
Henchidas presidencias necesarias. 

The inner world is forever presenting new creative possibilities to the 

conscious side of the psyche, and the intellect elaborates these contents 

so that they can be expressed adequately. The unconscious is not con

fronted as a whole due to its vastness, which is indeed infinite from the 

point of view of the ego. Instead, it becomes constellated into various 

areas of feeling which correspond to the situations and emotions of life: 
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self-preservation, love, patriotism, religiosity, and so on. It would 

be useless to attempt listing these attitudes of the psyche, for the inner 

mind will respond in an archetypal way to any given situation, and the 

responses, of course, vary in individuals. These different areas of 

feeling are called complexes. 

The term "complex" is somewhat misleading because of its 

connotations. If an aspect of the unconscious becomes swollen to the 

point that it warps and controls the conscious functioning of an individual, 

he is said to suffer from a "complex" of some sort. It is important to 

remember, however, that a complex does not by any means necessarily 

refer to an imbalance in the personality. In most cases, the reference 

is simply to a portion of the psyche. 

A complex, then, is a constellation of related archetypes, each 

of which can be symbolized in numerous ways. The area of the mind 

that is of concern at any given moment naturally depends on the existen

tial situation of the individual. The poet in this case does not seem to 

be focusing attention on any particular complex, but he instead concerns 

himself with reflecting upon their existence. He is aware of an infinite 

number of psychic possibilities that might present themselves, and 

further aware that these can be interpreted in different ways. 

The two lines in question (8-9) describe this with sophisticated 

imagery. There is a murmuring background of numbers (possibilities), 

beneath which are found "Henchidas presidencias necesarias." 



Presidencia is derived from the Latin praesidere "to sit in the fore

front. " In the background of psychic life the complexes lie dormant but 

not completely shut away from the surface of consciousness; they in 

effect "murmur. " In the foreground are found those aspects of the 

mind that are needed to meet and deal with life, and they are both 

"necessary" and "filled" with psychic energy. 

The last line of the poem completes the analogy that has been 

drawn between the inner mind and the cosmos: "Ceros, ya anillos, 

fulgen con los astros. " The zeros of night are seen as more than 

nothingness; they are elevated to the status of stars. This is tanta

mount to a figurative picture of the psyche. The darkness of the night 

is broken by numerous stars, all shining in varying degrees. And the 

stars are grouped into constellations. As asserted metaphorically by 

the alchemical dictum at the beginning of this chapter, the stars of the 

macrocosm are present in each individual. 

The images of the poem are unique, as is its language. There 

is an irony in the arithmetical imagery employed by the poet, particu

larly in the use of the number zero. This number is often thought of 

as "nothing" and, as has been mentioned, Guillen is here concerned 

with an aspect of the mind that is frequently written off as "nothing" by 

the ego. But it should be noted here that, in keeping with the arith

metical language of the poem, a zero in combination with other numbers 

augments them exponentially. Also, the zeros of this poem are twice 
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equated with rings, which frequently symbolize totality due to their 

symmetry and the fact that they have no end or beginning. Symbolism 

based upon circular imagery is abundant in Cantico, which is natural 

in a work dedicated to the praise of totality and self-realization in the 

individual. The circle is also the basic geometrical form of the 

Eastern mandala, another symbol of human totality. The relevance of 

this type of symbolic expression to Guillen's work is extensive and 

4 
crucial, and will be considered separately. 

The division of the unconscious into different areas of feeling, 

or complexes, enables the individual to do more than simply deal with 

external situations. These divisions also make it possible to approach 

the unconscious itself. Taken in its entirety, the unconscious might be 

compared to a black pit with no apparent bottom. One is confronted 

with something that simply cannot be dealt with directly because of its 

magnitude and profundity. With the aid of a flashlight, however, it 

would be possible to determine certain characteristics of the pit. By 

using all the tools at one's disposal, it would be further possible to 

descend somewhat into the cavity and study it closely, returning to the 

surface with knowledge that could not have been obtained in any other 

way. The explorer has wisely dealt with the unknown on his own terms, 

for a direct entry into the abyss could prove to be disastrous. 

4. Ch. 5, pp. 213-40. 
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The image of an abyss is analogous to the relationship that man 

has with his own inner self. Were he to confront the unconscious as a 

whole, his ego-conscious sanity would be destroyed by this portion of 

the psyche. Even persons who are considered to be psychotic are 

generally dominated by only one aspect of the unconscious which over-

whelms the ego. In normal individuals, dreams are frequently baffling 

from the point of view of the intellect, but these too usually concern an 

expression of only one portion of the unconscious, autonomous psyche. 

Because the unconscious is divided into different areas of feeling, how

ever, it is possible to "explore" these areas separately. Such an 

exploration may have a more or less conscious orientation, as with 

meditation, or the unconscious may present itself in dreams and fan

tasies. Regardless of how the unconscious is approached, however, it 

is likely to be perceived in a piecemeal manner by consciousness, and 

the specific aspect of the unconscious that may present itself is subject 

to numerous internal and external factors. 

The division of the unconscious into different areas of feeling is 

discussed metaphorically by Guillen in "Tres nubes"; 

5. See H. G. Baynes, Mythology of the Soul; A Research into 
the Unconscious from Schizophrenic Dreams and Drawings (London: 
Bailliere, Tindall and Cox, 1940; rpt. London; Rider, 1969), p. 43. 
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Son tres nubes y estan solas 
En el centro 

Del torrido azul, a julio 
Resistiendo. 

5 Y los tres islotes blancos, 
Nitidos islotes frescos, 
Suavizan la soledad 
Severa del firmamento. 

Esas anchas nubes planas, 
10 Esos hielos 

Muestran un azul ya un poco 
Mas benevolo. 

Aliviadme, refrescadme, 
Tempanos. Vuestro arehipielago 

15 Permanezca en mi verano, 
Sobre mi sombra y mi techo. 

— jOh, cuanto azul! —^Todavla 
Con exceso ? 

Aqui estoy para servirle 
20 De consuelo (p. 58). 

In this poem the speaker, as microcosm, is facing the unlimited 

expanse of the macrocosm. It  is  a hot July day, and he is  impressed 

by the stillness around him. The three clouds which he studies gain a 

certain significance since they are the only objects in an otherwise 

unbroken expanse of sky: 

Suavizan la soledad 
Severa del firmamento (11. 7-8). 

This indicates that their symbolic function is not unlike that of the stars 

of "Bosque y bosque, " for they give palpability and perspective to the 

severity of the sky. The sky then becomes an entity which one can 

approach, for it now has a certain proximity to the human point of view: 
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Esos hielos 
Muestran un azul ya un poco 

Mas benevolo (11. 10-12). 

Further perspective, as well as a certain self-realization, is 

gained by the very presence of the poet. This aesthetic and philosophi

cal idea is expressed in the last strophe of the poem: 

— I Oh, cuanto azul! —^Todavia 
Con exceso ? 

Aqul estoy para servirle 
De consuelo (11. 17-20). 

Human consciousness is here seen as a quintessence of nature. 

The clouds themselves may not suffice to soften the harsh vastness of 

the heavens, but this may be accomplished by the poet's presence. 

Nature herself is blind, and functions in patterns of which she is seem

ingly unaware. She is therefore in need of the artist, just as he needs 

her in return.  In this si tuation,  the relationship between microcosm 

and macrocosm becomes a symbolic marriage based on mutual depen

dency. Man needs nature in order to survive physically, and to have a 

source of symbols which reflect his inner thoughts. Nature, for her 

part, needs human understanding so that she may obtain a coherent 

clarity, something that the artist is capable of bestowing on her. A 

succinct statement of this relationship is also found in Nietzsche; 

"Nature needs the artist, as she needs the philosopher, for a meta

physical aim, the explanation of herself, whereby she may have a clear 

and sharp picture of what she saw only dimly in the troubled period of 
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g 
transition, --and so may reach self-consciousness. " In this regard, 

it is worth noting the following lines from Salinas: 

En esta luz del poema, 
todo, 
desde el mas nocturno beso 
al cenital esplendor, 
todo esta mucho mas claro. ? 

The dependency of man and nature is therefore mutual. In the 

work of Guillen, however, man's need of nature is generally given 

priority. Nature expresses man, as the poet states in "Tiempo.11 A 

fragment of this poem reads as follows: 

Yo soy, soy. .. ^Como? Donde estoy: contigo, 
Mundo, contigo. Sea tu absoluta 
Companla siempre. 

^ Yo soy ? 
5 Yo estoy 

—Aqui, mi bosque cierto, desenlace 
De re alidad crujiente en las afueras 
De este yo que a si mis mo se descubre 
Cuando bien os descubre: mi horizonte, 

10 Mis fresnos de corteza gris y blanca, 
A veces con tachones de negrura. 
Yo, yo soy el espejo que refleja, 
Vivaces, los matices en mi fondo, 
Tambien pintura mia. jRico estoy 

15 De tanta Creacion atesorada! 
Profundamente asi me soy, me se 
Gracias a ti, que existes (pp. 161-62). 

6. Friedrich Nietzsche, Schopenhauer as Educator, in 
Thoughts out of Season, part II, in The Complete Works of Friedrich 
Nietzsche, translated by Adrian Collins, edited by Oscar Levy, Vol. V 
(New York: MacMillan, 1924), 154. 

7. Pedro Salinas, Poeslas completas, edited by Soledad 
Salinas de Marichal (Barcelona: Barral, 1971), p. 607. 
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The poet begins by answering his own rhetorical question; he 

is, he has essence, because he is physically in the world and inter

acting with it. From a philosophical point of view, the attitude which 

places man in intimate contact with his surroundings is in keeping with 

modern thinking regarding man and his ambience; the modern thinker, 

in general, does not polarize the intellect from the world, a reversal 

from earlier Cartesian thought. 

A symbological analysis of the poem shows it to be in keeping 

with the modern philosophical attitude. Man is with the world because 

the world is man, in that it shows in concrete form what man is 

existentially. The speaker's essence depends upon his situation in the 

physical world at a given moment, and the company of the world is 

absolute (11. 2-3) because he is never more or less than his internal 

being as reflected by the environment. This is also indicated by the 

use of the verbs "ser" and "estar" in lines 1, 4 and 5; "I have essence 

because I have existence here and now. " The final two lines also state 

this idea: 

Profundamente as' me soy, me se 
Gracias a ti, que existes. 

The close relationship of microcosm and macrocosm is also 

seen in these lines: 
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Yo estoy 
—Aqui, mi bosque cierto, desenlace 
De realidad crujiente en las afueras 
De este yo que a si mismo se descubre 
Cuando Men os descubre: mi horizonte, 
Mis fresnos de corteza gris y blanca, 
A veces con tachones de negrura (11. 5-11). 

The speaker states that he is on "home ground" ("mi bosque cierto"), 

as a result of the reality around him, reality that is on the "outskirts" 

of his conscious field of vision. He is in effect speaking from the 

g 
temenos, or "magic circle" of consciousness, within which he can dis

cover more of himself via the symbols drawn from his surroundings; 

he can fathom his own depths from the psychological reference point of 

known consciousness. It is useful to remember in this regard that the 

modern Spanish pronoun yo is from the Latin ego; this allows for an 

interesting free translation of lines 9-10, in which the poet addresses 

the world: "this ego which discovers itself when it discovers you. " 

The speaker goes on to specify precisely what it is in the world 

that aids the ego in its self-discovery; a horizon emphasizing ash trees. 

The bark of these trees is grey and white, says the poet, and occasion

ally marked by black furrows (11. 10-11). Since the speaker compares 

himself to the ash, the bark of the tree is presumably correlative to the 

exterior mask, or that part of the total personality which is seen by the 

outside world. The different shades or colors would therefore refer to 

8. See Gerhard Adler, Studies in Analytical Psychology (New 
York; Norton, 1948), p. 114. 
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the various aspects or moods of the individual that are seen by others. 

The outer shell of the personality protects the vitality within, just as 

the bark of the tree protects its life processes. 

The tree has been the subject of a vast number of symbolic 

associations throughout history. Perhaps the most widespread sym

bolic function of the tree involves the "union of opposites, " the joining 

of high and low. Just as the tree grows toward heaven, the realm of 

the spirit, so do its roots reach down into the earth and instinct, as 

stated by the proverb quoted at the beginning of this chapter. Nothing 

is therefore absolute, and every symbolic essence contains and implies 

its opposite. The fact that the tree embodies both ends of a symbolic 

spectrum gives it a synthetic quality, which accounts for its frequent 

appearance in imagery. In alchemy, for example, the tree was used 

to symbolize the complete or self-realized personality. The tree 

therefore exhibits a completeness in which intellectual achievement is 

only relative: in order for the personality to be fulfilled, it is impera

tive to taJ<;e note of the instinctual drives which lie beneath the surface 

of the ego. 

The ash in particular lends itself to symbolic associations. It 

is a large, stately tree, not uncommonly growing to a height of one 

hundred and fifty feet. This is indicated by the scientific name of the 

European ash; Fraxinus excelsior, the lofty and/or eminent ash. A 

shade tree, it is frequently found in European parks. The wood of the 
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ash is quite hard and is prized by cabinetmakers, and is unusual in 

that it is of a milky-white color. The tough bark mentioned by the poet 

therefore protects an inner substance of a unique and valuable nature. 

The ash is also referred to in myth and folklore. In Scandina

vian mythology, the first parents of man are called Ask and Embla: 

Ash and Elm, Ask being the father. Also in Scandinavia, the court of 

the gods was believed to be held under an ash named Yggdrasil. For 

centuries, the ash has been considered to be a defense against natural 

and supernatural evils: physical diseases and the spirits of the 

unknown. 

It is notable, then, that the speaker has chosen the ash as a 

symbol which he equates with the human personality. His temenos is 

surrounded by trees that  are a symbol par excellence of human 

endeavor regarding man's own personal development. The macrocosm 

here states expressly the existential situation of the microcosm in terms 

of its highest desires, and therefore reflects an ideal accomplishment 

of life. 

Just as the poet depends upon the external world to give con-

creteness in the form of symbols to his inner life, he must turn his 

attention to precisely what is symbolized by the world around him: 

Yo, yo soy el espejo que refleja, 
Vivaces, los matices de mi fondo, 
Tambien pintura mla (11. 12-14). 



Until this point, the speaker has concentrated his observations on 

objects around him, in particular the ash, which in this poem sum

marizes his feelings about the world as a reflection of his own persona

lity. In these lines, however, attention is focused inward, concentrat

ing on the inner life and its contribution to one's conscious attitude and 

orientation. The poet states that the hues of his depths are his own 

picture, and that he is the mirror that reflects them. This places the 

conscious mind, with the ego as reference center, in a mediating 

position between the inner and outer worlds. It may be remembered 

that in chapter 2, these same lines were used to clarify a portion of 

the sonnet "Profundo espejo. " The situation here is similar in that the 

conscious mind assumes responsibility for joining the world within to 

the environment. The inner mind is perceived and studied by con

sciousness, and the existential orientation of the speaker can be said 

to rest upon his grasp of that which lies beneath the surface of his 

intellect. In this respect the unconscious is indeed his own painting, 

for its manifestation assumes symbolic form based on conscious 

experience, and its expression depends upon the way in which it is 

received. Any given expression of the unconscious will have meaning 

relative to the attitude of the consciousness that perceives it. 

In short, the poem achieves a balance between the external and 

internal. External reality is of no little importance, but it is not an 

end in itself. It is at all times relative to the unconscious and its 
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manifestations. But the position of the unconscious is also relative, 

for it does not have total ascendency over the psyche. Its expression 

is a necessary part of one's orientation towards life, but only in keep

ing with the conscious mind and the experiences of the latter in the 

world outside it. 

This means, in effect, that the unconscious must become 

"personalized, " if it is to be more than a blind, instinctual force that 

dominates human life. It can be said in general that it is the conscious 

mind that gives a personal aspect to the unconscious. In "La verde 

estela, " Guillen discusses metaphorically the importance of humaniz

ing the instinctual drives of the unconscious psyche: 

Tan hostil 
Es el azul del mar al Infinito gris, 

Y con tales 
Figuras se responden oleaje y celaje 

5 Que el abismo, 
Sensible a una mirada, queda claro y amigo, 

Breve y noble 
Cuando se ajusta al circulo que traza el horizonte 

Si algun barco 
10 Riza su verde estela, capital del espacio (p. 290). 

In symbological terms, life is often compared to an ocean 

voyage, for man spends his conscious life on the surface of his mind. 

Also, psychologists frequently speak of the "waters" of the unconscious, 

and it is common to hear of the psyche described as an iceberg: only a 



fractional part of it is seen above the surface of the water. In addition, 

the heroes of myths and folktales are often confronted with a journey 

across the sea (usually at night) before the completion of a specified 

task. It is also interesting to note that the sun, perhaps the most fre

quent symbol of consciousness, has been believed by many cultures to 

set nightly in the sea. 

Reasons for the use of the ocean as a symbolic image are abun

dant. Although the sea can represent a number of states or situations 

depending on the context in which it is found, its most frequent symbolic 

function is as a representation of the unconscious in general. It is 

known, for example, that the unconscious precedes consciousness in the 

individual; this is readily observable in infants. Correlatively, the 

ocean is the biological womb of all life. The sea also appears unfath

omable to man, as does the world of his dreams. By and large, the 

life of the sea is primitive, and the unconscious frequently appears 

primitive to man because it is related to his instinctual drives; this is 

the portion of man's being that he holds in common with lower animals, 

and by his conscious nature he tends to view such drives as primitive 

and archaic. One further observation concerns the manifestations of 

the sea. It can be a realm of serenity and beauty, or can show itself 

with unmatched fury. This too is correlative to the psyche of man. 

In "La verde estela, " the speaker is initially struck by the stark 

vastness of the sea around him. As in the case of the human mind, it 
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defies approach when viewed in its totality. At the appearance of a 

ship, however, the sea loses a degree of its immensity. The size is 

not really diminished, but the presence of a ship (a man-made object) 

again gives the vast horizon a reference point and a perspective. A 

circle is then plotted, which sets off a certain portion of the ocean. 

The idea of limits is of importance in Guillen's poetry, as we shall 

9 
see. For the present, it is relevant to note that, in general, the set

ting off of a specific area means that it becomes manageable instead of 

formless, as in the sonnet "Hacia el poema, " studied in chapter 2. 

A need for divisions also arises when man enters the depths of 

his psyche, for the unconscious mind is boundless when seen as a 

whole. In order to approach it man must utilize both its divisions and 

his capacity to humanize this aspect of himself, with the aid of the 

"personal unconscious, " a link between consciousness and the collective 

unconscious at the base of psychic life. The personal unconscious con

tains memories of inner and outer experiences which have been 

forgotten since they are not needed for psychological orientation at a 

given moment. At the same time, however, these forgotten memories 

may be of assistance in dealing with a particular manifestation of the 

unconscious and can be called upon at such moments; the psychological 

process involved is not unlike consulting a dictionary. In such an 

9. Ch. 5, pp. 203-13. 
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instance the unconscious becomes in effect personalized, and one is 

able to deal with it from a known reference point. This by no means 

diminishes the infinity of the unconscious from the point of view of the 

ego (Guillen implies this also), but gives it a perspective that can be 

confronted in human terms. The poet is apparently referring to this 

humanization when he calls the wake of the ship "capital del espacio. " 

Capital is from the Latin caput "head, " and its wake has been made by 

human experience in the world, thus softening and making less foreign 

the waters around the ship. 

Guillen makes much of this fact in Cantico, and dedicates sev

eral poems to describing the process. "Lo inmenso del mar" is one 

of these: 

Mar en cartel, j Ah, no hay bruma! 
[Total azul! Sobrehumano, 
Levanta en vilo al verano 
Sin celaje, sin espuma. 

5 Tanta unidad, si me abruma, 
—Monotona, lenta, plana— 

j Que bien me rinde v me all an a 
—Ductil, manejable, mia— 
Lo inmenso del mar, en via 

10 De forma por fin humana (p. 238)! 

The theme of the poem is established by the opening phrase: 

"Mar en cartel. " The poet may be speaking more or less literally; that 

is, he may be referring to a poster-picture of the sea. A less literal 

reading, however, suggests the possibility of an elliptical metaphor; 

the poet may well be abbreviating a longer train of thought which a "mar 
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en cartel" might represent. This image clearly "reduces" the sea 

from its normally infinite extension (from the point of view of a man on 

the seashore) to a point at which it can be approached without the 

possibility of floundering due to the enormity of one's surroundings. 

If a digression may be permitted, a useful analogy might be cited from 

Garcia Lore a: 

Me han traldo una caracola. 

Dentro le canta 
un mar de mapa. 
Mi corazon 

5 se llena de agua 
con pececillos 
de sombra y plata. 

Me han traldo una caracola.  ̂  

Lore a's third line is related to Guillen's affirmation. As is well known, 

one senses the illusion of "hearing" the ocean in a seashell. In Lorca's 

poem, the speaker hears an ocean in miniature, so small that it is 

reduced to map size, when lifting the shell to his ear. He then goes on 

to assert that he becomes aware of the different elements of this sea, 

which he identifies as fishes. 

In short, Lorca's poem is a concise statement of the relation

ship between microcosm and macrocosm, or of the fact that the macro

cosm may be found in the microcosm and expressed by it. That is, it 

10. Federico Garcia Lorca, Obras completas, edited by Arturo 
del Hoyo (11th ed.; Madrid; Aguilar, 1966), p. 372. 



is possible to recreate the universe from a drop of water, according 

to this view of the world in which each element participates with that 

which surrounds it. 

Guillen's initial statement is quite similar to Lorca's: that the 

sea can be reduced to the point at which it is manageable and can be 

approached by man. The speaker is aware of the vast extension of the 

sea, for in the face of it he is aware of his own smallness, in spite of 

the fact that the sea is seen in reduced form; "j Total azul! Sobre-

humano" (1. 2). At the same time, however, he feels more comfortable 

in the presence of the "reduced" sea, for he refers to it as "ductile and 

manageable" (1. 3). There is a certain poetic irony in this statement, 

for it points to a curious paradox: By his directed intelligence, man is 

better able to approach that which is around him. He is then able to 

confront that which has been reduced, without losing his bearings in the 

process. By accomplishing this he increases Ms own consciousness, 

and eventually becomes able to view the entity more as a whole. He 

thus stamps his human consciousness on that which is being approached, 

and it acquires a human perspective that was previously lacking. Such 

is the case in this poem, in which the sea is seen as a metaphor 

analogous to the mind. The speaker confronts the reduced action (or 

image) of the sea, and the result is that it becomes humanized; 

j .  . . Lo inmenso del mar, en via 
De forma por fin humana (11. 9-10)! 
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The fact that the unconscious can, and must, become humanized 

in order to be approached does not mean that it can simply be trans

lated into categories of the intellect. It is important to remember at 

all times the nondiscursive nature of the unconscious, and the fact that 

it operates in terms of feeling rather than thought. It becomes rela

tively conscious with the aid of the symbol, but this by no means assures 

that the manifestations of the unconscious become comprehensible. As 

mentioned above, the frequently baffling nature of dreams is indicative 

of the ineffability of the unconscious. A humanization of this portion of 

the psyche, therefore, must be understood as being relative; it does 

not imply that the unconscious will assume an intellectual orientation. 

Rather, it becomes more accessible to consciousness without losing 

i ts  own quali t ies and characterist ics.  

The lack of intellectual categories in the autonomous psyche 

can be better understood if we examine the intellectual concepts of 

space and time. They are conscious points of reference, upon which 

the individual depends for orientation in the world; because of the logi

cal division of space and time, one is able to know "where he is" 

regarding geographical locations, or in relation to yesterday and 

tomorrow. 

In the primordial life of the unconscious, space and time cease 

to be conceptual abstractions and become absolutes. They pertain to 

the "oneness" of being characteristic of the unconscious as opposed to 
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the categories of logos. By our conscious nature we are accustomed 

to dealing with these entities as relative and contingent abstractions. 

In fact, we engage in this reasoning to such an extent that it becomes 

inconceivable to us that space and time might be viewed in any fashion 

other than conscious. Such an attitude is of course normal and ex

pected, since the two categories are instruments of consciousness. In 

spite of the mental obstacles involved in perceiving space and time 

other than conceptually, however, Guillen concerns himself with the 

intuition of these entities as mythic realities. Their consideration is 

therefore relevant to an analysis of Cantico; furthermore, space and 

time are primary examples of a fact mentioned above, that the 

"humanization" of the unconscious does not involve a mere translation 

of its characteristics into categories of the intellect. 

The world of dreams provides probably the broadest scenario 

for the representation of the absolute nature of space and time when 

these are seen in a mythic context. Space in dreams is perhaps best 

described as a feeling of immediacy in the environment. This phenom

enon does not depend upon the extent of a dream landscape. The geo

graphical scope of a dream may be quite limited in quantitative terms, 

or it may embrace the universe, but in any event the dreamer is 

invariably aware of an absolute presence of space regardless of the 

amount of it involved. It is the present location that is of paramount 

importance, and a change of scene will bestow importance upon the 
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next location, and so on. This is not to say that an awareness of 

spatial distance and measure does not exist, simply that it is the im

mediate "being-here" that matters. The dreamer, for example, may 

find himself in Los Angeles at one moment and in New York the next, 

or he may indeed be in both cities at the same time. The fact that 

these locations are separated by a continent is irrelevant from the 

point of view of the dreamer. He is at all times consummately involved 

with his immediate surroundings, and in how these relate to the psychic 

drama in which he finds himself. 

Mythic space is similar to space as perceived or felt in the 

dream situation. Myths are related to dreams in that both are expres

sions of the unconscious. In religious myths, the coming to conscious

ness of mankind is frequently described symbolically as the creation of 

space, or its division into different areas. In Genesis, the conscious 

realization of spatial relativity is told as follows: 

And God said, Let there be a firmament in the midst of the 
waters, and let it divide the waters from the waters. And God 
made the firmament, and divided the waters which were under 
the firmament from the waters which were above the firmament: 
and it was so. And God called the firmament Heaven. And the 
evening and the morning were the second day. 

And God said, Let the waters under the heaven be gathered 
together into one place, and let the dry land appear; and it was 
so. And God called the dry land Earth; and the gathering to
gether of the waters called he Seas: and God saw that it was 
good (Gen. 1 ;  6-10). 

Psychologically speaking, this creation myth is more than a 

description of conjecture as to the origin of space; it points to a 
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development of intellect, to the fact that at a certain stage of conscious 

evolution man is able to make spatial distinctions. The myth also 

implies that at some time before the separation of land and sea there 

were no spatial categories at all. This is correlative to the dream 

situation, in which the ego loses its ascendency over the conscious 

mind and is reduced to the status of an observer; space becomes, in 

both cases, an absolute presence, rather than an entity to be divided 

and measured by directed intelligence. A succinct description of the 

mythological understanding of space is found in Neumann: 

Space only came into being when, as the Egyptian myth puts 
it, the god of the air, Shu, parted the sky from the earth by 
stepping between them. Only then, as a result of his light-
creating and space-creating intervention, was there heaven 
above and earth below, back and front, left and right--in other 
words, only then was space organized with reference to an ego. 

Originally there were no abstract spatial components; they 
all possessed a magical reference to the body, had a mythical, 
emotional character, and were associated with gods, colors, 
meanings, allusions. Gradually, with the growth of conscious
ness, tilings and places were organized into an abstract system 
and differentiated from one another; but originally thing and 
place belonged together in a continuum and were fluidly related 
to an ever-changing ego. In this inchoate state there was no dis
tinction between I and You, inside and outside, or between men 
and things, just as there was no clear dividing line between man 
and the animals, man and man, man and the world. Everything 
participated in everything else, lived in the same undivided and 
overlapping state in the world of the unconscious as in the world 
of dreams. Indeed, in the fabric of images and symbolic pre
sences woven by dreams, a reflection of this early situation still 
lives on in us, pointing to the original promiscuity of human life. H 

11. Neumann, The Origins and History of Consciousness, 
p. 108. 
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In many cultures of the past and present, including to some 

extent our own during the last two decades, the use of hallucinogenic 

drugs has proved to be a form of entry into the unconscious world with

in man. This provides a parallel with the mythical statements of 

religion, for religion can be said to have a certain relationship to the 

1 2  
unconscious mind. In this regard, it is perhaps not surprising that 

some religious groups have incorporated the taking of hallucinogens 

13 
into ritual. 

The psychedelic experience should, therefore, share with 

mythic reality an intuition of space as an absolute presence, as opposed 

to the spatial relativity of intellectual consciousness. Writing long 

before the current fascination with hallucinogens, Fitz Hugh Ludlow 

records the following experiences with hashish: 

The whole East, from Greece to farthest China, lay within 
the compass of a township; no outlay was necessary for the 
journey. For the humble sum of six cents I might purchase 
an excursion ticket all over the earth; ships and drome
daries, tents and hospices were all contained in a box of 
Tilden's extract. Hasheesh I called the "drug of travel, " 
and I had only to direct my thoughts strongly toward a partic
ular part of the world previously to swallowing my bolus to 
make my whole fantasia in the strongest degree topographical. 
Or, when the delirium was at its height, let any one suggest 
to me, however faintly, mountain, wilderness, or market-place, 

12. See, e.g., Victor White, God and the Unconscious, 
Meridian Books (Cleveland and New York: World, 1961). 

13. See, e.g., Carlos Castaneda, The Teachings of Don Juan; 
A Yaqui Way of Knowledge (New York: Ballantine, 1968). 
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and straightway I was in it, drinking in the novelty of my 
surroundings in all the ecstasy of a discoverer. 14 

Here again is seen the importance of space in an absolute sense. In 

spite of the fact that the writer is able to encompass the world with his 

imagination, the location of his thoughts is invariably of existential 

immediacy. 

A more contemporary description of this sort is provided by 

Aldous Huxley, writing about the effects of mescalin: 

Place and distance cease to be of much interest. The mind 
does its perceiving in terms of intensity of existence, pro
fundity of significance, relationships within a pattern. I saw 
the books, but was not at all concerned with their positions in 
space. What I noticed, what impressed itself upon my mind was 
the fact that all of them glowed with living light and that in some 
the glory was more manifest than in others. In this context 
position and the three dimensions were beside the point. Not, 
of course, that the category of space had been abolished. When 
I got up and walked about, I could do so quite normally, without 
misjudging the whereabouts of objects. Space was still there; 
but it had lost its predominance. The mind was primarily con
cerned, not with measures and locations, but with being and 
meaning. 15 

The poems of Cantico show a definite tendency toward this view 

of space; that is, space and the immediate environment are given 

mythic significance. Life is not seen as an interminable series of 

14. Fitz Hugh Ludlow, The Hasheesh Eater; Being Passages 
from the Life of a Pythagorean (New York; Harper and Brother, 1857), 
p. 64. 

15. Aldous Huxley, The Doors of Perception (New York; 
Harper and Brothers, 1954), p. 20. 
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projections and plans, but rather as something to be pursued in this 

moment and at this particular place, wherever it happens to be. 

Since an emphatic affirmation of life at any given place implies 

an affirmation of the present moment as well, it is difficult to discuss 

space or time without including the other entity as well; by and large, 

the two ideas are considered together in Cantico. Nonetheless, there 

are some instances where space is considered by itself, and it is pro

fitable to examine certain of these. 

In a short poem, "jardin que fue de don Pedro, " the speaker 

begins by stating: 

Como es primavera y cabe 
Toda aqul ... (p. 229). 

The reference is to a garden, and "everything, " all of springtime, is 

contained in it. A world is found in miniature; there is a microcosm 

within the limits of the garden. This assertion, that all of springtime 

can fit into a small area, introduces several possibilities for thought. 

Perhaps the most salient feature of the phrase is that the immediate 

presence of the garden contains what might be found in the entire cos

mos under other circumstances. But the speaker is not concerned with 

larger surroundings: he is at this specific place, and that is all that 

matters. This implies a fulfilled view of life, for it indicates that 

what is at hand at any moment is sufficient to reflect symbolically and 

embody one's situation and goals. The attitude is therefore mythically 
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oriented in that the environment as it is found can be viewed as an 

adequate context for the expression of one's self; the world is seen as 

a single totality, not as a series of divisions. 

In this regard, it is important to reiterate that "mythic" is not 

to be equated with "primitive. " "Mythic" here refers to the creation 

of a symbolic statement of personal being formulated with the aid of the 

environment, and the speaker in the above phrase states that such a 

myth can indeed be created within the confines of a single garden. 

Another poem, aptly entitled "Santo suelo, " contains this remark, 

in which the poet speaks of the earth: 

Amor, amor aqui, 
Pesando 
Con su volumen grave, 
Ya forma de ventura (p. 366). 

Love, according to the speaker, is found here, at this particular spot 

on the earth where he is standing. Life, coming from the earth, is 

weighing heavily upon him, in the sense that it contains an intensity, 

and is therefore not to be taken lightly. Life is not to be viewed with 

impertinence, but approached as something divine at any given time and 

place. Any moment, not only those of grandiose events, can become 

pregnant with existential significance. 

The very fact of being alive is a source of constant amazement 

in Cantico. This is seen in another poem with a significant title: 
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"Mundo en claro. " The poem begins with a statement of the speaker's 

joy at living: 

j Ah! 
De pronto, sin querer, 

Heme aquL ;No soy fantasma (p. 446)! 

The speaker is stunned by the fact of his own existence. An intense joy 

is felt simply from the knowledge that one is alive. There is no desire 

involved, in that the speaker did not originally will his own existence, 

and so he marvels at the fact that he actually does exist. This is 

enough, for he finds himself here, at any place, and that is sufficient 

for the expression of life. The first poem of Cantico, "Mas alia, 11 

contains the following assertion: 

Ser, nada mas. Y basta. 
Es la absoluta dicha. 
jCon la eseneia en silencio 

Tanto se identifica (p. 17)! 

The title of this poem is also significant. It indicates a prevailing 

mood of the work, and one that we are discussing here. One need not 

go beyond the immediate surroundings to find the "mas alia, " the 

"beyond" of one's own being. 

Another fragment from "Mundo en claro" contains a similar 

thought; 

Perfeccion 
De la vida cotidiana: 
Aqui estas (p. 447). 
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Taken within the context that has been established for this type of 

statement, perhaps the poet Mm self provides the best explication: 

Ninguna fusion, ninguna magia. Sx el enriquecimiento de 
quien vive exaltando su vivir. En estas ocasiones pro-
rrumpe de las entrafias mismas de la vitalidad, y con toda 
su fuerza de surtidor, un jubilo fisico y metafisico, ya 
fundamento de una conviccion entusiasta, de una fe: la fe 
en la realidad, esta realidad terrestre. 16 

TMs eager acceptance of the vitality found at any given time and place 

is further clarified by another statement in prose: "Cantico atiende a 

esos instantes en que no sucede sino el fendmeno extraordinario de la 

17 
normalidad. " Both statements show the importance given to daily 

surroundings, and again the fact that normal reality is a sufficient 

means of reflecting the existential attitude of the speaker. Both asser

tions are aptly summarized in verse: 

Yo. Yo aliora. Yo aqul. 
Despertar, ser, estar: 
Otra vez el ajuste prodigioso (p. 333). 

The play on the verbs "ser" and "estar" communicates the same mean

ing as in the poem "Tiempo, " discussed above. The speaker awakens 

to his daily life, and marvels at the simple fact of his surroundings and 

at the prospect of mere being, here and now. 

16. Guillen, El argumento de la obra, p. 53. 

17. Ibid., p. 51. 
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The idea of time, and what time can mean in an absolute rather 

than relative sense, is perhaps more difficult to understand than the 

intuition of mythic space. Although location at a particular point in 

space is generally felt to be relative when one is engaged in normal 

activities, it is not overly difficult for abstract consciousness to con

ceive of space as an absolute (that is, to intuit the idea of space in this 

way). For a temporal being, however, for a man whose existence is 

firmly adapted to, and controlled by, clock time, the present moment 

is a highly contingent idea. We do not live in either the past or future, 

of course, but these concepts become closely joined to an endless suces-

sion of indivisible "nows. " 

At any given moment, then, the present is located in the center 

of a temporal scale that is invariably surrounded by yesterday and 

tomorrow. The present moment has meaning, but almost always a 

contingent meaning that acquires its significance largely in terms of 

yesterday's experiences and tomorrow's projects and goals. 

Viewed mythically, however, the present moment becomes an 

absolute, as does location in space. Here, as in the category of space, 

useful examples are found in myth and religion. The Bible begins with 

these words: 

In the beginning, God created the heaven and the earth. And 
the earth was without form, and void; and darkness was upon the 
face of the deep. And the Spirit of God moved upon the face of 
the waters. And God said, Let there be light: and there was 



light. And God saw the light, that it was good: and God 
divided the light from the darkness. And God called the 
light Day, and the darkness he called Night. And the 
evening and the morning were the first day (Gen. 1: 1-5). 

The intuited idea of Genesis' author is related to ideas we have seen 

concerning space. That is, the fact that God divides the night from the 

day implies a time when there was no such division. It is as if con

sciousness were describing its own advent upon the earth. The first of 

an endless succession of days and nights brings to the mind of the author 

a primordial time when no such succession existed, a time when, 

psychologically speaking, the spark of consciousness was still enveloped 

in absolute darkness. A similar intuition is found in the Book of 

Mormon: "Now whether there is more than one time appointed for men 

to rise it mattereth not; for all do not die at once, and this mattereth 

not; all is as one day with God, and time only is measured unto men" 

(Alma 40; 8). 

A primordial period of no temporal spectrum implied by these 

mythic statements is similar to the dream situation of the modern 

individual. For modern, civilized man, the dream is perhaps the best 

example of a Imk-with the mythical past. As mentioned above, a com

mon dream phenomenon is the rapid movement from one locale to 

another. This points to an alteration of conscious temporal, as well 

as spatial, orientation. If the dreamer moves from one point in the 

world to another in the space of a dream, no importance is given to the 
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amount of clock time that such a journey would entail. One is always 

intimately bound up in the dream, and any reference to the past or 

future is always in a direct feeling relationship with, and a subdivision 

of, the immediate present; that is, if the unconscious employs temporal 

change in its self-expression, it is to "make a point" concerning some

thing necessary for the present psychological situation of the individual. 

This is emphasized by the lack of temporal perspective in dreams. The 

fact that a dream may take place in a fraction of a second in clock time 

means nothing to the dreamer, who may feel himself to be involved in 

an interminable drama. 

The dream returns modern man to the primordial mythic 

experience, in which the ego loses its ascendency over the conscious 

side of the psyche and becomes an observer in the drama being played 

before it. The individual returns to the beginning of time in a sense, 

for what is witnessed is a never-ending present in which conscious 

distinctions between minutes and seconds are not only unnecessary but 

meaningless. This mythic situation is summarized by Eliade: 

In a certain sense, it is. . . possible to say that nothing new 
happens in the world, for everything is but the representation 
of the same primordial archetypes; this repetition, by actualiz
ing the mythical moment when the archetypal gesture was 
revealed, constantly maintains the world in the same auroral 
instant of the beginnings. Time but makes possible the 
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appearance and existence of things. It has no final influence 
upon their existence, since it is itself constantly regenerated. 18 

Eliade is here referring to a ritualistic situation in which the partici

pant in a particular rite seeks to return to the original unity of the 

universe as he sees it within his own special tradition. That is, by 

returning to the origins of time, he is able to grasp the oneness of 

being, before the advent of the temporal march and its accompanying 

multiplicity instead of wholeness. This transports him, psychologically 

speaking, to the womb of consciousness, the unconscious, in which 

man is at peace with the cosmos and with his own psyche, the point at 

which the ego does not distinguish between itself and what lies beyond 

it. Man feels himself to be an integral part of the world around Mm, 

which in turn is but an extension of himself. 

As with space,  certain drugs have been shown to provide in

sights into this mythic view of time. Those who have recorded 

hallucinogenic experiences write of a view of time in which the temporal 

march of clocks is reduced to a standstill, but with no accompanying 

reduction of life to a static or inert lack of activity. Again, it is use

ful to quote the experiences of Ludlow: 

Now for the first time I experienced that vast change which 
hasheesh makes in all measurements of time. The first word 
of a reply occupied a period sufficient for a drama; the last 

18. Mircea Eliade, The Myth of the Eternal Return, translated 
by Willard R. Trask, Bollingen Series, XLVI (New York: Pantheon, 
1954), pp. 89-90. 
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left me in complete ignorance of any point far enough back in 
the past to date the commencement of the sentence. Its 
enunciation might have occupied years. I was not in the same 
life which had held me when I heard it begin. 

In my present state of enlarged perception, Time had no 
kaleidoscope for me; nothing grew faint, nothing shifted, 
nothing changed except my ecstasy; which heightened through 
interminable degrees to behold the same rose-radiance 
lighting us up along all our immense journey. I might style 
my present chapter "Notes of Travel through the Champaigns 
of perpetual Sunset. "20 

Ludlow, although writing over a century ago, speaks of experiences 

which have been described by current writers. In this regard, it is 

interesting to note that he employs the terms "journey" and "travels" 

when describing his experimentation with a hallucinogenic drug, terms 

which have become part of modern jargon concerning psychedelic 

experiences. In our own time, statements quite similar to those of 

Ludlow are found with regard to drugs: 

"There seems to be plenty of it, " was all I could answer, 
when the investigator asked me to say what I felt about time. 

Plenty of it, but exactly how much was entirely irrelevant. 
I could, of course, have looked at my watch; but my watch, 
I knew, was in another universe. My actual experience had 
been, was still, of an indefinite duration made up of one 
continually changing apocalypse. 

Another writer dealing with hallucinogens, Alan Watts, begins 

his book with this assertion: 

19. Ludlow, p. 22. 

20. Ibid., pp. 52-53. 

21. Huxley, p. 21. 
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To begin with, this world has a different kind of time. It 
is the time of biological rhythm, not of the clock and all that 
goes with the clock. There is no hurry. Our sense of time 
is notoriously subjective and thus dependent upon the quality 
of our attention, whether of interest or boredom, and upon 
the alignment of our behavior in terms of routines, goals, 
and deadlines. Here the present is self-sufficient, but it is 
not a static present. It is a dancing present--the unfolding of 
a pattern which has no specific destination in the future but 
is simply its own point. It leaves and arrives simultaneously, 
and the seed is as much the goal as the flower. There is 
therefore time to perceive every detail of the movement with 
infinitely greater richness of articulation. ̂ 2 

These statements are similar to many found in Cantico. An 

early poem, "Advenimiento, " deals with both transition and an 

intuition of clock time and mythic time, the latter being felt by the 

speaker to be representative of ideals and processes which are not 

dependent upon concerns of the ego: 

jOh luna, cuanto abril, 
Que vasto y dulce el aire! 
Todo lo que perdl 
Volvera con las aves. 

5 Si, con las avecillas 
Que en coro de alborada 
Plan y pian, plan 
Sin designio de gracia. 

La luna esta muy cerca, 
10 Quiet a en el aire nuestro. 

El que yo fui me espera 
Bajo mis pensamientos. 

Cantara el ruiseftor 
En la cima del ansia. 

22. Alan W. Watts, The Joyous Cosmology, Vintage Books 
(New York; Random House, 1962), p. 27. 
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15 Arrebol, arrebol 
Entre'el cielo y las auras. 

se perdi6 aquel tiempo 
Que yo perdi? La mano 
Dispone, dios ligero, 

20 De esta luna sin afio (p. 47). 

There are several topics contained in this rather complex 

poem; the transition from night to day is apparent, but the poet is 

struck by an intuition of the "eternal present" of a single moment; also 

implicit is the regeneration of springtime. A night in the spring evokes 

thoughts concerning nature: the eternal cycle of rebirth, and an eternal 

present which the speaker detects and which is represented concretely 

by the moon. The moon is close, in "our air" (1. 10), that of human

ity. Furthermore, the speaker states that the moon is timeless or 

"undated" (1. 20). It is not dependent upon human considerations of 

time and the organization of life in keeping with time as measured by 

clocks. On the other hand, it is to a certain extent at the disposal of 

man, in that it will symbolize what he is capable of projecting onto it. 

This agelessness is combined with another eternal manifestation 

of natural processes, that of regeneration. The ambient of the speaker 

is pregnant with springtime ("cuanto abril, "1. 1), which directly 

implies the renewal of life. By considering himself to be a part of 

nature, the speaker too is renewed, for he is able to participate in these 

"rites of spring. " This is the type of regeneration mentioned by Eliade 

in the comments quoted above. That is, man returns to the primordial 
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beginnings and is thereby himself born again. Here the speaker feels 

himself to be reborn, for he is an integral part of the regeneration 

process going on around him. 

In the opinion of the speaker, such a renewal in man results 

from a union of the conscious mind and the unconscious. A union of this 

sort is referred to symbolically in different ways, especially by way of 

the three references to birds. The birds, as they are alluded to here, 

include both poles of a symbolic spectrum; in this instance their sym

bolic function is not unlike that of the tree (as in the poem "Tiempo"). 

In the first strophe, the spealver expresses his elation at the fact that 

spring has arrived, and then asserts: 

Todo lo que perdl 
Volvera con las aves (11. 3-4). 

The birds signal the arrival of dawn. Since the poem refers to spring

time, they ai"e also presumably returning from their winter migration 

to begin life anew, and the poet states that this will cause life to return 

to him as well. There is, in other words, a certain identification with 

the birds, an identification in the sense that they symbolize something 

that is within himself. Birds are a traditional symbol of the spirit, 

based on the fact that soaring or flying is a frequent metaphor used to 

paraphrase the goals and desires of man's spiritual strivings. The 

Holy Spirit, for example, is often depicted as a bird, and is generally 

considered to be the member of the Trinity that inspires man to reach 
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divine heights; it is that aspect of the Divine that reaches man in his 

earthly state and awakens the potential to achieve divinity. 

On the other hand, it is worth noting that birds are obeying 

instinct when following migratory patterns. Springtime is also the 

mating period, which again involves obedience to instinct. The speaker 

does not identify with any one aspect of the birds, but instead brings up 

the image in its entirety. This is continued in the second strophe: 

Si, con las avecillas 
Que en coro de alborada 
Plan y pi an, plan 
Sin designio de gracia (11. 5-8). 

The birds unite in a chorus to sing an aubade, or morning serenade. 

The mention of light is in keeping with the spiritual or "airy" quality 

of the birds. ' Here again, however, emphasis is also given to the 

birds' instinctual nature, for they do their singing "sin designio de 

gracia, " with no intelligible plan or design. It is perhaps also rele

vant to note that, in general, the singing of birds is often a territorial 

warning or mating call; this again implies instinct, especially during 

the spring. 

The third allusion to birds occurs in the fourth strophe, where 

the nightingale is mentioned: 

Cantara el ruisefior 
En la cima del ansia. 
Arrebol, arrebol 
Entre el cielo y las auras (11. 13-16). 
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23 
The nightingale is referred to rarely in Cantico; naturally enough, 

all references are to the bird's song. The nightingale's song of course 

belongs to the night. It is frequently thought of as a love song, and the 

song can refer to mating; this seems to be especially true if the bird is 

in a state of "longing. " Here again, then, is a reference to instinct. 

In summary, the union of consciousness and the unconscious is 

extensive in the poem, as emphasized by the fact that the narration talces 

place at the crack of dawn, when the ambience is neither one of light nor 

darkness, but a combination. The chirping of the birds is indicative of 

the advent of dawn (11. 3-4), as is the mention of a change of color in 

the sky above the poet (11. 15-16). 

The final strophe refers once more to the theme of regeneration, 

but in terms of the timelessness of some aspects of life: 

se perdio aquel tiempo 
Que yo perdl? La mano 
Dispone, dios ligero, 
De esta luna sin afio (11. 17-20). 

The strophe begins with a rhetorical question. The immediate implica

tion is that time was indeed lost. By the use of the word "yo, " however, 

it would seem that any loss is only relative; what the ego loses in sleep 

is not by any means detrimental to the personality as a whole. The 

speaker, or ego, may lose its domination of intellect during the night, 

23. Pp. 222, 242, 322. 



but in Guillen's work nothing is ever lost completely. Since the poem 

also implies the transition from winter to spring, it can be mentioned 

that winter carries the seed of springtime within itself and is not 

merely a time of hibernation. The question, then, would seem to 

emphasize the fact that something has now been gained; the stress is 

laid on what is at hand. The fact that spring has arrived adds to the 

feeling of vitality concerning life due to the concurrent rebirth taking 

place in the world of nature and in the mind of the speaker. The ques

tion is left unanswered since the answer is negative: nothing has been 

lost, but much is gained. Time ceases to flow in arbitrary units and 

one is involved completely in the present moment. 

The speaker emphasizes his appreciation of the present moment, 

the "eternal present,  "  as i t  were,  by fixing his attention on the moon, 

another entity that is free of the temporal process as we are accus

tomed to thinking of it. The timelessness conferred upon the moon in 

this poem is clarified by studying Guillen's choice ox words when the 

poem was first published in 1924. The final strophe of the initial ver

sion reads as follows: 

yo perdi aquel tiempo 
Que se perdio ? La mano 
Alcanza sin esfuerzo 
Esta luna de antafio. ̂  

24. Jorge Guillen, "Advenimiento, " Alfar, XXXVIII (1924), 2. 
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The change in the poet's thinking concerning this affirmation is 

obvious. In the 1928 Cantico, the moon no longer pertains specifically 

to yesteryear, as in the above strophe, but is simply identified as time

less. The change would seem to be in keeping with the overall tone of 

the poem, which emphasizes departure from the linear march of time. 

Also notable is the reversal of the pronouns "se" and "y°" from the 1924 

to the 1928 version. The latter implies more strongly that time lost by 

the ego does not necessarily mean time lost to life, as mentioned above. 

The moon as seen here is not subject to a specific beginning or 

end. It undergoes a cycle of renewal and decline, but the process is 

not confined to any given time-span. Monthly or seasonal change be

comes an absolute, free of external limits. This is the process with 

which the speaker identifies himself. He is concerned here with life as 

an immediate process, as opposed to considerations which include 

thoughts of birth and death. That is not to say that these extreme 

limits of life have no importance in Guillen's work, they are simply not 

brought into the present poem. The fact that such limits are not con

sidered adds to the feeling of an eternity in the present, and that is all 

that matters here. 

Since our accustomed concept of time is a conscious idea, it is 

not surprising that timelessness, or the extension of the present 

moment to the point at which it attains an absolute quality not depen

dent upon time as measured in arbitrary units, is frequently related to 
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the unconscious and instinct. If one is able to relate to the unconscious 

world, therefore, he is better able to appreciate the relativity of clock 

time and the fact that the instincts and the unconscious have no need for 

a temporal process such as that formulated by the intellect. For this 

reason, it seems, the animal world in general is often alluded to by 

many artists concerned with portraying a "timeless" environment or 

scene. In this context, perhaps it is not surprising that Guillen should 

use birds as an image in a poem dealing with time and the seasons. 

Another such poem is "Sazon, " which deals with space, time and 

instinct: 

El vaiven de la esquila 
De la oveja que pace. . . 
En su punto la tarde: 
Fina monotonia. 

5 jPolvareda de calma, 
Trasluz de lo plenario! 
jAhinco cabizbajo, 

Emulo de la hazafta! 

La quietud es extreme. 
10 En el rebafto terco. 

Acrece y guarda el tiempo 
Sus minutos, su hierba. 

jLejanlas en bianco, 
Para la rumia grama! 

15 jHorizonte, tardanza 
Del infinito espacio! 

En su punto la tarde: 
Fina monotonia.. . 
El vaiven de la esquila 

20 De la oveja que pace (p. 87). 
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This bucolic scene is a paradigm of the temporal process in a state of 

literal or figurative suspended animation, as in "Mar en cartel. " As 

the poet states, the scene is dominated by monotony, punctuated by the 

dull, incessant clanging of the bell worn by a ewe. In each strophe, 

the feeling of inactivity and timelessness is reinforced. The speaker 

enters into the spirit of this slowness, and feels it to the point that 

space, in addition to time, becomes an absolute presence and ceases to 

have any importance whatever beyond the immediate location; 

jLejanlas en bianco, 
Para la rumia grama! 
jHorizonte, tardanza 
Del infinito espacio (11. 13-16)! 

The march of time slows to a standstill since absolutely nothing 

happens that requires temporal measurement; it is as if the moment 

were frozen in its own monotony, and because of this monotony the 

present is able to swell into something of an eternity. It is amusing to 

note (and probably attributable to Guillen's affinity for intricate mani

pulation of words and syntax) that the poem itself "ruminates" the final 

strophe. What is read and "digested" at the beginning comes up again 

in reverse at the end. As is frequently the case in Cantico, the speaker 

enters fully into the mood of that which he is describing, this time in a 

witty fashion. 

The image of the sheep in this poem is interesting, because of 

the possible associations with that animal. To begin with, the sheep 



is of course an ideal character in a poem which describes the slow 

march of time or the expansion of the present to the point at which 

there is no real time flow. It is a "slow" animal that does very little, 

even to the point of ruminating its own food (as mentioned by the poet 

in 1. 14). Generally speaking, the sheep is an animal that, from the 

human point of view, depends on instinct in an unchanging and agoniz

ingly slow fashion. 

In addition to providing an image which adds to the mood of the 

poem, the sheep gains meaning from its other connotations. The sheep 

is the herd animal par excellence, and probably from this trait comes 

its reputation for being notoriously stupid. People with no initiative of 

their own, who go through life "following the leader, " are naturally 

called sheep. There are other aspects of the animal, however, that are 

germane to the predominant view of instinct found in Cantico. The 

sheep, and particularly the lamb, is often associated with innocence. 

This would seem to be pertinent to any consideration of instinct  in 

Cantico, for the poet develops a point of view toward instinct that is 

generally suggestive of innocence and vitality. 

Although literature on the sheep is not abundant, there are cer

tain motifs that are directly or indirectly related to Guillen's use of the 

sheep as an image. Marie-Louise von Franz summarizes several of 

these themes as they appear in Western culture. The best known asso

ciation is with the Christ-child. The agnus dei is Christ's 
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totem-animal: it is the Christ-child himself in animal form. In 

German folklore the souls of unborn children live as sheep in a realm 

known as that of Mother Holle. Von Franz further states that, accord

ing to tradition, sheep are more easily bewitched than other animals, 

25 
and can be killed by the evil eye. 

These varied characteristics are probably best related to one 

another by the common denominator of innocence. This animal, there

fore, is a paradigm example of the fact that instinct can be "innocent" 

from the conscious point of view. Naturally, there is a value-judgment 

at work in this association. For since instinct is amoral, the tiger is 

in effect just as "innocent" as the lamb. The lamb's harmlessness as 

seen by man, however, impels him to make the aforementioned asso

ciation. In this vein, Nietzsche's prophet Zarathustra has a relevant 

aphorism: "Would that ye were perfect--at least as animals! But to 

animals belongeth innocence. Do I counsel you to slay your instincts? 

2 6 
I counsel you to innocence in your instincts. " 

In summary, the poem combines a vision of the relativity of 

space and time, and the speaker asserts that these conscious categories 

have little or no meaning for the instinctual functions. Also, through 

25. Marie-Louise von Franz, The Problem of the Puer 
Aeternus (New York: Spring, 1970), ch. 2, pp. 12-13~ 

26. Nietzsche, Thus Spake Zarathustra, p. 56. 
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the image of the sheep, instinct is regarded in an affirmative light for 

its natural and innocent qualities. 

Instinct in general is a theme which Guillen turns to with 

frequency and interest. Since he is aware of specifically human instinct, 

a curiosity concerning the instinctual processes of animals also arises. 

This is due to the fact that the animal frequently functions as a symbol 

of something that also exists in man, and furthermore because of cer

tain instinctual modes of behavior that are common to both men and 

animals. In "Unos caballos, " the poet examines some aspects of 

instinct which trap the animal, but simultaneously endow it with a cer

tain naturalness often overlooked by man; 

Peludos, tristemente naturales, 
En inmovilidad de largas crines 
Desgarbadas, sumisos a confines 
Abalanzados por los herbazales, 

5 Unos caballos hay. No dan senales 
De asombro, pero van creciendo afines 
A la hierba. Ni bridas ni trajines. 
Se atienen a sn paz: son vegetales.  

Tant? <^cion de un destino acaba en alma. 
10 Velan ^fiando sombras las pupilas, 

Y asisten, contribuyen a la calma 

De los cielos—si a todo ser cercanos, 
A1 cuadrupedo ocultos—las tranquilas 
Orejas. Ahi estan: ya sobrehumanos (p. 277). 

The dominant theme of the poem is the lack of freedom endured by the 

animals. This is compounded by the fact that the horses are not only 

extremely limited by instinct, they are furthermore ignorant of their 
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imprisonment (an ignorance that is related to the more general idea of 

entrapment). The enslavement of the horses by their own instinct is 

mentioned in the first line of the poem; they are "tristemente 

naturales. " They are totally natural, as are all animals. The implicit 

idea contained in this assertion is that there can be no unnaturalness 

where instinct is dominant; only man is theoretically capable of being 

"unnatural. " This is because the laws laid down by the instinct of any 

particular animal will govern its life with no room for deviation. Since 

they live completely within the womb of nature, they lack the freedom 

to act in any way other than that prescribed by their particular mode of 

instinctual behavior. For this reason they are much more dependent 

upon their surroundings than man, as the poet implies: 

Sumisos a confines 
Abalanzados por los herbazales (11. 3-4). 

This is further emphasized by the comment of line 8: "Se atienen a su 

paz; son vegetales." 

The ignorance of instinct (that is, the ignorance of its own 

identity) is mentioned in the latter half of the sonnet; 

Y asisten, contribuyen a la calma 

De los cielos—si a todo ser cercanos, 
A1 cuadrupedo ocultos—las tranquilas 
Orejas (11. 11-14). 

The scene of the poem is calm for two reasons. The ambient itself is 

calm; it is a tranquil day, devoid of any remarkable activity. Instinct 
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is also calm, for it is placidly complying with the laws laid down for it 

by nature. This second calmness is partially the result of the horses' 

entrapment within instinctual binds that do not allow for freedom of 

thought or movement on the part of the life they govern. Instinct is not 

only devoid of self-reflection, it is also incapable of "knowing" its 

ambience due to the lack of a higher intellect. The horses are an 

integral part of the quiet surroundings, and they in fact contribute to 

the tranquil afternoon by their own tranquility. At the same time, how

ever, the afternoon is hidden from them because of their own limitations. 

They are part of the nature that does not know itself. This totally 

natural state is also made emphatic by the fact that the horses do not 

wear bridles (1. 7). That is, they are completely removed from the 

human sphere, alone with their own instinct. 

Guillen is not the only thinker to have reflected upon the ig

norant condition of animals. Henry David Thoreau makes similar 

comments. In his Journal, Thoreau records the following experience: 

Saw a cow looking steadily up into the sky for a minute. It 
gave to her face an unusual almost human or wood-god, faun
like expression, and reminded me of some frontispieces to 
Virgil's Bucolics. She was gazing steadily at an angle of about 
45°. There were only some downy clouds in that direction. It 
was so unusual a sight that any one would notice it. It 
suggested adoration. 27 

27. Henry D, Thoreau, The Journal of Henry D. Thoreau, 
edited by Bradford Torrey and Francis H. Allen, Vol. VI (Boston: 
Houghton, Mifflin, 1949), 434. 
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The event apparently made some impression on Thoreau, for he 

remembered it four years later; 

Animals generally see things in the vacant way I have 
described. They rarely see anything but their food, or some 
real or imaginary foe. I never saw but one cow looking into 
the sky. 

The last line of the poem gives a touch of irony to the previous 

description of captivity: "Ahi estan; ya sobrehumanos. " After com

menting at some length on the plight of the horses, the speaker takes 

an apparently opposite stand by stating that in spite of their ignorant 

dilemma they are "superhuman. " This statement, it would appear, 

must be considered not only within the context of this particular sonnet, 

but also in terms of a certain type of terminology in general. Broadly 

speaking, the word "human" in Cantico has positive meaning in an 

evaluative sense; that is, anything pertaining to the human sphere of 

being is considered to be good. In this poem, however, that which is 

"human" seems to be neither good nor bad, but simply relative. That 

is to say that there is an implicit dichotomy established by the final 

line of the sonnet. The speaker has enumerated various aspects of 

instinctual life and commented upon them, giving in general an impres

sion of limitation in the animals' lives due to the domination of instinct. 

He then abruptly opposes these characteristics to the specifically 

28. Henry D. Thoreau, The Journal of Henry D. Thoreau, 
edited by Bradford Torrey and Francis H. Allen, Vol. XI (Boston: 
Houghton, Mifflin, 1949), 297. 



human mode of being and asserts their value. This indicates that, in 

the speaker's view, there are some aspects of conscious (human) 

existence that are limiting, but which the horses do not share. It 

would seem that, ironically, the human quality which is secondary or 

deficient is precisely the same characteristic that frees man from the 

instinct that binds the animal: the phenomenon of consciousness. This 

is not to say by any means that the poet demeans consciousness for, as 

we shall see, consciousness is one of the highest values affirmed in 

Cantico. To say that the horses are "superhuman, " however, means 

that they are "above" the human. If the principal difference between 

man and animals is consciousness (which the poem indicates), then the 

horses live in a state that surpasses consciousness. Such an expression 

is not unusual, for the surpassing of intellect is frequently referred to 

as stepping "above" intelligence (this is true in Guillen and many other 

writers). In the first poem discussed in this chapter, "Bosque y 

bosque, " the metaphysical forest created by poets is that forest which 

is "above" the physical entity perceived by consciousness. Similarly, 

Guillen and others frequently use the word "transcendence" to describe 

the longing for spirituality or the achievement of it; this word comes 

from the Latin transcendere "to climb over or beyond. " The implicit 

meaning is that mere material existence is being transcended, or 

"climbed over. " Also in the language of many writers, particularly 

those dealing with mysticism, the word "ecstasy" is used in attempts 
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to communicate the feeling of divine union. This word in Spanish and 

English comes from the Greek ekstasis, meaning to extend oneself or 

depart, which in turn is from the Greek existamai "I go away. " Also, 

of course, religious language in general, perhaps in particular the 

language of the pulpit, encourages man to "climb" to spiritual "heights. " 

As is the case with the intuition of limitation in animals, 

Guillen's vision of the "superhuman" aspect of animals has parallels in 

the works of others; such visions may be termed "ecstatic" in that they 

involve a numinous recognition of the possibilities of life, and the per

ception of life, that is not limited to egocentx-ic intelligence. Valle-

Inclan describes such an intuition, remembering a Palm Sunday from 

his childhood. Guillen's elder contemporary expresses himself in a 

poem aptly entitled "Rosa del paraiso": 

El campo verde, de una tinta tierna; 
los montes, mitos de amatista opaca; 
la esfera de crista!, como una eterna 
voz de estrellas. ;Un idolo la vaca! 

En mi ardor infantil no cupo el miedo, 
la vaca vino a mi, de luz dorada, 
y, con sus ojos enormes, con el dedo 
quise tocar la claridad sagrada. ̂9 

A similar experience is recorded by Alan Watts. It must be noted that 

Watts is speaking of human beings, not animals, but his vision is 

qualitatively like the others; 

29. Ramon Maria del Valle-Inclan, "Rosa del paraiso, " in 
Obras escogidas (4th ed. ; Madrid; Aguilar, 1967), pp. 1253-54. 
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The people with me are no longer the humdrum and harassed 
little personalities with names, addresses, and social security 
numbers, the specifically dated mortals we are all pretending 
to be. They are rather as immortal archetypes of themselves 
without, however, losing their humanity. It is just that their 
differing characters seem, like the priest's voice, to contain 
all history: they are at once unique and eternal, men and 
women but also gods and goddesses. For now that we have time 
to look at each other we become timeless. 30 

The common denominator of these experiences is an attitude 

which removes one's orientation from an egocentric base to one com

prising the mind in its totality. This involves the unconscious, which 

in turn entails an acceptance of man's instinctual nature as well as his 

intellect. In this context it can be said that instinct, and therefore the 

horses of Guillen's sonnet, are "superhuman, " if "human" is taken to 

mean "intelligence" in this particular poem. The precise nature of the 

relationship between instinct and the unconscious side of the psyche has 

not been fully explored, but the fact that such a relationship does exist 

seems to be fairly clear. This is commented upon by von Franz: 

The difference between instinct and the archetype is the 
following: instinct is represented by physical behaviour, 
similar in all human beings, while archetypes are represented 
by a mental form of realisation, similar in all human beings; 
that is, homo sapiens mate the same way all over the world, 
die more or less the same way, run away, and go erect, all 
over the world, but there are certain patterns of behaviour 
which characterise us as different from other animals. Homo 
sapiens also tend to have emotions of the same kind, religious 
reactions of the same kind, seen best in the dream mythologi
cal motifs which are similar all over the world. So at the one 
end are the instincts and at the other the corresponding inner 
experiences connected with the instincts. 

30. Watts, The Joyous Cosmology, pp. 44-45. 
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Jung does not assert it with certainty, but he says he has 
not yet met an archetypal constellation which has not a 
corresponding instinct, so that every archetype has a cor
responding instinctual connection, 

In conclusion, the horses serve a dual function as an image. 

They represent to a certain extent man's potential or actual transcen

dence of his intellectual orientation towards the world, for the ego 

must be surpassed if the personality is to become complete. On the 

other hand, the horses are limited because they are not capable of 

progress in the conscious sphere. Completeness therefore means both 

sides of the psyche: ego-consciousness and the unconscious. The 

horses cannot achieve this, but they represent the side of the mind that 

man sometimes tends to disparage. 

The consideration of instinct, and the place of instinct in man's 

life, is similar to another idea which appears in Cantico. That is the 

relationship between man and the lower animals. The connection is 

discussed succinctly in "Perro": 

^Desde que amanecer me miran esos ojos ? 
Con pureza de proximo que no es complice humano 
— j Pupila tan pueril junto a un iris tan grave! — 
Asciende esa mirada de tan remota fe. 

5 ^Desde que abismo tierno me miran esos ojos (p. 311)? 

The poem begins with an unanswerable question; whence the spark of 

life? The speaker, looking into a dog's eyes, feels that there is a 

certain common ground between himself and the animal. The dog's 

31. von Franz, ch. 7, pp. 5-6. 
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look originates in a "tender abyss" (1. 5) whose nature is unknown, for 

to know this would presumably be to in effect know the answers to 

man's most basic questions concerning life itself. Just the same, the 

speaker feels tied to the animal, for although not human, the dog is 

called "proximo" (1. 2). Curiously enough, however, the thought of 

this short poem is not far removed from the idea of a link between man 

and animals, for a bond is indeed felt by the speaker. Although the gap 

between man and dog is immeasurable, there are similarities just the 

same. A thought related to Guillen's is found in a fragment of a poem 

by James Wright, entitled "The Old Dog in the Ruins of the Graves at 

Aries": 

I have heard tell somewhere, 
Or read, I forget which, 
That animals tumble along in a forever, 
A little dream, a quick longing 

5 For every fine haunch that passes, 
As the young bitches glitter in their own light. 

I find their freedom from lonely wisdom 
Hard to believe. 
No matter what the brief skull fails to contain, 

10 The old bones know something. 32 

"The old bones know something, " just as the subject of Guillen's poem 

looks at the speaker with "esa mirada de tan remota fe" (1. 4). 

Although the dog is incapable of bridging the abyss between himself and 

32. James Wright, "The Old Dog in the Ruins of the Graves at 
Aries, " Esquire, February, 1971, p. 18B. 
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man, man has something of the dog in him; this is the implied thought 

of the poem. The idea is also discussed by Jung: 

The animal symbol points specifically to the extra-human, the 
transpersonal; for the contents of the collective unconscious 
are not only the residues of the archaic, specifically human 
modes of functioning, but also the residues of functions from 
man's animal ancestry, whose duration in time was infinitely 
greater than the relatively brief epoch of specifically human 
existence. 33 

There is nothing to prevent us from assuming that certain arche
types exist even in animals, that they are grounded in the 
peculiarities of the living organism itself and are therefore 
direct expressions of life whose nature cannot be further 
explained. Not only are the archetypes, apparently, impres
sions of ever-repeated typical experiences, but, at the same 
time, they behave empirically like agents that tend towards the 
repetition of these same experiences. 34 

The latter quote from Jung is related to another frequent theme 

of Cantico, that of the child. We have seen that Guillen writes with 

some frequency about the role of instinct in man's life, due to his ever-

visible interest in the human psyche, and instinct and the unconscious 

mind are ultimately inseparable. 

The specifically human unconscious is noted by Guillen especially 

in children. The child is born in an unconscious state and it is only 

later that he develops an ego, directed intelligence, and so on. The 

extent and richness of children's fantasies are evidence of the close 

33. Jung, Two Essays on Analytical Psychology, p. 98. 

34. Ibid., pp. 69-70. 
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relationship between the child and the dark side of the psyche. This 

closeness is described by the poet in "Por la hierba": 

Se arroja el nino a la hierba, 
Que es un mar, 

Y por lo fresco y lo blando 
Nada ya. 

5 (^Hacia donde tantas ondas 
Bajo el sol ? ) 

—Dame el campo con el cielo, 
Damelos [sic]. 

jCuanto mar por esa hierba, 
10 Ah, ah, ah! 

jParatodos ahora mismo 
Quiero mas! 

—Dame el campo con el cielo, 
Damelos. 

15 (^Hacia donde tantas ondas 
Bajo el sol ? ) 

La hierba es un oleaje 
De verdad. 

Entre las manos del nino 
20 Pasa el mar (p. 57). 

The grassy lawn or meadow in which the child is playing becomes much 

more than a physical entity: it is transformed into an ocean in which 

the childs swims (1. 4), which is an extension of his imagination. This 

is because of the child's state of mind and his outlook towards the world 

in general. He does not think rationally but, much more than the adult, 

his view of life and his surroundings is based on unconscious projec

tion. The lawn becomes an ocean because that is what the child is 
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capable of projecting into it; it is not itself, but rather an extension of 

the child. 

The image of the ocean is indicative of the child's projection as 

interpreted by the narrator. The sea is one of the most common sym

bols used to represent the unconscious mind. Since the child is in close 

contact with the unconscious, it is not surprising that his surroundings 

should be symbolically transformed into an ocean, just as before his 

birth he "swam" in the amniotic fluid of the womb. Because of an 

unlimited capacity for projection, the meadow becomes an ocean of the 

child's own creation. As the poet states: 

La hierba es un oleaje 
De verdad. 

Entre las manos del nifto 
Pasa el mar (11. 17-20). 

Two aspects of the child's mentality are seen in this strophe. There is 

the factor of projection, as mentioned: the world becomes a toy that is 

at the child's disposal. Related to this is the fact that the child is 

unhampered by the mental limitations of adult life. Unlike the adult, 

the child does not direct his thinking toward specific problems to be 

dealt with, and of course is not required to do so under normal cir

cumstances. This means that childhood in general has its own value. 

It is not a training period during which one learns to go about the busi

ness of earning a living, etc., but from an emotional standpoint it has 

intrinsic merit. Since the thinking of the child is unlimited, he 
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approaches the world as a relative whole instead of piecemeal and with 

the intellect, as the poet states in the final strophe. Similarly, the 

child feels no necessity to limit his desire to enter fully into his pro

cess of living, and he therefore feels that the world is his for the 

asking: 

—Dame el campo con el cielo, 
Damelos (11. 7-8, 13-14). 

The unlimited nature of the child's life, and the contagious 

quality of his happiness, are the subjects of "Nifiez": 

Disparada inocencia de albor animal, 
Destello de joya en bullicio, 
Diamante impaciente que canta, 
Pajaro nitido: 

5 Llevanos tu bajo los soles 
Que te descubren y dan sus dominios, 
Arrebatanos en tus rafagas 
De paraiso, 
Elevanos 

10 A la alegrla sin tacha de tu infinito (p. 293). 

The object of the speaker's thoughts, a child who is also a "bundle of 

energy, " is inspiring to those around him because of his vivaciousness. 

He is of such value to others that the speaker virtually confers a certain 

divinity upon him; this high regard is evident from the language of the 

poem, and emphasized in particular by the numerous references to 

light and air, and heaven, when speaking of the child. Because of his 

intensely communicable feeling for life, those near him are capable of 

being elevated by the spiritual innocence of his being. In addition to 

these attributes, the fact that his living is general and not intellectually 
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directed (as opposed to the adult) means that he has an "infinity" (1. 10) 

that many adults have lost. This is not to imply that adulthood is 

lacking in value or that the poet longs for the return of his own child

hood; there are no Freudian problems in the vision of Cantico. Adult

hood is rewarded in different ways. The child, however, represents, 

for the adult in general, and for the speaker in this poem, a state of 

mind that has such value that it approaches a divinity of its own. 

The innocence of childhood is also seen in nature, insofar as 

life gives the impression of living for itself, as its own end, with no 

external goals needed for its justification (as is sometimes seen to be 

necessary in man). "Paraiso regado" is a poem that deals with nature 

and the value of childlike emotions in the adult: 

Sacude el agua a la hoja 
Con un chorro de rumor, 
Alumbra el verde y le moja 
Dentro de un fulgor. jQue olor 

5 A brusca tierra inmediata! 
Asi me arroja y me ata 
Lo tan soleadamente 
Despejado a este retiro 
Fresquisimo que respiro 

10 Con mi Adan mas inocente (p. 226). 

As is quite often the case in Cantico, the subject of the poem is simple, 

perhaps deceptively so. Here the speaker finds himself in a forest 

shortly after a rainstorm, and water still drips from the trees. He is 

struck by the immediacy of his surroundings. The rain has made the 

forest come alive and present itself more vividly than it might 
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ordinarily. This vitality on the part of nature brings about a sym

pathetic reaction in the speaker, and he feels that his own being is 

elevated by the forest to the point at which he is able to participate in 

such joyous living. The entire scene stimulates an intense feeling of 

"simple" being and innocence, so much so that the speaker feels an 

emotion within himself that he calls his "most innocent Adam" (1. 10). 

This is apparently the only mention of the word "Adam" in Cantico. 

The use of the name here emphasizes the feeling of "basic" or "simple" 

living without the adornment of ego-oriented goals, especially since the 

name is qualified by the modifier "innocent. " The speaker senses that 

he is filled by the most simple pleasures and by a closeness to nature 

that reflects him, and so he feels closely related to the "Adam" that we 

all carry within ourselves. 

The child, in summary, inspires the adult for two primary 

reasons. The first of these is his vivaciousness, an earnestness for 

life that is on occasion forgotten or relegated to secondary importance 

in the daily activity of the adult. Secondly, the child lives in a close 

and direct relationship with the unconscious, that part of the psyche 

which must always be considered if life is to be lived with any genuine 

vitality. 

One aspect of daily life that affords such a contact in both the 

child and the adult is sleep, since dreams are, in most individuals, a 

natural and frequent way in which the unconscious manifests itself to 
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consciousness. Guillen mentions sleep and the child in "Un niflo y la 

noche en el campo": 

^Contra quien se encarnizan—no hay nadie—las tinieblas? 
Temblando el miedo con sus sombras se exhala en rafagas. 

Entre el ver y el dormir 
Un nino dice: 

5 —|Ya estaran pasando los toros! 

^Entonces ? 
Bastara 

Disponer mas oscura la defensa: 
jEsconderse en el sueno! 

10 Y el nifio va durmiendose mientras de las tinieblas 
Surgen bultos campales, noche agolpada, toros (p. 32 0). 

The speaker finds himself alone with a child in the countryside. The 

night presents a sinister character to the child on this particular 

occasion, for who knows what imagined dangers might be hidden by the 

darkness? Such dangers are of course projections. Since the night 

generally symbolizes the unconscious, what is feared when one is sur

rounded by darkness is in reality something within the individual that 

is threatening to the ego. The speaker's response to such a fear is 

curious: "jEsconderse en el sueflo" (1. 9)! He is saying, in effect, 

that the unconscious need not be feared, for while the night surrounds 

the sleeping child he will be in a different world of dreams. 

The child's correlation of sleep with "toros" (11. 5, 11) is an 

interesting image. The bull represents a number of psychic states 

depending upon the context in which a particular reference appears. In 
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the Orient, for example, where the animal is often castrated and used 

as a beast of burden, the surrounding symbolism is not uncommonly 

lunar and feminine. In Spain, however, the normal association is with 

the "toro de lidia, " or bull bred for the arena. The strength and 

ferocity of these animals is such that, when they are used as an image, 

the most frequent correlation is with wild, uncontrolled libido (this is 

opposed to related symbols such as the horse, for example, which 

often symbolizes libido but in controllable form; images of both the 

bull and the horse are quite common in the work of Lorca). In this 

poem, however, the symbol of the bull is "toned down" somewhat; this 

is true wherever the bull is mentioned in Cantico. It serves as a sym

bol of psychic forces or manifestations, but does not indicate wild 

libidinous impulses. 

In short, the poem deals with sleep and darkness, and with an 

affirmation of the gentle, dream oriented aspects of a child's sleep as 

opposed to the potentially fearsome qualities of the unconscious. In 

another poem, "De noche, " the speaker also encourages a child to 

sleep in spite of any fear of darkness: 

He ahi lo mas hondo de la noche. 
No te turbes, que dentro de lo oscuro 
Te rendiras a sus potencias breves 
Bajo un sigilo sin horror ni enigma, 

5 Hostil al coco, docil al encanto (p. 320). 

Here a child is lulled into sleep, and the emphasis given by the speaker 

sums up the attitude of much of Cantico. The poet is naturally aware 



of the nightmares that may trouble the child. He avoids a typical 

Occidental prejudice against the unconscious, however, in that rather 

than urge the repression of unpleasant elements, he chooses to empha

size positive qualities (that is, positive from the point of view of the 

ego). The attitude is somewhat removed from a common Western view 

of nightmares, which is to encourage the child to forget the dream com

pletely, since after all it is "only a dream. " The speaker here does 

not avoid the possibility of unpleasant experiences on the part of the 

child, but he encourages him throughout the short night to concentrate 

on the "charming" aspects of dreams rather than on the "bogeyman" 

( 1 .  5 ) .  

The emphasis on positive aspects of the child's dreamworld 

also applies to the adult in Guillen's view. Sleep is man's most im

mediate contact with the unconscious, and in Cantico such contact has 

as much validity as knowledge of the external world. We have seen the 

importance that the poet gives to external reality, for this reality pro

vides an unfathomable source of symbols to be used as poetic material. 

Equally important is the world of dreams, for they provide inspiration 

from within, and their language employs images from the outside world 

as well. "Suefto abajo" is a poem that considers the importance of 

sleep in the life of the individual: 
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^Mas persuasion? Yo no la necesito. 
Poco a poco los parpados, la frente 
Tratan de seducirme, ya indolente, 
Cuaado soy yo quien se propone el hito 

5 Feliz. Mi propia dejadez imito 
Para que a fuerza de olvidarme asiente 
Mi vivir en la nada mas clemente. 
jDulce anonadamiento del bendito! 

Ni esbozo de ultratumba ni descenso 
10 Con fantasmas a cuevas infernales 

Donde imperen oraculos de ayer. 

Solo sumirse en el reposo denso 
De una noche sin bienes ya ni males, 
Y arraigarse en el ser y ser. ;Ser, ser (p. 283)J 

The first strophe of the sonnet refers to physical sleep, to the feeling 

of drowsiness that overtakes the speaker gently and encourages him to 

fall into slumber, a feeling which he gladly accepts. The second 

strophe involves a terminology similar to that found in the poem 

"Bosque y bosque. " The speaker wishes to "forget" himself (1. 6) so 

that his life will become fixed or established within a "most merciful 

nothingness" (1. 7). Here, as in "Bosque y bosque, " the "nothingness" 

referred to is quite relative. It is not an absolute nothingness of non-

being, but only "nothing" from the point of view of the ego and its daily 

cares. For this reason the "nothingness" into which the speaker slips 

is a "Dulce anonadamiento del bendito" (1. 8). 

The third strophe complements the first, and the fourth the 

second. In the third strophe, the speaker reiterates the desire to sleep, 

and also affirms a lack of concern for anything that might thwart this 
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desire. The "old ghosts" of the past do not bother him, nor does the 

possibility of troubled sleep. The final strophe continues this thought, 

and also gives added emphasis to the intentions expressed in the second 

stanza. The repose is to be deep (1. 12), and the night is to be free of 

all daily concerns. Since the cares of the ego do not enter into this 

world, the night is to be neither good nor bad (1. 13), but simply itself. 

The final line of the sonnet summarizes succinctly the thoughts 

that have gone before it. The result of forgetting the world, of entering 

into the "nothingness" of the night, will be to take root in one's being, 

and therefore truly to "be. " The mode of being that is hopefully to be 

achieved has a genuine quality about it that ego-consciousness must turn 

to if it is to be grounded in true being, in the total personality. Unless 

the ego turns to its own foundations, which is to say the unconscious, 

for nightly renewal in sleep, it will be unable to exist in any way other 

than in one of hopeless atrophy and alienation from its roots. It is for 

this reason that the speaker uses the verb "to take root" in being when 

he describes falling asleep. 

Quite similar thoughts are found in other poems. In a short 

poem concerning the fall of darkness upon the world, the poet concludes 

with the following remark; "La tierra en su ser profundiza" (p. 318). 

We have seen that the speaker in Cantico frequently views the world as 

an extension of himself, in that through symbols it mirrors his own 
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existential situation. In this line the earth, as the speaker, enters 

deeply into its own roots, its own being, through the miracle of sleep. 

A later, somewhat longer poem dealing with sleep, "Quiero 

dormir, " ends with the following four strophes: 

Noche con su tiniebla, soledad con su paz, 
Todo favorece 
Mi delicia de anulacion 
Inminente. 

5 j Anulacion, oh par also 
Murmurado, 
Dormir, dormir y solo ser 
Y muy despacio! 

Oscureceme y borrame, 
10 Santo sueno, 

Mientras me guarda y vela bajo su potestad 
El firmamento. 

Con sus gravitaciones mas umbrias 
Retengame la tierra, 

15 Hundase mi ser en mi ser; 
Duerma, duerma (p. 437). 

Here, as in the sonnet "Suefto abajo, " the poet speaks of his annihila

tion, but does so in hopeful and enthusiastic terms, so much so that the 

annihilation is described as a "delight" (1. 3) and a "paradise" (1. 5). 

The result of this loss of ego-consciousness will be a more complete 

form of being that is the fruit of one's nightly rendezvous with his roots, 

his inner self; "Dormir, dormir y solo ser" (1. 7). 

The third strophe is a continuation of previous thoughts. The 

final strophe also reiterates the previous assertions, but in a slightly 

different and interesting manner. By using the verb "retener" (1. 14), 
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the speaker affirms that he is an integral part of the earth from which 

he came, and desires to be "repossessed" by it. There is, therefore, 

a nightly re-entry into the depths of one's being, for one metaphorically 

returns to dust. 

Sleep, then, is more than a mere period of rest in the world-

view of Cantico. Rather, it provides a nightly renewal of one's total 

personality based on an integration of consciousness and the uncon

scious. In this way it becomes possible for the sleeper to be reborn 

daily, for nightly he is reinforced by the truths which are needed to 

attain the goals of the spirit. 

In conclusion, this chapter has been an attempt to explicate and 

clarify the role played by the unconscious mind in Cantico. Of course, 

these poems are not meant to represent a "case study" of the uncon

scious. There is no attempt to "psychoanalize" their author, and the 

poems deal with only certain aspects of the unconscious. For example, 

the occasionally negative or terrifying qualities of this portion of the 

mind are of no concern to the speaker in Cantico; that is to say that 

there is no conflict between the two sides of the psyche, but instead a 

complementary relationship in which the two sides function in unity. 

The poems show no battle for supremacy or domination by one side or 

the other, but a cooperation that results in an affirmative view of life 

in general. 
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The poems chosen in this chapter are by no means the only 

examples of the unconscious as manifested in Guillen's work, although 

they do reflect the principal types of unconscious manifestation. They 

have been chosen to the exclusion of others because, by and large, they 

are typical and concise. 

Due to the nature of the psyche, and to the integrated view of the 

psyche predominant in Guillen's poetry, it is naturally difficult to study 

one aspect of the mind to the exclusion of some other facet. For this 

reason, the present chapter has included of necessity much mention of 

ideas and feelings that are not strictly or exclusively unconscious (were 

such feelings totally unconscious, of course, they could not be ex

pressed at all). Similarly, our discussion of other aspects of Cantico 

must include rather extensive comments on the autonomous psyche, 

and the role it plays in any particular facet of the work. The mani

festation of the unconscious is especially true in the case of conscious

ness itself. For, as we have seen, the protagonist of this poetry makes 

no attempt to separate consciousness and the unconscious completely. 

With this in mind, let us now turn to consciousness and its growth, an 

ever-present goal of both Cantico and humanity in general. 



CHAPTER 4 

CONSCIOUSNESS: THE SYMBOLISM OF LIGHT 

As we begin this chapter, a reiteration is useful: that is, that 

there is no clear line of demarcation separating those contents of the 

mind that are wholly conscious from that which pertains primarily to 

the autonomous psyche. It is generally held that man lives in a psychic 

spectrum. At one end of this scale are encountered elements of the 

mind that are clearly conscious and at the disposal of one's volition, 

for example, the logical functions. Conversely, the opposite extreme 

includes contents of the autonomous psyche that are partially or totally 

unconscious, and which can be controlled little or not at all by con

scious will. 

The relativity of consciousness also applies to symbols, since 

they are environmental reflections of the mind. If an individual is able 

to see through a projection by "deciphering" its symbolism, it is raised 

to the conscious sphere and no longer resides in the world of the uncon

scious. On the other hand, there are some feelings which are never 

made completely conscious, and their surrounding symbolism maintains 

a mythic character; this is especially true of religious symbols. Such 

symbols have emotive power over us, and quite often are not subject to 
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conscious will or logic. When any object from the environment is 

given symbolic significance, it naturally becomes charged with emotion 

as a result of its link with the unconscious dream world within us. 

As is to be expected, the attitude toward concrete objects of the 

physical world varies considerably in Cantico. When the speaker 

focuses attention on a given object, the thing in question may be con

sidered as pertaining primarily to the external or internal world. In 

other words, the poet's attitude at any moment may be extraverted or 

introverted. An object which has symbolic value, which reflects an 

existential disposition, may draw the attention of the poet to the out

side world as the source of the symbol, or it may cause his thoughts to 

turn inward, to reflect on his own state. This is not to say that an 

"extraverted" poem ignores the inner world, for in Cantico the increase 

of consciousness means ultimately knowledge of one's self, rather than 

strictly scientific knowledge of the world. If a poem is oriented toward 

the external world, then, this orientation eventually comes back upon 

itself; if the poet's attention is fixed on a symbol, it is because the sym

bol reflects him, and so the inner world is never pushed into the back

ground or ignored. 

Consciousness is grounded in the unconscious. This is true of 

the individual and of humanity, as studied by Neumann. ^ Man is born 

1. Neumann, The Origins and History of Consciousness, 
pp. 261-312. ~~ 
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in an unconscious state, and regardless of the conscious level he may 

eventually attain, he returns to the unconscious daily in fantasy and 

sleep. The poems of Cantico reflect this situation and the speaker in 

them welcomes such a state of affairs, for man must, paradoxically, 

look to his dark side if he is to find greater light (as in the image of the 

2 
eagle and the serpent, mentioned above). "Arbol de otono" is a poem 

which sums up this attitude: 

Ya madura 
La hoja para su tranquila calda justa, 

Cae. Cae 
Dentro del cielo, verdor perenne, del estanque. 

5 En reposo, 
Molicie de lo ultimo, se ensimisma el otono. 

Dulcemente 
A la pureza de lo frio la hoja cede. 

Agua abajo, 
10 Con follaje incesante busca a su dios el arbol (p. 296). 

It is autumn, and the tree obeys the laws of nature. There is no attempt 

on the part of the speaker to avoid or ignore the seasonal end of things, 

for death is a necessary facet of life throughout Guillen's work. In the 

present poem, however, death is qualified, especially by the use of 

enjambement joining the first strophe and the second. The leaf falls, 

as it must, but it falls "Dentro del cielo, verdor perenne, del estanque" 

(1. 4). This assertion contains several possibilities for thought. In 

2. Ch. 2, pp. 24-26. 
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the first place, the sky is presumably mirrored in the pond beside the 

tree; ironically, then, the leaf in death falls into the sky. This further 

indicates that, in the speaker's view, the sky lies as much beneath the 

earth as above it; for everything that is "above, " there is an equal and 

3 
opposite "below, " as in the alchemical saying quoted earlier. It is 

also stated that the pond, naturally enough, is green. This green is not 

seen as something apart from the sky above it, but instead it is equated 

with the sky. The sky is not only reflected by the surface of the water: 

that which is beneath the surface, and therefore beneath the surface of 

the surrounding terrain, is equivalent to the heavens above. The 

primitive vegetation of the pond is given as much importance as that 

which lies above it. Finally, the speaker affirms that the green life of 

the pond is not seasonal, but a "verdor perenne. " The pond is not sub

ject to seasonal change, but is forever green with life. 

The tree, a frequent symbol of man's life in Guillen's work, 

does undergo changes, as does man. Surrounding this temporal entity, 

however, are two constants; that which is "above" the tree, and that 

which lies "beneath" it. The human situation is analogous to this. Man 

finds himself in the middle of two opposites. "Above" him there is the 

spiritual life of the heavens, and "below" lies the "primitive" world he 

carries within himself. Both aspects are part of his human nature, and 

both are essential to his well-being. 

3. Ch. 3, p. 43. 
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The third and fourth strophes continue the line of thought 

presented at the beginning of the poem. Autumn, represented by the 

tree, retreats from the surface of the earth, and plunges into itself 

("se ensimisma, " 1. 6), as if in preparation for the dormant period 

ahead. The tree has lived through its seasonal cycle, and goes into 

waiting for its renewal in the spring. 

The tree itself does not "die" during the winter, although that 

is the impression a casual observer might receive. Rather, its life 

goes away from the earth's surface. The water of the tree, which be

comes its lifeblood in the form of sap, goes downward into the roots. 

Just as during the spring and summer the tree has grown upward in 

search of life, the motion is now downward, into the subterranean 

region of the roots. During the growing season the tree has "sought its 

god" in the heavens above it. Now, with the approach of winter, life 

is found within. 

The cycle of the tree is correlative to the human condition. 

There are times at which "extraverted" goals are pursued in the world 

beyond the individual, and there are times when he best discovers him

self by turning inward. Also, as we shall see shortly, winter is 

frequently equated with the latter possibility in Cantico. It is an 

"introverted" season in Guillen's view, and so the tree prepares for the 

time of "ensimismamiento" (1. 6). 
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The ensuing pages constitute an attempt at understanding the 

role that the external world plays in the development and expression of 

consciousness in Cantico. Once again, it is important to note that this 

does not imply a turning away from the unconscious; rather, it is a 

consideration of the world primarily for its symbolic value, and the 

symbol receives its meaning and importance in the degree that it 

reflects the unconscious in the individual. 

As one might imagine when reading a poet who gives as much 

emphasis to reality as does Guillen, Cantico abounds with poems that 

deal with the external world and its role in one's life. Many of these 

can be grouped into more or less distinct (though not unrelated) areas 

of thought. Since the preceding chapter ended with a consideration of 

the necessity of sleep in terms of unconscious expression, it may be 

well to begin here with a study of sleep seen from another perspective; 

that is, the attention the poet gives to the simple phenomenon of awaken

ing. Related to this is the symbolism of dawn, and of light in general, 

which in'turn involves the four traditional elements; fire, air, water 

and earth. The poet also devotes many poems to the seasons and how 

these natural phenomena reflect the individual, and a discussion of them 

is included. Lastly, it will be profitable to study the appearance of the 

"Word" in Cantico, since this is a paradigm example of unconscious 

material reaching consciousness; the phenomenon in Guillen's work 

generally refers to the aesthetic organization of unconscious contents 
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until they are given clarity as a coherent, symbolic statement in 

poetic form. 

We have seen the importance assigned to sleep by Guillen, 

since sleep provides the most natural and frequent manifestation of the 

unconscious mind in the modern individual. An example is the poem 

"La rendicion al suefto. " It is one of the longer poems of Cantico and 

ends with the following lines: 

^Hacia d6nde, 
Recatos veladores, 
Hacia donde se aleja 
La mirada, 

5 Tan retraida y plena? 
^Hacia la sefta 
Clara 
De otra verdad (p. 144)? 

The speaker is falling asleep, and the final sentence sums up well the 

prevailing attitude toward sleep that we have seen. The "sefia clara" 

(11. 6-7) has no less validity than would a sign toward scientific truth 

in the light of day. Sleep has its own form of truth because it provides 

the opportunity to plunge into one's inner being. 

A no less important daily activity in Guillen's poetry is the 

simple process of awakening, for it makes possible the reaffirmation of 

earthly reality. "Luz diferida" is a poem that deals with this minor 

miracle: 

^Luz ? Que espere. Luz, no. 
Niebla aun. Y yo, quieto. 
Dure, dure el sopor, 
Tan dulcemente duefto. 
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5 Divino: presentir 
Casi desde la nada. 
Mejor ganar asi 
La incognita manafta. 

jOh supremo pasaje! 
10 Por el voy despertando 

—Sin alterar los fragiles 
Encajes del encanto. 

Softar, no: casi ver 
La realidad. ^Hostil? 

15 Con toda su altivez 
A quien busca es a mi. 

jGran merced! A traves 
De mi niebla columbro 
La perfeccion. En pie 

20 Sigue un mundo perfecto (p. 69). 

The speaker begins to awaken, barely, and sees that the world is in a 

state of chiaroscuro, caught between darkness and light. He is far 

from being fully awake and wishes sleep to continue ("Dure, dure el 

sopor, " 1. 3). Line 4; "Tan dulcemente duefio, " modifies the speaker's 

stupor in a typically affirmative tone. 

The transition from sleep to wakefulness begins in the second 

strophe. The speaker is still quite drowsy, but in this state he begins 

to have a dim presentiment of the approaching morning, a presentiment 

which comes to him "Casi desde la nada" (1. 6). We have seen the sig

nificance and relativity of the word "nada" in Cantico, especially with 

4 
regard to sleep and darkness. Here again, the poet is not using the 

4. Ch. 3, p. 49, 
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word in an absolute sense; the "nothingness" of sleep is only "nothing" 

in a very restricted sense, and in other ways is pregnant with possi

bilities. This leisurely method of awakening is apparently preferred 

to any other, quicker way of greeting the new day, for by coming to 

waking consciousness slowly it will be possible to 

Mejor ganar asi 
La incognita mafiana (11. 7-8). 

The morning is still "unknown" since the speaker has yet to approach 

it. Nevertheless, by gradually entering into the new day it will be 

easier to "win" it. "Win, " in the sense that it will be his more com

pletely, for the morning will be approached by the speaker after he is 

fortified by repose and "ensimismamiento. " The verb "ganar" has 

other significance as well in view of Guillen's frequent use of etymo

logical meanings. The word is derived most recently from a Romance 

verb coming from the Germanic w aid an j an; "to win, to reap. " More 

distant meaning comes from the Scandinavian gana, which means "to 

stare openmouthed" or "to contemplate with desire. " 

These meanings all have bearing on this poem and on Cantico 

in general. For example, the first poem of Guillen's work begins as 

follows: 

(El alma vuelve al cuerpo, 
Se dirige a los ojos 
Y choca.) —jLuz! Me invade 
Todo mi ser. jAsombro (p. 16)! 
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Each meaning of "ganar": winning, reaping, staring, desiring has 

relationship to this stanza and to the second strophe of "Luz diferida. " 

The morning here is not to transpire as part of a boring daily routine, 

nor is it to be assaulted with egocentric ambition and "won" in that 

sense. Rather, the morning will be contemplated with wonder at the 

fact of being alive, desired because it expresses the speaker's highest 

spiritual goals, won and reaped because he will possess its reality. 

The third strophe continues the transition to the waiving state, 

as do those that follow. The speaker refers to the "passage" (1. 9) 

that takes him from darkness to light, and his gradual transformation 

from one state to the other. The passage is qualified by the second 

half of the strophe, for the protagonist is not describing a well-worn 

and hackneyed process of simply "waking-up" to face the new day. 

Because of the delicate balance between sleeping and wakefulness, the 

latter state is reached without eliminating or forgetting the former. He 

is still "charmed" (1. 12) as in sleep, and the charm will carry over 

into daily activity; the reality which is shortly to surround the speaker 

will not lose its primordial significance, for it is approached with the 

positive attitude gained from contact with the inner self in sleep and the 

day will therefore take on fresh symbolic meaning. 

In the fourth strophe, the process of awakening reaches a point 

at which the speaker is more awake than asleep. He can now "almost" 

see the reality around him (1. 13). The rhetorical question that 
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follows ("^Hostil?") is answered with implied negation, for in response 

the speaker praises his ambience: 

Con toda su altivez 
A quien busca es a mi (11. 15-16). 

The relationship between the speaker and the world around him is of a 

complementary nature. Just as ego-consciousness functions in unison 

with the unconscious mind, so too it directs itself toward the outer 

world in order to find objects that best symbolize the various mental 

attitudes of the speaker. The rivers and cities of the mind must find 

those of the environment in order to find expression for themselves, 

and reality "seeks" the individual so that it might find expression for 

itself. The importance of ordinary reality brings to mind an assertion 

from "Mas alia, " the first poem of Cantico: 

Soy, mas, estoy. Respiro. 
Lo profundo es el aire. 
La re alidad me inventa, 
Soy su leyenda. j Salve (p. 18)! 

The speaker is the "legend" of reality in the sense of an inscription; it 

is he who gives voice and coherence to that which he encounters around 

himself. He is also "invented" by reality. Reality finds the speaker, 

and he provides an appropriate inscription for it by his conscious and 

aesthetic functioning, and the world is greeted enthusiastically. Also 

of significance is the title of the poem; "Mas alia. " Guillen uses this 

expression with some frequency, and its meaning in his work is "be

yond. " The "beyond" of the poet, his personal transcendence, is found 
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in the immediate location; conventional reality, because of its symbolic 

value, gives adequate expression to one's highest spirituality. Also in 

"Luz diferida" reality seeks to "find" the speaker so that the relation

ship between microcosm and macrocosm can function smoothly. 

In the final strophe of the poem the waiving process is virtually 

complete, and the speaker begins to perceive the world more clearly. 

Though still drowsy, he is now able to see the "perfection" of the world 

(1. 19). The world is "perfect" because of its beauty and significance 

for the poet. Here again, however, added meaning is gained from the 

etymology of a word. "Perfect" is from the Latin perfectus "finished. " 

The world is "finished" or complete at any given moment. There is no 

feeling of having to wait for something to happen in the world, for it is 

always its own product and end result. 

The concluding sentence affirms, or reaffirms, the speaker's 

continuing faith in the daily reality of his surroundings. The "absolute" 

world continues (1. 20). It is "absolute" in the sense that it presents 

itself totally, with nothing hidden, and provides an unending source of 

symbolic and actual reality. The word "absolute" also has etymologi

cal significance; it is from the Latin absolutus, meaning "unbound" or 

"without limitations." The idea of "limits" is of some importance in 

Guillen's work, as we shall see later. Limits, however, do not 

necessarily imply "limitations" in the sense of shortcomings or faults. 
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The world is therefore "absolute" in that it does not suffer from 

"limitations" of this kind. 

In summary, the poem concerns sleep from a perspective 

opposite that studied in the preceding chapter. There is a gradual com

ing to waking consciousness, rather than a slipping into the world of 

dreams. A similar situation is seen in another poem, aptly entitled 

"Buenos dias": 

jSi! 
Luz. Renazco. 

i Gracias! 
Un silbido 

5 Se desliza aguzandose, veloz, hacia la aurora. 
jBuen filo! 

Rasgando ira la sombra 
Que se interpone aun entre el sol y el afan. 

Despertar es ganar. 
10 Balc6n. jOh realidad! 

A trav£s del aire o de un vidrio, sin ornamento, 
La realidad propone siempre un sueno. 
Cant a, gallo jovial, 
Canta con fe. Te creo (p. 286). 

This poem is related to "Luz diferida" in several respects. The 

speaker awakens and greets the new day enthusiastically, stating that 

he is "reborn" (1. 2). He is born daily, for at night he has a rendez

vous with the womb of Ms consciousness: the unconscious mind. The 

announcement of the coming day by the cock, accompanied by the final 

dispersal of the shadows of the night, stirs within the speaker an emo

tion of eager acceptance. He extends his thanks to the day (1. 3), and 
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furthermore states that "Despertar es ganar" (1. 9). Life is "won" 

by awakening, for one goes out into the new day to take full advantage 

of the reality around him; we have seen that the verb "ganar" has other 

significance as well,, 

Through the windows of his balcony, the speaker takes in the 

world beyond Ms room. This image shows the intermediate position 

of the ego between the inner and outer worlds. The speaker stands at 

a point that is located midway between what is outside the house and 

what is within it. He can focus his attention in either direction. Since 

it is a new day, he chooses to turn outward. The house is a frequent 

metaphor used to describe the psyche, and Guillen's work is no excep

tion (there are numerous references to balconies and windows through-

out Cantico). Psychologically speaking, the ego standing at the mental 

"window" is now in what might be called an extraverted state. This is 

in contrast to fixing attention on the interior of the psychic house, 

which in this context would indicate sleep. The image is not unlike that 

of the mirror in the sonnet "Profundo espejo, " discussed earlier. In 

that poem the glass of the mirror serves a function analogous to that of 

the window here; it is the midpoint between the outside world and the 

interior mirror that reflects the world in the form of symbols. 

5. Ch. 2, pp. 36-42. 
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The speaker carries this line of thought further by stating that 

"La realidad propone siempre un suefio" (1. 12). If reality can become 

a dream, then the two worlds are closely joined. We have seen the 

validity extended to the inner world in numerous poems; it is just as 

"real" as external reality. Here it is stated that the outside world 

itself proposes a dream, that it is as "real" as the world within. There 

is no philosophical questioning of a Calderonian nature here, but rather 

a union of the outer world and the inner mind. The world beyond the 

glass proposes a dream because it is capable of achieving existential 

significance in the form of symbols. Similarly, the unconscious draws 

upon the outside world in the formation of its symbolic statements to 

consciousness. The microcosm and macrocosm, therefore, comple

ment each other in the most natural way possible. 

The final two sentences summarize well the overall feeling and 

tone of the poem. The speaker urges the cock to sing joyfully in praise 

of the approaching day. He encourages faith in the new day and, by 

extension, faith in life as a whole. This faith brings to mind the com

plete title of Guillen's work; Cantico: Fe de vida. The title is related 

to the Cantico espiritual of San Juan de la Cruz. San Juan places his 

faith in the Divine, while Guillen proposes faith in daily, earthly reality. 

The world itself, ordinary reality, is by its nature productive of faith 

in the Weltanschauung of Cantico. So the speaker believes in the cock 

(1. 14), and urges the cock to a faith of its own. 
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In spite of the overwhelmingly positive attitude toward sleep 

that is found in Cantico, it is not without its moments of fear. 

"Amanece, amanezco" is a sonnet which deals with awakening from 

what was perhaps a troubled sleep: 

Es la luz, aqui esta: me arrulla un ruido. 
Y me figuro el todavla pardo 
Florecer del blancor. Un fondo aguardo 
Con tanta realidad como le pido. 

Luz, luz. El resplandor es un latido. 
Y se me desvanece con el tardo 
Resto de oscuridad mi angustia: fardo 
Nocturno entre sus sombras bien hundido. 

Aun sin el sol que desde aqul presiento, 
La almohada —tan tierna bajo el alba 
No vistar— con la calle colabora. 

Heme ya libre de ensimismamiento. 
Mundo en resurreccion es quien me salva. 
Todo lo inventa el rayo de la aurora (p. 262). 

The title of the poem has meaning in itself. It reflects the mutual 

dependence of microcosm and macrocosm found throughout Guillen's 

work. As he says elsewhere: ";Dependo de las cosas! " (p. 23). The 

speaker awakens, caught momentarily in the drowsy state between 

sleep and wakefulness, and he imagines the approaching dawn that is 

still not quite visible; 

Un fondo aguardo 
Con tanta realidad como le pido (11. 3-4). 

While gradually coming to consciousness, he thinks of the unfathomable 

source of reality that awaits him in the new day, a reality so extensive 

5 

10  
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that he will never be able to empty it of possibilities, and the speaker 

gladly accepts this situation. 

The second strophe suggests the possibility that not all that has 

been dreamt is pleasant. After reiterating the advent of light from the 

first strophe, the speaker goes on to state: 

Y se me desvanece con el tardo 
Resto de oscuridad mi angustia: fardo 
Nocturno entre sus sombras bien hundido (11. 6-8). 

Although there is no indication that the sleeper has been experiencing 

the throes of anguish in his dreams, there does exist the likelihood that 

the dreaming was not as pleasant as one might hope. This in itself is 

quite rare in Cantico, but it indicates that the potentially fearsome 

qualities of the unconscious are not ignored in the work. Obviously, a 

limited allusion to psychic contents which are unwanted by the ego is 

overwhelmingly offset by the repeated affirmation and acceptance of the 

psyche in its totality (as opposed to works such as Alberti's Sobrelos 

angcles, for example, in which the speaker not infrequently experiences 

the unconscious in an apocalyptically catastrophic fashion). 

The third strophe continues the thoughts of the first. The 

speaker is still not fully awake but patiently awaits the anticipated 

arrival of the sun. Here again the union of the inner and outer worlds 

is affirmed. Omitting the parenthetical remark of lines 10-11, the 

phrase reads; "La almohada . . . con la calle colabora. " This is 

analogous to the window of "Luz diferida" although here there is no 
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image of a portal between the two worlds. The two objects, pillow and 

street, pertaining to different aspects of the mind, function or "work" 

together (as the verb "colaborar" implies) to form a single unit, the 

psyche in its totality. 

The final strophe expounds somewhat upon what is said in the 

second stanza with regard to troubled sleep: 

Heme ya libre de ensimismamiento. 
Mundo en resurreccion es quien me salva (11. 12-13). 

This is the only appearance of the noun "ensimismamientn" in Cantico. 

Coined in the nineteenth century, the word is first used more or less 

extensively by Unamuno, who generally employs it to indicate reflection 

or meditation. Guillen uses the term in a slightly more direct fashion 

in that, since he is speaking of sleep, the sleeper has literally been 

plunging into himself. This in itself is certainly not negative, but the 

speaker qualifies the expression by stating that he is now "free" of 

such an entry into his inner being. Such introspection might seem to be 

insufficient evidence of any feeling of relief at awakening, but the fol

lowing line (14) states that the speaker is "saved" by the "world in 

resurrection. " Here, as in the second strophe, there does not appear 

to be any deeply felt fear of the unconscious but, to some extent, a 

feeling of relieved anxiety at awakening. Also noteworthy in this last 

line is the quasi religious vocabulary employed by the poet, specifically 
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the words "resurreccion" and "salva. " Since it is the world that 

saves the speaker, we have another example of Guillen's "fe terrestre. " 

The precise wording of line 13 offers several possibilities for 

thought tthat are in keeping with the view of reality that we have studied 

and which may further explicate this view. The world is resurrected 

daily, just as the speaker in "Buenos dias" feels himself to be reborn. 

This implies, as mentioned above, a nightly re-entry into the uncon

scious as the womb of consciousness. Since the external world is 

often considered to be a symbol of what takes place in the mind of the 

individual, it too enters into its own depths at night. In the preceding 

chapter, a line was quoted with regard to falling asleep; it concerns 

the earth at sunset: "La tierra en su ser profundiza" (p. 318). 

Because the world, as man, fathoms its inner being at night, it too is 

able to "resurrect" the following morning. 

The final line of the sonnet sums up the thoughts previously 

expressed, particularly those of the first and third strophes, and is 

similar to assertions found in other poems dealing with awakening. 

The rays of the dawn "invent" things in that they "find" them, and the 

speaker considers himself to be an integral part of what is found. He 

is an inseparable part of the world and participates in its functioning, 

and is therefore "found" in the world that is in turn a part of him. 

In addition to the expressed concern with unconscious manifesta

tions in the preceding poem, the possibility of troubled sleep is alluded 
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to in "Despertar, " as is the importance of one's daily surroundings: 

Nada. Tinieblas muelles. 
Y de un golpe. . . ^Que, quien? 

Restauracion por vertigo, 
Brusca restauracion en aquel bulto 

5 Que estaba as! negandose, 
Dulcemente dormido. 

Negandose. ^Negado? 
Por la memoria alboreada irrumpe, 
Vertical y de subito, 

10 Una abertura hacia el vacio. 
^Es una sima? 
Sima. . . ^De donde ? 
Aquel bulto se siente ser, no esta. 
Casi ahogandose cae, cae. ^Cuando? 

15 Y una angustia, relampago en albor, 
Ilumina el olvido y su desierto. 
El at6nito cae, se detiene. 

Yo. Yo ahora. Yo aqul. 
Despertar, ser, estar: 

20 Otra vez el ajuste prodigioso (p. 333). 

The speaker is apparently quickly awakened from rest. The poem 

begins with a word we have seen previously in such a context, and this 

poem shows further the fact that Guillen uses the word "nada" in what 

is frequently a relative or ironic sense. Suddenly the speaker is 

awakened from this "nothingness, " and is quite confused as to where 

he is, what is going on around him, and so on. In this regard, the 

three uses of the verb "negar" (11. 5, 7) are related to the peculiar use 

of the word "nada. " 
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The third strophe continues the confusion of the second. The 

dreaxner falls through abysses (11. 11-12), still thoroughly confused 

as to his whereabouts, or even if he is asleep or awake. He feels 

emptiness around him, and also a sense of removal from physical 

existence. This is expressed by line 13: "Aquel bulto se siente ser, 

no esta. " We have previously encountered the contrast of the verbs 

"ser" and "estar, " and the distinction takes on added meaning here. 

Generally speaking, Guillen uses these verbs to indicate that one finds 

his "being" (ser) through his physical existence here and now (estar). 

In fact, on occasion more value is given to "being here" than to "being, " 

for the latter mode of living can only be reached via the former. Two 

examples quoted earlier show this feeling: 

Soy, mas, estoy (p. 18). 

Yo soy, soy... ^ Como ? Donde estoy: contigo, 
Mundo, contigo. Sea tu absoluta 
Compama siempre. 

<|Yo soy? 
Yo estoy 

—Aqui ... (pp. 161-62). 

In the poem "Despertar, " the distinction is amplified by the fact that 

the speaker is half asleep during a portion of the narration. The impli

cation is that when one is asleep the physical aspects of existence 

(estar) are diminished. Instead, life is led on a purely mental plane, 

and so one plunges into the depths of being (ser). 
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The fourth strophe adds a note of anxiety to the confusion 

previously expressed. It is difficult to say whether this anxious feeling 

pertains to the sudden awakening (which seems likely) or to the prior 

sleep. At any rate, there is definitely a feeling of mental discomfort 

(again, extremely rare in Cantico) as the speaker flounders in an 

attempt to straighten out his bearings. The form of the poem reflects 

this mental floundering. Although a "silva, " indicating some coherence 

of form, the entire poem is quite jerky and lacks the ordered strophes 

typical of Guillen. 

In the final strophe, the order that is ruptured in line 2 is 

restored. By stating that he is again in the realm of the "here and 

now" (1. 18), that part of his mental state that was lost in confusion is 

re-established and revitalized. The delicate relationships between the 

different modes of being are renewed: 

Despertar, ser, estar: 
Otra vez el ajuste prodigioso (11. 19-20). 

Since the world is frequently seen as an exterior manifestation 

of the human mind, it is natural to expect that what is experienced by 

the individual also holds true in the world at large. This is considered 

in "Ciudad en la luz": 

Sobre tejados y frondas, 
Por la raya 
De un cielo de caserio, 
Alzandose estan las blondas 

5 Encarnaciones que ensaya, 
Tierno y frio, 
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Ese oriente. (Sol oculto.) 
. . . Pero ya todo lo cerca: 
Va a nacer un gran tumulto 

10 Sobre rayos de luz terca (p. 246). 

Dawn approaches tentatively while the city is still asleep. The light 

that shines over a few houses is not really daylight yet, only the first 

"incarnations" (1. 5) of the day to come. The use of the word "encar-

naciones" here is not unlike an image from the sonnet "Amanece, 

amanezco"; "Mundo en resurreccion es quien me salva" (1. 13). The 

external world is personified so that it becomes an extension of the 

speaker. In "Ciudad en la luz, " the sun is to fulfill its daily "incarna

tion" and participate in human life. Sunlight is not a vague idea, but 

rather a specific entity that takes on the qualities of flesh and blood, 

as the word "incarnation" implies. 

In the final sentence of the poem (11. 8-10), the speaker reit

erates his anticipation of the imminent sun. He gives the impression 

of calmly experiencing a "lull before the storm, " so to speak, in that 

the few, tentative rays of "luz terca" (1. 10) are shortly to be followed 

by the full splendor of the sunrise. 

This moment of transition between darkness and daylight is a 

repeated theme in Cantico. It is discussed at some length in a poem 

aptly entitled "Del alba a la aurora, " in which the speaker dedicates his 

thoughts to this brief period of the morning: 
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^Luz de luna? No es la luna 
Quien va azulando la calle 
Por donde cruzo con ansia 
De ver el sol en su trance 

5 De regreso al horizonte 
Mismo de nuestras verdades. 
Lo azul va en grises y blancos 
De neblina relajandose 
Mientras el mudo abandono 

10 De mansiones y follajes 
Insinua un interregno 
Candido. Callan las aves, 
Pero los grillos nocturnos 
Suenan como si velasen. 

15 Se difunde expectacion 
Y, sin embargo, no hay nadie 
Todavla en los visibles 
Espacios mas generales. 
Filones de oscuridad 

20 Aun resistente yacen 
—Bajo focos encendidos 
Y cumulos de ramajes— 
Cuando en el cielo preludian 
Esas primicias tan agiles 

25 En cumplir y revelar. 
Del otro lado del aire, 
Profunda region de gloria, 
La Causa de veras ante 
Mi saldra. Quiero sentir 

30 Como entre mis brazos nace 
Para todos este d'a. 
Si hay portento, no hay alarde. 
Llegando esta ahora el ser 
Que de puro ser invade. 

35 Pero la luz se me anuncia, 
No se me entrega, distante 
Por entre unas nubes donde 
Sus grises van espesandose, 
Casi oscurecidos bajo 

40 Relieves a trechos casi 
Morados, por fin con vetas 
Chamuscadas. Muy bien arden 
En torno los amarillos 
De unos rayos entre avances 

45 De accion apenas rojiza, 
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Seflal de los inmortales 
Fuegos. Estoy aqul para 
Que a conciencia me arrebate 
De una vez la primordial 

50 Aparicion. El instante 
Me pide a ml que los ojos 
Vean en claro sin extasis 
El hecho —que solo el alma 
Con fe reconoce. j Salve (pp. 460-61)! 

As indicated by the title, the poem concerns the short minutes between 

the first glimmer of light on the horizon and the splendor and brilliance 

of the rising sun. The speaker is alone in the streets of a city as light 

begins to spread. The moon no longer dimly lights the streets but is 

gradually replaced by the coming of dawn, and with it the sun which 

holds our "truths" (1. 6). The surroundings are in a state of "mute 

abandon" (1. 10), for they are braced for neither the night nor the day. 

The transition is further reflected by the present state of "inter

regnum" (1. 11) since neither the moon nor the sun is sovereign at the 

moment. The crickets have not ceased to make their accustomed 

sounds, and the birds have not yet begun to greet the new day (11. 12-14). 

Beginning in line 19, attention becomes focused more on the 

approaching day than on the receding darkness. There remain patches 

of darkness and shadows, but the "first fruits" ("primicias, " 1. 24) of 

light have begun their daily mission, "en cumplir y revelar" (1. 25). 

Such wording reflects accurately the mood of the speaker in this and 

related poems that we have seen. The coming light will "reveal" the 

world to the speaker. He enjoys the momentary peace and anticipation 
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that he experiences, but the increasing light stirs an enthusiastic 

emotion of virtual impatience (although, of course, it is a joyful 

impatience). 

In lines 2 6ff, the speaker's attention shifts to the source of the 

light itself, as opposed to its still meager manifestation in the streets 

around him. From "the other side of the air" (1. 26), meaning the 

atmosphere of the planet, the "Cause" (1. 28) will shortly appear. 

Light does much more than enable man to function efficiently; it is 

elevated to divine status and given ontological significance, presumably 

as the "first cause" of all life. Light is seen in this sentence as the 

quintessence of earthly life since it "causes" all that takes place 

beneath it. The idea is further emphasized: 

Llegando esta ahora el ser 
Que de puro ser invade (11. 33-34). 

"Being" will come from "pure being. " The sun becomes more than 

itself. It is not merely the sun as a star, but the first principle of 

earthly being, meaning life, that comes as a result of the sun's pres

ence. The thought of these lines does not involve a comparison of what 

we have characterized as being (ser) and physical existence (estar). 

There is no conflict involved, nor does this assertion imply any 

inconsistency in the speaker's thinking concerning these distinct modes 

of life. Rather, his attention is fixed on the more metaphysical aspects 
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of life and its relation to light. His concern is not with physical being 

for the moment, but with light as an ontological entity. 

From his thoughts about the sun the speaker shifts his attention 

back to the physical characteristics of the dawn, in the long sentence 

beginning in line 35. He mentions an optical change in the appearance 

of the clouds (11. 37-38); when seen at night, clouds occasionally appear 

as lighter than the dark sky behind them, but with the approaching 

dawn their color becomes dark due to the contrast. 

The final two sentences (11. 47-54) refer again to the ontological 

aspects of light in combination with the speaker's immediate situation. 

He wishes to be "consciously" (1. 48) captivated by the "primordial 

apparition" (11. 49-50). This statement is related to the thought of 

lines 26-29. Since light is the "Cause" of life, it is also its first prin

ciple. Furthermore, since Guillen frequently speaks of life beginning 

anew each day and of the world (and man) being reborn daily, the dawn 

is always "primordial" in that it is first among the daily events to take 

place. There is also an allusion to this in lines 30-31; the day is 

"born." 

In his concluding sentence, the speaker again returns his thoughts 

to physical being, to the fact that he is a mortal organism living at a 

particular time and place. He states that he wishes his eyes to witness 

the sunrise sin extasis" (1. 52). We have seen that the etymon of the 

word extasis ' means "to go away" or "leave. " Here the speaker does 
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not wish to "leave" himself, but to participate in the sunrise as a 

corporeal being that "knows" what is witnessed (cf. 1. 48). He is able 

to do this because he has faith (11. 53-54). Faith, as noted above, 

means "Fe de vida. " There is faith in tne earthly divinity of the reality 

around him, which is caused and nourished by the sun as the first 

principle of life. The speaker cannot control his joyous overflow of 

emotion, and so he salutes the dawn with an enthusiastic greeting. 

Light, naturally enough, is frequently related to the element of 

fire in Guillen's work. Of the four traditional elements, air and fire 

are by far those with which the poet most concerns himself. Fire and 

light are considered together in "Los fuegos": 

Es tu noche, San Juan, da tu amor a lo oscuro. 

Estrellas hay que son tambien paisaje. 
En el silencio nuestro se reunen. 
Compania piden al campo. 

5 ; Oh noche de San Juan, negror, ardor, amor! 

A las estrellas buscan umas llamas cantoras 
Alzandose, callandose, 
Cinendose alo negro reservado, 
Tan amoroso ya, desnudo. 

10 Es tu noche, San Juan, da tu amor a lo oscuro.(p. 321). 

The Eve of Saint John is an ancient tradition in Spain (as well as 

the rest of Europe), particularly in the more remote areas of the 

country. Though the event has been incorporated into the Christian 

tradition, the celebration of the summer solstice antedates the Christian 
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g 
era, as discussed by Frazer. In any event, what is of primary 

importance is the victory of light over darkness. Human consciousness, 

symbolized by fire, is able to conquer the potential dangers of the 

unconscious. The modern custom of preparing bonfires continues a 

tradition which at one time must have been charged with existential 

significance. 

Naturally enough, the element of fire also has meaning for the 

individual when removed from group activities, as expounded by Gaston 

Bachelard in his study of fire as an image and symbol: 

A reverie by the fireside, when the flame twists the frail birch 
branches, is sufficient to evoke the volcano and the funeral 
pyre. The bit of straw which flies away with the smoke is 
sufficient to urge us forward to meet our destiny. What better 
proof is there that the contemplation of fire brings us back to 
the very origins of philosophic thought? If fire, which, after 
all, is quite an exceptional and rare phenomenon, was taken to 
be a constituent element of the Universe, is it not because it 
is an element of human thought, the prime element of reverie?^ 

Bachelard's concluding sentence is particularly germane to our consid

erations of the symbol. As we have seen previously, man always sees 

himself mirrored in the world through symbols, and sees his 

6. James George Frazer, The New Golden Bough, edited by 
Theodor H. Gaster (New York: S. G. Phillips, 1959), p. 622. 

7. Gaston Bachelard, The Psychoanalysis of Fire, translated 
by Alan C. M. Ross (Boston; Beacon, 1964), p. 18. It is worth 
noting that this work is not involved with Freudian psychology, in 
spite of the title. 
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consciousness reflected by fire and light, just as the unconscious 

draws upon external reality in order to manifest its own dispositions. 

Guillen's poem incorporates many of the above-mentioned 

characteristics of fire and adds to them a view typical of Cantico. In 

Guillen's work, love as much distinguishes man from nature as does 

his ability to dominate the environment. In fact, we have seen that the 

speaker in these poems has no interest in the pragmatic exploitation of 

the world, but instead approaches the world as a symbolic image. This 

inspires a deeply felt love for that which is around him, a love which 

begins with people but is eventually extended to the entire cosmos; 

since the macrocosm is found within him in miniature, he is capable of 

amorous feelings for it in its entirety. In this poem, the speaker 

wastes no time in expressing this emotion: "Es tu noche, San Juan, da 

tu amor a lo oscuro" (11. 1, 10). There is no attempt to conquer or 

break away from the darkness, for it is not feared. The speaker does 

not see a threat to himself in the night, but a facet of his personality. 

For this reason, the fire gives love to darkness. Instead of a split 

between light and darkness, there is a union between them, and the 

speaker joins the two by urging the fires of St. John to give their love 

to the night. 

This thought is augmented throughout the poem. In the second 

strophe, the firmament is seen as a part of the earth. It does not 

reflect man's goals toward which he should strive, but rather forms an 
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integral portion of "our air. " The firmament is not "lowered" to the 

human sphere, nor is the countryside elevated to any sort of divine 

status. Both the earth and the heavens are viewed as one; the love of 

the speaker for all around him has married the earth and sky, and they 

become inseparably united. The stars, therefore: "CompaMa piden al 

campo" (1. 4). 

Lines 6-9 develop this thought from the opposite point of view, 

that of the earth. In the second strophe, the stars come to the earth in 

order to form a part of "our air. " In the fourth strophe the flames of 

the bonfire, originating from the earth, rise up in search of the heavens 

and their darkness. Here again there is no striving, but rather a union 

that indicates an integrated view of the cosmos, for the flames are: 

Ciftendose a lo negro reservado, 
Tan amoroso ya, desnudo (11. 8-9). 

The darkness, usually removed from the sphere of logical thinking, 

presents itself lovingly and nakedly, in union with the love of the fires 

of St. John. This is emphasized by line 5, which joins the two halves 

of the poem; "jOh noche de San Juan, negror, ardor, amor! " There 

is darkness, light and love. Love becomes the quintessence of these 

entities, and because of it the other two are united in a common bond, 

both in the world and in the human psyche. 

The supremacy of light among the elements is declared quite 

clearly in another poem, dealing with the sun. This is one of the few 
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instances where Guillen appears to consider specifically the elements 

in terms of each other, and as a system: 

jEl sol! Sobre las tierras, sobre las aguas, sobre 
Los aires, ese fuego (p. 110). 

Of the remaining elements, air is the one that most closely 

approximates fire in terms of symbolic importance. In "Viento 

saltado, " the poet describes a windy afternoon and his elation at being 

a part of it: 

jOh violencia de revelaci6n en el viento 
Profundo y amigo! 
jEl dla plenario profundamente se agolpa 

Sin resquicios! 

5 jY oigo una voz entre rumores de espesuras, 
Oigo una voz, 
Que de repente desligada pide 
Mas, mas creacion! 

jEsa blancura de nieve salvada 
10 Que es fresno, 

La ligereza de un goce cantado, 
Un avance en el viento! 

j En el viento, por entre el viento 
Saltar, saltar, 

15 Porque si, porque si, porque 
Zas! 

j Por el salto a un segundo 
De cumbre, 
Que la Tierra sostiene sobre irrupciones 

20 De fustes! 

jArrancar, ascender... y un nivel 
De equilibrio, 
Que en apariciones de flor apunta y suspende 
Su impetu! 
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25 jPor el salto a una cumbre! 
j Mis pies 

Sienten la Tierra en una rafaga 
De redondez! 

I En el viento, por entre el viento 
30 Saltar, saltar, 

Porque si, porque si, porque 
Zas! 

jSobre el sol regalado, sobre el dia 
Ligero 

35 Dominar, resbalar con abril 
A1 son de su juego! 

j Sin alas, en vilo, mas alia de todos 
Los fines, 
Libre, leve, raudo, 

40 Libre! 

j Cuerpo en el viento y con cuerpo la gloria! 

i s°y 
Del viento, soy a traves de la tarde mas viento, 
Soy mas que yo (pp. 124-25)! 

The first two strophes provide an enthusiastic introduction to the 

windy day. The emotional response to air is heightened by the fact that 

the air is in motion. Air is one of the volatile elements due to its lack 

of solid composition (a quality which it holds in common with fire and 

water), and the wind adds to its changeable nature. 

In the third strophe, the image of the ash tree is introduced. 

We have seen the importance of trees in Guillen's poetry, and that of 

g 
the ash in particular. The whiteness of the ash is alluded to (1. 9), a 

characteristic which distinguishes the tree from others, as does its 

8. Ch. 3, pp. 59-61. 
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height. In the present poem, the tree gains vitality because of its 

motion in the wind which contains it (1. 12). The idea of containment 

is continued in the fourth strophe. In and by the wind, the speaker's 

surroundings gain vitality because all is impregnated by the air in 

motion. No reasoning is necessary for this: such vitality should be 

obvious to everyone "porque si" (1. 15). The wind is its own reason 

for existence and is given the status of a cause that infuses all with 

volatile life, as seen in the onomatopoeic " |Zas! " at the end of the 

strophe (1. 16). "jZas!" is the raison d'etre of the wind; it needs no 

other. 

The fifth and seventh strophes add the "solid" element of earth 

to the previously "airy" quality of the poem. The earth here serves as 

something of a control factor, providing a sturdy foundation for the 

mind of the speaker in the midst of his mental flights in the wind. The 

earth is not opposed to the air, however, there is no conflict involved; 

this is seen especially in the seventh strophe. The gusts permit the 

speaker to participate in sympathetic flights to wherever the wind will 

carry his mind (" jPor el salto a una cumbre! " 1. 25). At the same 

time, he does not lose contact with his earthly nature, for 

jMis pies 
Sienten la Tierra en una rafaga 
De redondez (11. 26-28)! 

Here, as in "Los fuegos, " there is no conflict between opposing ele

ments, or between consciousness and the unconscious. The speaker 
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has his "feet on the ground, " literally, but that does not prevent him 

from partaking of the spiritual flights proposed by the more volatile 

element. The speaker's attachment to the earth is further emphasized 

by the upper case letter in "Tierra" (1. 27)„ He is not apart from the 

earth, but he and the earth are both elevated by the wind, and he can 

f e e l  t h e  r e a l i t y  o f  t h e  g r o u n d  i n  a  " g u s t  o f  r o u n d n e s s "  ( 1 1 .  2 7 - 2 8 ) .  

Without losing his bearings (that is, without sacrificing his earthly 

nature), he is able to sense the totality of the earth because of its 

marriage to the wind and its implied spirituality. This results in a cir 

cular totality in which the entire cosmos becomes enclosed in a hermet 

ic unity (as mentioned previously, this implies mandala symbolism, 

A 9 
which in Cantico is crucial arid warrants separate consideration). 

The participation of the speaker becomes more complete in the 

ninth and tenth strophes. He does not specify precisely whether he is 

describing the wind or himself; but because of the communion between 

microcosm and macrocosm, this is of surprisingly little consequence. 

That is, neither he nor the wind that is a part of him are concerned 

with egocentric pursuits, but both are involved with spiritual flights 

that transcend physical or mental limitations. 

The final strophe summarizes the identification of the speaker 

with the wind. He "belongs" to the wind. As an external manifestation 

9. Ch. 5, pp. 213-40. 
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of himself, which is to say a symbol, the wind expresses an inner 

possibility in the life of the speaker. And because the wind symbolizes 

something that is beyond the limited scope of ego-consciousness, the 

range of his overall conscious vision is increased, and he is able to 

assert: " j Soy mas que yo! " (1. 44). In this regard, it is valuable to 

recall the etymon of "yo, " ego. The speaker is more than just "ego" 

because the wind, as a symbol, transports him to regions of the mind 

that lie far removed from the reaches of the ego as the functional 

center of consciousness. 

As mentioned above, the elements of fire (light) and air are 

those that receive the most attention in Guillen's work, but water and 

earth are not ignored. Water symbolism is extensive, particularly in 

the numerous poems devoted to the sea and its various manifestations. 

But the elements as a group do not play a conspicuous role in Cantico. 

When the elements appear in a poem, Guillen's treatment usually 

involves each element as an independent entity. We do not find dis

courses on the elements as a system with their accompanying corres

pondences; this is in contrast to the attentions of some other authors, 

as I have discussed elsewhere. 10 The absence of elemental 

10. G. Grant MacCurdy, "Tradition arid Foresight in Machado's 
•Anoche cuando dor mi a, '" in Dos Continentes--Revista de Filologla 
(in press). 
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correspondences does not imply a lack of relation in Cantico, for the 

poet is frequently concerned with a unified view of the cosmos in which 

nothing is completely separate from everything else. The elements, 

however, are not considered as a system. There may be a combination 

of two or more elements, but any such combination is for the symbolic 

value of the combination of two entities, not for the study of the ele

ments as such. The tendency is in keeping with the symbolic vision of 

Cantico, which is concerned primarily with the symbological intuition 

of objects, rather than the expression of a philosophical point of view 

based on formal relationships. We see this trait in the poem "Pan, " 

in which the earth and the sun are joined in the view of the speaker: 

En el pan de tanta miga 
—Apretadamente suave— 
A mas sol de julio sabe, 
Dorada quietud de espiga, 

5 La corteza. . . Siga, siga 
Variando el atractivo 
Del festln. Esta cautivo 
Mi gusto. Bien le acompafia 
—Esencia que fuese entrafta— 

10 El pan, el pan sustantivo (p. 232). 

This decima is devoted to the praise of bread as the staff of life. The 

"solid" element of earth sustains life by providing bread. The sun 

joins with the earth in the production of the wheat: "A mas sol de julio 

sabe" (1. 3). The sun .is the Cause of life, as affirmed by the poet in 

"Del alba a la aurora, " and in the present poem it cooperates with the 

earth in order to produce the staff of life. This implies that life must 
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be the result of opposites in union; that which is "above" must join with 

the "below" for life to be supported adequately. What applies to the 

physical world also holds true for the mind of man. 

Although the elements are not considered by Guillen as a sys

tem, the seasons of the year do form a unit that is aesthetically studied 

as an integral whole. The poet devotes many poems to the individual 

seasons, but quite frequently a particular time of year is seen as 

either the product of the preceding season or as the germ of the next. 

Although no one season is clearly preferred to the others, the speaker 

often identifies most strongly with spring. Life begins anew after the 

dormant stage of winter, and the poet feels himself to be regenerated 

just as he sees renewal in the life processes around him. "Mayo 

nuestro" shows this feeling: 

Mayo, con verdor 
Que todo lo puede, 
Se entrega asaltando, 
Verde, verde, verde. 

5 jHojas! Y la rama 
Prorrumpe hacia el sol. 
Mas sombra en la sombra 
Se cine al amor. 

jBalcones abiertos! 
10 Por el aire viene 

Dicha aparecida. 
jHay tierra presente! 

Follaje oreando, 
La suma sazon 

15 Se levanta. Cumbre: 
Mayo con tu voz. 
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Encumbrada asi, 
La vida convierte 
Su arranque fugaz 

20 En alma de siempre. 

[Juntos! Mediodia 
Busca desnudez. 
En la luz se extreman 
Tu gracia, mi fe. 

25 Cierto, jcuantas horas 
Mas graves que leves! 
Somos uno entonces, 
Uno. ^Quien le vence ? 

Ve por nuestros ojos 
30 Amor zahori. 

jQue inmensa aventura 
De luz hasta el fin! 

El dla embelesa, 
Mayo se detiene, 

35 Tiempo enamorado 
No sabe de muerte. 

Sonries. Contigo 
Todo es realidad. 
^Quedan lejos, mascaras? 

40 Tu faz es tu afan. 

Afan por vivir 
En la luz, en este 
Cruce de esos cielos 
Que todo lo envuelven (pp. 88-89). 

As in "Viento saltado, " nature presents itself completely to the pro

tagonist. The speaker is taking a stroll through the country, and the 

world around him becomes vibrant with the regeneration of springtime. 

The presence of life is so abundant that it not only "assaults" the poet, 

but also gives itself ("Se entrega asaltando, " 1. 3); such is the 
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accustomed view of reality in Cantico. The entire world is summed 

up in a small bit of countryside, and the "rites of spring" in nature 

invite the speaker to participate in the annual renewal of life. After the 

introverted dormancy of winter, the protagonist eagerly accepts the 

invitation of nature to come alive with it. This acceptance is mentioned 

repeatedly: 

jHojas! Y la rama 
Prorrumpe hacia el sol (11. 5-6). 

jBalcones abiertos (1. 9)! 

[Hay tierra presente (1. 12)! 

La suma sazon 
Se levanta (11. 14-15). 

Mediodla 
Busca desnudez (11. 21-22). 

El dia embelesa ... (1. 33). 

Contigo 
Todo es realidad (11. 37-38). 

Afan por vivir 
En la luz ... (11. 41-42). 

As in other poems, the reality of the world is given supreme impor

tance. The trees and rivers of nature are also those of the mind in the 

form of symbols, and so the speaker accepts nature just as he accepts 

life itself. This is seen throughout the poem, but especially in the 

second strophe, in which the speaker joins with nature to form a single 

entity: 
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jHojas! Y la rama 
Prorrumpe hacia el sol. 
Mas sombra en la sombra 
Se cine al amor (11. 5-8). 

In "Arbol de otofio, " discussed at the beginning of this chapter, the 

object of the poet's attention is the withdrawal of life into its roots, in 

preparation for winter. Here the opposite process takes place, and the 

tree extends itself toward the sun. The poet is under the tree, and 

"more shade" joins itself to love. The reference to "more shade" is 

to be taken literally. With the advent of spring, the branches of the 

tree cast a more extensive shadow than when they are bare in winter. 

Since this shade is joined to the love of the speaker for life, he is able 

to participate more fully in the life around him. Love is not limited to 

human beings, but the entire world is seen as a unity: "Somos uno . . . " 

(1. 27). The world-view is one of relation in which a primordial unity 

is achieved on the part of the protagonist. He is not simply admiring 

the wonders of nature, but is drawn into a state of active participation 

in the renewal of life, and the desired result is that he too is renewed. 

This revitalization is also evident in the fifth and sixth strophes, in 

which life reaches a peak as it regenerates itself. The poet expresses 

his "faith" in this earthly life (1. 24), his Fe de vida: 

Encumbrada asl, 
La vida convierte 
Su arranque fugaz 
En alma de siempre. 
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i Juntos I Mediodia 
Busca desnudez. 
En la luz se extreman 
Tu gracia, mi fe (11. 17-24). 

The theme of love is again mentioned in lines 29-30. Love 

becomes clairvoyant and sees through the protagonist's eyes. Added 

meaning is derived from the word "zahori. " It is from the Arabic 

zuhari: "geomancer. " A geomancer practices divination based on 

patterns in the earth. In Arabic, furthermore, the word zuhari is 

related to zuhara, the name of the planet Venus; this is because of the 

analogy between the functions of geomancers and astrologers. The 

word zuhara is in turn derived from the verb zahar: "to shine. " In 

short, Guillen achieves a considerable amount of significance in his 

poem by using this word to indicate clairvoyance (as opposed to the 

more common "clarividente, " for example). The association with the 

planet Venus has bearing on the poem, for Venus is also of course the 

goddess of love (a Latin association perhaps unknown to the Arabs, but 

not to Guillen). The connection with the poem is closer than that, 

however, for Venus was not "invented" by the Romans. Although the 

association with Aphrodite is Roman, Venus herseK is a more ancient 

Italian goddess of gardens and spring. The goddess, therefore, has 

much to do with this poem, for both Venus and Guillen deal with love 

and springtime, and these two entities are joined in an inseparable 

unity. The relationship of the Arabic word to both earth and light is 
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also of some significance. There is a certain union of opposites 

attained by labeling an earth-based activity with a term used to indicate 

light. The situation in the poem at hand is similar, for both the earth 

and light are mentioned and are joined by the tree in the second strophe: 

rooted in the ground, it strives toward heaven and light. 

Aside from the various associations with the word "zahorl, " the 

idea of clairvoyance has meaning of its own. There is no reference to 

any sort of parapsychological divination, but the speaker is able to 

divine the meaning of the reality around him in that he can intuit its 

symbolic value: 

Contigo 
Todo es realidad (11. 37-38). 

The final strophe repeats and expands the previously mentioned 

unified view of the ambience. The zeal of the speaker for his immediate 

surroundings is extended to the skies. The skies, like nature, are not 

apart from him. The atmosphere is not an entity that is in "outer 

space. " Rather, the earth and its atmosphere are considered to be a 

hermetic unity, as if the sky were a bowl over the earth as was once 

believed mythically (and, in effect, the atmosphere does provide a 

blanket around the earth's surface). The "crossroads" of the sky 

("cruce, " 1. 43) would seem to be a reference to an optical fact that 

also has psychological significance. When one looks at the sky, it 

appears to the viewer that he is standing beneath the precise apex of the 
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firmament. In the poem, the speaker notices this simple optical fact, 

but it is given additional meaning because of the context. The pro

tagonist has entered completely into the life around him, and it is 

possible to assert that he feels himself to be at the exact center of the 

earth. And he is surrounded, or "wrapped" (1. 44), by the firmament 

so that a closed unity is formed, a unity that comes from his outlook 

toward the world in general. 

Each time of the year has its own particular moods and merits. 

Spring, however, is probably considered to have more intrinsic value 

than the other seasons. That is to say, spring is considered in its own 

right more than the other seasons, which are often described in terms 

of each other rather than alone (and also in terms of the associations 

that they elicit from the poet). "Rosa olida" shows this type of associa

tion: 

Te inclinaste hacia una rosa, 
Tu avidez 
Gozo el olor, fue la tez 
Mas hermosa. 

5 Y te erguiste con mas brio, 
Mas cehida de tu estio 
Personal, 
Para ml —sin mas ayuda 
Que una flor— casi desnuda: 

10 Tu, fatal (p. 253). 

The poem concerns love more than summer. Summer makes possible 

the appearance of the rose, and so its position in the poem is necessary 

but rather indirect. Of course, the poet does not depreciate the value 
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of summer in and of itself, but in this poem he is more interested in 

the beloved than in the season. That does not prevent him from seeing 

a connection between his companion and nature. The surroundings 

become summed up in the woman accompanying the speaker; she pro

vides a loving microcosm, or summary, of the nature that is around 

the couple. The speaker is predominantly interested in the attitude 

of his companion, in her enthusiasm for their ambience: 

Tu avidez 
Gozo la flor, fue la tez 
Mas hermosa (11. 2-4). 

More than by the physical appearance of the companion, the speaker is 

struck by her feelings for what is around them. By taking full advantage 

(in terms of intuitive assimilation) of the mature rose, the woman also 

blossoms into her "personal summer" (11. 6-7). Because of her entry 

into the world around her, she presents herself to him "almost naked" 

(1. 9), without unnecessary ornamentation. 

The expression regarding nudity is similar to statements made 

by Guillen and other poets of Ms generation when discussing their 

particular literary movement; it is common to refer to "naked poetry, " 

notably in the works of Juan Ramon Jimenez. Although it is difficult 

to theorize about such matters (a difficulty that is reflected in the highly 

metaphorical statements made by many of the poets themselves when 

asked to give the theory behind their particular mode of expression), 

the underlying aesthetic or stylistic idea of the Generation of 1927 
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seems to involve an attempt to produce poetry without excess verbosity 

or affectation. This means that the final product is hopefully "noth

ing but" poetry, poetry with no unneeded adornments (as Guillen says, 

"pure poetry" is what is left sifter all that is not pure has been dis-

11 
carded). Such an aesthetic theory is not unrelated to the use of the 

word "desnuda" in this specific poem. The companion offers herself 

to the speaker completely in that she, just as poetry, is a presence 

denuded of all affectation, and what is presented is the essence of the 

human being (one is reminded in this regard of Becquer's famous line: 

"Poesia eres tu"). It is further stated that this absolute presence is 

achieved with only the help of the rose (11. 8-9). The assertion points 

to an equivalent seen previously in "Mayo nuestro. " It is through 

nature that man is able to reach his most precious goals. The woman 

is an ideal companion, for she eagerly accepts and participates in 

nature as does the speaker. Their relationship is not based on transi

tory qualities, but on a deeply felt love for life that is manifested in 

their attitude towards the world around them. It is for this reason that 

the beloved is "fatal" (1. 10). "Fate" here is used in the sense of 

"destiny. " And it is indeed fated that the speaker's love for reality 

should be consummated by the love of a woman, for she is the culmina

tion of the world he perceives and feels. Just as he is the microcosm, 

11. Guillen, "Carta a Fernando Vela, 11 234. 
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the summation of the outer world, she becomes a similar entity. The 

protagonist can therefore direct his attention to her and find what is 

most important to him embodied in the form of a woman. 

In summary, summer is a time for love and nature. These 

things are naturally not lacking at other times of the year. During the 

summer, however, one spends more time out-of-doors, enjoying 

nature and companionship. The poet is therefore better able to appre

ciate the world around him, and is also able to relate the world to his 

companion. 

It has been stated in passing that fall and winter are "intro

verted" seasons in Guillen's poetry. This is due to a quite ordinary 

fact: it is cold outside, so one spends more time indoors. As with 

every other commonplace of life, in Cantico, this "ordinary" fact re

sults in numerous associations on the part of the poet. By remaining 

indoors, one tends towards dealing more intensely with one's own 

thoughts.  Of course, the life of the mind is not ignored when the 

weather is warm, relatively speaking, however, there is a tendency to 

turn inward during the colder seasons. In "Rama del otofio, " the poet 

turns inward, but he does not forget the world beyond; instead, he is 

vividly reminded of the microcosm, the psychological possibility of 

finding the entire cosmos summed up within the confines of a single 

room: 
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Cruje otono. 
Las laderas de sombras se derrumban en torno. 

Arbol agil, 
Mundo terso, mente monda, guante en mano al aire. 

5 j Como aguzan 
Su pormenor tranquilo las nuevas nervaduras! 

Chimenea: 
Exaltame en resumen lejamas de sierras. 

. . . Sl3 se enarca, 
10 Extremo estio, la orografia de la brasa (pp. 296-97). 

In "Arbol de otofio, " discussed at the beginning of this chapter, the 

speaker concentrates on the "introverted" nature of the fall and winter. 

After having grown outward in fulfilling its life, the tree (or its sap) 

goes downward into its roots and the tree becomes dormant. Dormancy 

does not imply death, but life is no longer sought beyond the confines of 

the entity. The present poena is related to this theme of introversion, 

but the speaker's attention focuses on a different aspect of it. Here, 

we find an elaborate and extended metaphor which describes a log burn

ing in a fireplace. The changes of the log as it burns are applied to the 

outside world: the log crackles and disintegrates, shadows are cast 

around the log and fireplace by the flames, the bark peels itself away 

from the log to show its skeletal structure ("las nuevas nervaduras, " 

1. 6). 

The microcosm is mentioned specifically in the fourth strophe: 

Chimenea: 
ExaLtame en resumen lejanxas de sierras (11. 7-8). 
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Here, the speaker directs his attention to the interior of the room, 

particularly the fireplace and its contents. After having thought of 

representations of the outside world, he introduces the thought that the 

macrocosm is captured in miniature; it is a "resume" of the world be

yond the room (1. 8). The uneven flickering of the flames along the log 

gives a jagged appearance, and the fire re-creates for him a distant 

mountain range. This thought carries into the final strophe as well, in 

which the speaker notices the "orography" of the burning coals. He 

refers here to the ridges of flames, and the "study" of the flames 

attracts him, as does the fact that they are reminiscent of summer due 

to their heat. 

The use of the word "orografia" also bears examination. The 

word has no special etymological significance. However, it should be 

noted that the study of mountains means the study of the earth's crust 

in general; Guillen's reference to orography can therefore be applied 

to the world at large; the macrocosm is reproduced in miniature by the 
/ 

coals. There is also something of a pun in the use of "oro-grafia, " for 

the fire is in effect golden, and the speaker is describing a reality that 

is "golden" in the figurative sense of the word. 

In short, the macrocosm can be studied without leaving the con

fines of a single room. This leads to a correlation of the room with the 

psyche, and the speaker is able to "study" the mountains of the mind 

without leaving the psychic house. 
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Winter, as fall, is a time for remaining indoors and reflecting 

upon one's inner condition, but Guillen also considers the psychological 

aspects of winter. Spring achieves mythic significance due to the 

regeneration of life, and because of the accompanying renewal of man 

as he participates in the natural processes going on around him. 

Winter also has mythic value, for it carries within itself the germ of 

spring. Just as the coldest days of December force man to seek the 

protection of fire and shelter, the days begin to lengthen again in antici

pation of springtime. This is the thought of "Navidad": 

Alegria de nieve 
Por los caminos. 
i Alegria! 
Todo espera la gracia 

5 Del Bien Nacido. 

Miserables los hombres, 
Dura la tierra. 
Cuanta mas nieve cae, 
Mas cielo cerca. 

10 j Til nos salvas, 
Criatura 
Soberana! 

Aqul esta luciendo 
Mas rosa que blanca. 

15 Los hoyuelos rien 
Con risas calladas. 

Frescor y primor 
Lucen para siempre 
Como en una rosa 

20 Que fuera celeste. 

Y sin mas callar, 
Grosezuelas risas 
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Tienden hacia todos 
Una rosa viva. 

25 jTu nos salvas 
Criatura 
Soberana! 

30 

j Que encarnada la carne 
Recien nacida, 
Con que apresuramiento 
De simpatia! 

35 

Alegrla de nieve 
Por los caminos. 
i Alegria! 
Todo espera la gracia 
Del Bien Nacido (pp. 200-1). 

The title of the poem, and the first strophe, refer to the mythic event 

of the celebration of Christmas. Two symbolic events are involved in 

this celebration: first, the birth of the child-god, and secondly, the 

simultaneous occurrence of the winter solstice. Let us consider the 

latter event first. December twenty-fifth is first mentioned as the 

12 
date of Christmas in 354 A.D. This date was fixed as the result of a 

decree by the Roman Emperor Justinian, who chose December twenty-

fifth because that date coincided with two Roman festivals: the Dies 

Natalis Invicti, the "birthday of the unconquered, " and the final day of 

the Saturnalia. This day was also the winter solstice. The solstice has 

symbolic importance in numerous cultures since it marks the beginning 

12. Werner Keller, The Bible as History; A Confirmation of 
the Book of Books, translated by William Neil (New York; William 
Morrow, 1956), pp. 352-54. 
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of longer days. Such a phenomenon may seem rather inconsequential 

to modern, civilized man, but for previous ages it was charged with 

vital meaning. Just as winter dominates man's environment with all 

its accompanying hardships, the sun with its promise of spring triumphs 

over darkness. Guillen expresses feelings of a similar nature, con

centrating on the child: 

Miserables los hombres, 
Dura la tierra (11. 6-7). 

j Tu nos salvas, 
Criatura 
Soberana (11. 10-12)! 

The combining of the birth of Christ and the solstice must have initially 

given added emotional force to the celebration of Christmas; that is, 

the dominance of the sun was linked to the coming of the child-god 

promising salvation. The fact that Christ 's  birth probably did not 

13 
occur at this time of year is irrelevant from a symbological point of 

view. What is of importance is the arrival of the child-god together 

with the-advent of increasing sunlight, and the symbolic associations 

with both these events. 

The figure of the child-god gives an archetypal profundity to the 

poem. We have previously discussed the meaning of the child in 

Cantico; the cMid-god has deeper implications. In this case the child 

becomes a symbol, and is transformed into much more than itself as an 

13. Ibid. 
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image. A concrete image of a child indicates for the poet a certain 

vivacity, and contact with the unconscious, attributes that are not to be 

taken lightly. A god, on the other hand, incorporates these virtues and 

takes on added dimension as a symbol, as something potential within 

the mind of the speaker. In the case of the child-god, the futurity or 

potentiality of the figure is of paramount importance. This is true of 

children in general in that they transmit a feeling of futurity. When the 

feeling is expanded or intensified to the point of divinity, the image of 

the child becomes the symbol of a nascent archetype in the mind of the 

person perceiving the image. The child therefore symbolizes some

thing that is reaching consciousness, as opposed to serving as a 

reminder of a previous stage in one's life (which the image might be in 

some circumstances, but not in Guillen's poetry). The concept is 

elucidated by Jung: 

One of the essential features of the child motif is its futurity. 
The child is potential future. Hence the occurrence of the child 
motif in the psychologv of the individual signifies as a rule an 
anticipation of future developments, even though at first sight it 
may seem like a retrospective configuration. Life is a flux, a 
flowing into the future, and not a stoppage or a backwash. It is 
therefore not surprising that so many of the mythological 
saviours are child gods. This agrees exactly with our experience 
of the psychology of the individual, which shows that the "child" 
paves the way for a future change of personality. 14 

14. Jung, The Archetypes of the Collective Unconscious, 
p. 164. ~~ ~~ 
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Another symbol of futurity used by Guillen is the image of the 

rose. Frequently a symbol of completion or totality, of what has been 

attained, the rose can also symbolize the possibility of future develop

ment. The rose in this poem is equated with the child-god in three 

separate places (strophes 4, 5 and 6); in each case, the futurity of one 

image complements that of the other. In another poem, dealing with the 

rose, the poet begins with the following assertion; 

Yo vi la rosa: clausura 
Primera de la armonla, 
Tranquilamente futura (p. 242). 

The rose in this case is seen as both beginning and end. It impresses 

the speaker by its enclosed appearance, an image pointing to that which 

has already been achieved, but it also indicates the future. 

In another poem, entitled "infante, "  Guillen draws a parallel 

between child and rose that is similar to the equivalent in "Navidad": 

El infante no dice mas que vida, 
Vida entranablemente fabulosa, 
Con su fabula solo tan fundida 
Que nada es tan real como la rosa. 

5 Es necesario que la luz alumbre 
Valles y montes dignos de este puro 
Favor de la existencia, ya vislumbre 
Sutil en su frescura de futuro (p. 381). 

This fragment contains several elements that we have seen repeatedly 

in Guillen's work. The infant is "bubbling" with life, and is totally 

potential, a potentiality that is equated with the rose. It is also worth 

noting in passing the double meanings of the words "infante" and "real. " 
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Typically, the poet is struck by an everyday fact of life and raises it 

to the status of nobility by perceiving the symbolic essence of the event. 

Another meaningful characteristic of "Navidad" is the human 

quality given to the child-god. The savior is not seen as something 

removed from the human sphere of being, but as an integral part of it: 

;Que encarnada la carne 
Recien nacida, 
Con que apresuramiento 
De simpatia (11. 28-31)! 

The incarnation of the god assumes more importance here than it might 

in other descriptions. Guillen is primarily concerned with the human, 

and with perceiving the divine elements of humanity. In this regard, 

it is relevant to note that the word "simpatia" is derived from the Greek 

sympatheia, and the word is used to describe the act of feeling like 

another. The god's entry into the human sphere is complete. He is 

not a blind force in the world, but a part of humanity. 

For illustrative purposes, in particular regarding the human 

quality of the child-god, it is worthwhile to examine briefly a related 

poem. "Cuna, rosas, balcon" is remarkably similar to "Navidad, " 

but the focal point of the speaker's attention is more closely related to 

the human sphere: 

^Rosas ? Pero el alba. 
. .. Y el recien nacido. 
(jQue guardada el alma!) 
Follajes ya: pios. 
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5 Muelle carne vaga, 
Suefio en su espesura, 
Cerrazon de calma, 
Espera difusa. 

Rosas —para el alba. 
10 Pura si, no alegre, 

Se esboza la gracia. 
jOh tremulas fuentes! 

Creaciones, masa, 
Desnudez, hoyuelos. 

15 La faccion exacta 
Relega lo eterno. 

^Ya apuntan cerradas 
Aun, si, sonrisas? 
. . . La aurora (^Y el alba?) 

20 j Oh rosas henchidas (p. 68)! 

The first strophe incorporates several elements found also in 

"Navidad. " The roses and the dawn, both images of futurity, are 

joined together by the presence of the child. The mention of "follajes 

ya" indicates both the coming of light and springtime with its renewal, 

as do the birds. 

The second and fourth strophes concentrate on the human aspects 

of the child (as opposed to the divinity of the child-god, for example). 

The child is weak and living in a dreamworld. The futurity (mentioned 

in the third strophe) of the god is present, but not in any sort of foreign 

or nonhuman form. This points to a curious question regarding both 

poems; Is the child more meaningful because he is a god, or is it the 

other way around? The question must perhaps remain unanswered, but 

it seems safe to say that the god would not be of such interest were he 
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not to assume human form. In another poem, "Preferida a Venus" 

(p. 289), the poet expresses his preference for the human woman over 

the goddess. The very fact that the goddess is mentioned indicates 

that there is a divinity present in human life, that it is not necessary to 

escape from the human sphere to find godliness and transcendence. 

That is the underlying thought of the present poem. In "Navidad, " 

added emphasis is gained by combining the divine and the human, but 

the narration concerns the incarnation of the god and his entry into the 

human sphere. 

It is necessary for the child to see light, as he does in "Cuna, 

rosas, balcon. " If the new element of the personality represented by 

the child does not reach consciousness, the result is damaging for the 

mental life of the individual who does not give birth to it. There is no 

indication of any stifling of the child in Cantico, and its presence is 

welcomed and encouraged. An example of what happens if the child 

does not reach consciousness is found in Lorca's surrealistic tragedy, 

As! que pasen cinco alios. The protagonist feels the necessity of giving 

birth to his psychic child, the necessity of freeing the child from the 

inner recesses of the mind so that it might attain the light of conscious

ness and add to the personality: "Si, mi hijo. Corre por dentro de ml, 

como una bormiga sola dentro de una caja cerrada. Un poco de luz para 

mi hijo. Por favor. Es tan pequefio ... . Aplasta las naricillas en el 
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15 
cristal de mi corazon y, sin embargo, no tiene aire. " But the child 

does not come to the surface of the protagonist's mind, and the result 

is catastrophic. This is opposed to the thought in Guillen's work, in 

which the speaker can affirm: " jOh rosas henchidas! " (1. 20), again 

equating the futurity of the rose with that of the child, and welcoming 

both enthusiastically. 

As stated at the beginning of this chapter, it is not possible to 

establish a clear dividing line separating mental contents that pertain 

predominantly to either consciousness or the unconscious. In keeping 

with the literal meaning of the term "symbol" (to join), there is at all 

times a bringing together of the two worlds. This chapter has been an 

attempt to explicate the position of the poet primarily in relation to the 

outside world, as opposed to the ego's position in i-elation to the inner 

mind. To be sure, such a distinction must be arbitrary, for in Guillen's 

work there is at all times a close relationship between inner and 

outer. 

The fruits of the union of mind and world are self-realization 

and an integrated view of life. We have studied "introverted" and 

"extraverted" poetry. With this foundation, we can proceed to the cul-

' t  
mination of Cantico, and that is the theme of the ensuing chapter. 

15. Garcia Lorca, Obras completas, p. 1125. 



CHAPTER 5 

MANDALA: THE SYMBOLISM OF WHOLENESS 

The term "totality" implies a myriad of modes and possibilities, 

a confusion which is both unavoidable and necessary. When speaking of 

personality, the word "happiness" might perhaps serve as a synonym, 

but such an idea is equally vague. In any event, there can be little 

doubt that the realization of a "total" or complete personality must 

involve more than an egotistical world-view. Guillen, in Homenaje, 

devotes a short poem to this idea entitled "'Ego. . . ' ^Que?": 

El dulce egocentrista, no egolsta 
Vulgar sino mel'ifluo en voz baja, 
Se dirige a su projimo importante 
Desde la zona implicita del complice 

5 Mientras reduce el mundo a coro atento 
Siempre al apasionado de si mismo. 
[Que libre si saliera de su carcel! ̂  

The title of the poem sums up the speaker's attitude; "Ego.. . What?" 

The egocentric individual may "flow with honey, " but what he actually 

feels is of little consequence, for it does not go beyond the relatively 

narrow boundaries of the ego itself. The egotist is imprisoned in a 

1. Guillen, Aire nuestro, p. 1615. 
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cell of his own making, but through his error he may be too ignorant 

to realize what he has done. 

Totality, then, is not to be achieved through an adherence to 

any view of life that places the ego above other qualities in the hier

archy of personal accouterments. Rather, the ego must submit to other 

elements in the overall structure of the psyche. It does not cease to be 

the functional center of consciousness but must relinquish its domination 

of the mind, illusoi-y or otherwise, in favor of those contents which 

2 
can contribute to wholeness of the personality. 

In the Weltanschauung of Cantico, totality is achieved by a union 

of consciousness and the unconscious. Consciousness is not limited to 

the goals and ideals of the ego. It is instead the sum of inner and outer 

awareness, and this awareness is organized and aesthetically stated by 

the ego. Consciousness is open to stimuli from the external world and 

the inner world of the unconscious, and the resulting world-view is a 

combination of elements assimilated from each direction. There is no 

"domination" by either portion of the psyche. 

The ultimate goal of Cantico (and perhaps of humanity in general) 

3 
is the increase of consciousness. Such a goal, however, does not mean 

2. See Jung, Two Essays on Analytical Psychology, p. 240. 

3. See Neumann, The Origins and History of Consciousness, 
part I, pp. 5-256. 
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that the conscious mind must dictatorially control the unconscious, for 

this type of mental activity opens the door for repression and its 

4 
accompanying dangers. On the other hand, the conscious mind must 

not allow itself to become overly fascinated by the products of the 

unconscious, or the latter may gain control of the psyche, a process 

5 
which might ultimately result in a psychotic demise of the ego. 

Questions of psychic balance are academic in a study of Cantico, 

for there are no dilemmas of that nature. Figuratively speaking, there 

is no bare treading of unconscious waters, nor is there any psycho

logical thirsting from a lack of unconscious nourishment. The balance 

which is achieved results in a unified or integrated view of the world. 

In the ensuing chapter I will attempt to explicate the nature of that view 

and the form in which the speaker expresses wholeness. The intention 

is not to "psychoanalyze" the author of the poems; the purpose is to 

investigate the point of view put forth by the work itself. 

The intuition of wholeness in Cantico presents many of the same 

problems found in any expression of such ideas. Fortunately, however, 

the particular mode of expression most seen in Cantico can be shown to 

follow certain patterns in spite of its diversity. Since any consideration 

of totality must of necessity include eschatological preoccupations, the 

4. See Jung, Symbols of Transformation, p. 59. 

5. See Baynes, Mythology of the Soul, p. 59. 
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initial portion of the chapter is devoted to the themes of God and death 

as they appear in Guillen's work. A second section examines the con

cept of "limits" in the personality, an idea which is perhaps not often 

considered aesthetically, but which forms an integral part of Cantico. 

"Limits" are a representative intuition of a mental outlook which cul

minates in the figure of the mandala, the geometric expression of 

unity in the psyche. The latter part of the chapter, then, is devoted to 

mandala symbolism and its implications in Guillen's canticle. 

Somewhat surprisingly, particularly in view of the fact that 

Guillen belongs to the Spanish literary tradition, there is relatively 

little concern for the idea of God in Cantico. The lack of a readily 

classifiable concept of "God" does not by any means preclude a feeling 

for the "divine. " We have seen, and will note again that the idea of 

divinity is of consummate importance in Guillen's work. Divinity, 

however, does not necessarily imply a God in the Judaeo-Christian 

tradition. In effect, one finds that there are no poems in Cantico 

devoted to God as a Supreme Being, although there are numerous ref

erences to divinity and its attainment, especially if one is able to grasp 

the Platonic (i.e., symbolic) essence of ordinary reality. In keeping 

with a symbological view of the world, the concept of "God" becomes 

joined with forces that lie beyond the limitations of the ego. The 

implication is mythical; when there is mention of God, the reference 

generally has to do with a psychic force, as opposed to conventional, 
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Christian categories of "godliness. " In this sense, it might be said 

that there is a return of sorts to mythology in Cantico, except that 

Guillen's work in no way exhibits a "primitive" psychology. What is 

manifest in the poems is that superior forces of the psyche are godlike 

(generally using a lowercase letter), which is indeed how these elements 

of the mind appear to the ego. A few textual examples may serve to 

illustrate this point; 

La mano 
Dispone, dios ligero, 
De esta luna sin ano (p. 47). 

Divinity in this fragment is extended to consciousness and the uncon

scious simultaneously, with emphasis given, perhaps to the conscious 

mind. The hand is associated with conscious goals, for it is the instru

ment used to execute the will of the ego. But here the hand "disposes" 

of (i.e., "regulates") the moon, a meaningless statement from a prag

matic standpoint. What is controlled is the "ageless" moon, that entity 

whose function is to reflect certain states of mind (which means that 

the importance of the moon as a symbol is paramount). The hand is a 

"god, " for it can do what it pleases with the moon and use the symbolic 

possibilities of the moon for the best interests of the individual. 

jOh realidad, por fin 
Real, en aparicion! 
^Que universo me nace 
Sin velar a su dios (p. 95)? 
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0 
As seen in chapter 2, and throughout this study, reality in 

Guillen's work is to be taken literally. The external world is real, as 

is the private life of the mind, and the two normally function together 

and complement one another. In the above strophe, the fullness of 

reality, or its symbolic meaning, is grasped to the point that it becomes 

supernatural (implied in part by the word "aparicion"). Here the sym

bolic profundity of the surroundings is intuited, opening for the speaker 

new psychological vistas of which he was previously unaware. This is 

tantamount to a new world or universe. Since the reality of the scene 

is fully manifest, nothing is hidden, and the poet is able to discern the 

"god" of this cosmos. Much importance is given to the reality of the 

7 
world because it mirrors that of the mind; the implication is that the 

mind is populated with gods, each representing a particular facet of 

psychic life. Such a feeling is not unrelated tc the intuitive nature of 

mythology, or to the pantheon of Christian saints, which in symbolic 

form are representative incarnations of human dispositions. Perhaps 

the principal difference between Guillen and previous writers (that is, 

those of other periods) is that here there is no attempt to categorize 

expressions of the unconscious in terms of prevailing concepts or 

canon; the experience of the psyche is accepted existentially and 

6. Ch. 2, pp. 26-27. 

7. Ch. 2, pp. 36-41. 
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individually. This does not diminish the religiosity of the mind, but it 

is experienced for itself and not translated into religious images and 

symbols. Here again the subtitle of Guillen's work is worth noting: 

Fe de vida, as opposed to St. John's "spiritual" canticle. Guillen is by 

no means unique in his tendency to view the inner mind personally 

instead of categorically, and in this instance he can be said to represent 

a typical attitude of contemporary artists. 

Speaking in general terms, it can be asserted that the view of 

God in Cantico is agnostic. The word is used here in a loose sense, 

and it is not intended to imply any specific philosophic doctrine. One 

might say that God simply does not enter as a definite, dogmatic idea. 

Rather, God, or gods, as the case may be, are used as images to 

represent the forces of the psyche. This is also the function of mythic 

gods according to modern psychology and Guillen shows himself to be 

in agreement with the view; 

Para ascender a la mitologla, 
Con dioses presidir, ser un arcangel, 
Otear bast aria desde un alma 
La tarde en esta crisis de apogeo 

5 Que derrumba su alud; este minuto 
De un esplendor que es ya su despilfarro (p. 198). 

As is always the case with symbols, the situation is Platonic, and in 

these lines the statement is rather direct. Through c<templation, one 

can ascend to the gods of the universe. It is possible to rise to the 

level of the divine if one will study the world through the mind's eye. 
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Guillen is quite specific about this. Divinity is found in man and in the 

world around him, and he can elevate himself if he is able to assimi

late the hidden meaning of the world in his soul. 

It is not surprising that ordinary reality is associated with 

divinity, given the stature accorded daily life in Guillen's work: 

Esta 
Culminando, fascinando 
—Iris de su manantial— 
Ese impulso hacia la fabula 

5 Que es de un dios y es realidad (p. 467). 

Here, fable, reality and a god are equated with one another. As we have 

g 
seen previously, "fabula" is derived from the Latin fabula "conver

sation"; and indeed, there is a symbolic dialogue taking place between 

the speaker and his surroundings. 

Another aspect of the viewpoint toward God that is found in 

Cantico is an attitude shared by several other major Spanish writers of 

this century; the idea that a mutual dependency exists between God and 

man, and that God needs man in order to find expression for himself.  

This idea is also in keeping with the theory that the "gods" are psychic 

forces which need to manifest themselves to consciousness. On a 

philosophical plane, this relationship is not unlike that which is often 

thought to exist between man and nature; man needs nature for inspira

tion and for understanding himself, while nature needs man so that she 

8. Ch. 2, p . .40. 



might achieve a higher level of consciousness. In the present situa

tion, man needs God to attain fulfillment; correlatively, however, God 

needs man so that his own divine existence will reach consciousness in 

a being other than himself. Guillen discusses the presumed need of 

God in "Capital del invierno": 

iAgil curva de invierno! Se desliza 
, Frente a unos grises, canos 

De medias luces gratas, sin arcanos 
Ultimos de ceniza. 

5 Lo gris, lo bueno, lo mas lento y cierto. .. 
jChimeneas de calma! 

Pero el frlo desnuda. Todo es alma 
Veloz al descubierto. 

Vuelven las avenidas a su esquema. 
10 Vivaces nervaduras 

De lo interior asumen las figuras 
De una ciudad extrema. 

iOh transeunte, prisa creadora 
De mas viento en el viento, 

15 Muy claro anuncias el advenimiento 
De los dioses de ahora! 

El dios mas inminente necesita 
Simple otra vez el mundo. 

Lo elemental afronta a lo profundo. 
20 El invierno los cita (p. 210). 

The poem is concerned with winter more than with God, an approach 

to this particular subject that is typical of Guillen. The idea of God or 

the "godlike" is not given any type of dogmatic elaboration; the poet 

instead concentrates on a given theme and mentions the "gods of the 

9. See ch. 2, pp. 30-32, and ch. 3, pp. 56-57. 
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moment" only secondarily. In "Navidad, " for example, discussed in 

the preceding chapter, winter and the child symbol are related to the 

birth of Christ. On one level it might appear that Jesus gives force to 

the idea of the child and to the time of year, infusing these with a 

symbolic meaning that would otherwise be lacking. Upon closer exami

nation, however, it becomes clear that the situation is actually re

versed: it is Christ who takes on symbolic profundity because he 

appears as a child-god and is born during this particular season. The 

motif of the divine child is older and more universal than the figure of 

Jesus, for it is inherent in the human psyche. This does not diminish 

the validity of the Christian myth but in fact adds to its wisdom, for the 

myth, by employing the child figure, takes on additional universality. 

A similar situation exists in the present poem, although 

religious symbolism is by no means as extensive as in "Navidad. " In 

both cases, winter is given emphasis (via different characterizations, 

to be sure); the winter in "Navidad" is linked to futurity, while "Capital 

del invierno" is more concerned with the season itself and with the 

ramifications of its characteristics. The city strikes the speaker as 

standing out in sharp relief due to the crispness which removes all but 

its most basic features; this is the predominant thought of the first 

three strophes. These initial strophes relate to the physical plane, 

while in the final two there is an entry of forces that normally reside 

beyond the boundaries of ego-consciousness. In this winter (as 
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opposed to the winter of "Navidad") the present moment is of maximum 

importance, and the wind clearly announces "los dioses de ahora" (1. 

16). The present is of consummate interest to the speaker, so much 

so that its various facets are characterized as "gods. " Gods are the 

powers of the moment, or the powers are of such strength that they are 

called deities. Winter is important, for it reflects concretely in the 

environment something that lies beneath the surface of our own con

sciousness. Since the possibilities symbolized by winter exist on a 

wholly spiritual level in the mind, they are called divine: they cannot 

become mere materiality. This is not to depreciate the symbolic object 

as object, but the mental disposition symbolized by the object exists on 

a metaphysical plane and is therefore beyond the material. 

In the final strophe, one god distinguishes himself from the 

others: 

El dios mas inminente necesita 
Simple otra vez el mundo. 

Lo elemental afronta a lo profundo. 
El invierno los cita (11. 17-20). 

For some reason-~the precise reason being unspecified--this most 

imminent of the gods has need of the world in a simple state. The 

thought that is of interest here is that the god is in need of the world; 

without the world in its present, stark condition, the god as well as the 

world will be lacking in something. Such a need implies a mutual 

dependency between man and his gods. They are necessary for man's 
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well-being, but without him the gods will live a less than contented 

existence. Finally, the god is joined to the world (which includes man, 

at least by implication) by winter, signifying that nature is also neces

sary for the god to fulfill his mission, and for him to enter the human 

realm. 

Guillen is not unique in writing of a god who needs man and the 

world in addition to being needed. Unamuno demands that God free 

himself, so that the poet-philosopher can enter into his own "jungle" 

and discover him. ̂  In "El dios ibero, Antonio Machado discusses 

the relationship from a sociological standpoint: the god of a group 

must protect that group or he will perish with it. Another well known 

work on the subject of mutual dependency is that of Juan Ramon 

Jimenez, whose Dios descado y deseante carries a title descriptive of 

12 , 
its content. Or, as Guillen himself states elsewhere: 

10. Miguel de Unamuno, "Libertate, Senor, " in Obras com
pletes,. Poesta. edited by Manuel Garcia Blanco, Vol. VI (Madrid; 
Escelicer, 1969), 224-26. 

11. Antonio Machado, "El dios ibero, " in Obras; Poesia y 
pros a, edited by Aurora de Albornoz and Guillermo de Torre (Buenos 
Aires; Losada, 1964), pp. 130-32. 

12. Juan Ram6n Jimenez, Dios deseado y deseante, in Libros 
de poesia, edited by Agustm Caballero (2nd ed.; Madrid; Aguilarj 
1959), pp. 1289-1356. 
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Es Dios quien al hombre crea, 
O el hombre quien crea a Dios. 13 

Guillen does differ from his contemporaries in the amount of 

attention devoted to questions concerning the divine, for we find in his 

work relatively few references to God„ There is religiosity, but it is 

inspired by daily life, and when Guillen discovers divinity, in general 

it is reached through the most commonplace of occurrences, events 

that might easily go unnoticed. It is through normality that man can 

reach his God: 

Creo en la maravilla suficiente 
De esta calle a las once, 
Cuando la vida arrecia 
Con robustez normal, dichosa casi, 

5 Humilde, realizada (p. 306). 

Not surprisingly, divinity is also mentioned with reference to 

aesthetics. Here again God, or gods, are seen more as forces than as 

religious deities. It is in this area of thought also that Guillen shows 

perhaps most clearly the contemporary tendency to look for divinity 

within oneself rather than without. We have studied at some length the 

poem "Bosque y bosque, which reads as follows: 

Los sumandos frondosos de la tarde 
—Prolija claridad, uno mas uno— 
Son en la suma de la noche ceros. 
jNo los ceros solemnes de la nada! 

5 Anillos para manos de poetas 

13. Guillen, Aire nuestro, p. 1381. 

14. Ch. 3, pp. 47-53. 
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Que alzaran un gran bosque sobre el bosque, 
— Oh frescura de frondas imposibles! — 
Bajo un rumor de numeros ardientes, 
Henchidas presidencias necesarias. 

10 Ceros, ya anillos, fulgen con los astros (p. 321). 

Here much material on the nature of the aesthetic process is 

found, particularly as it relates to the inner mind. This is the final 

version of a poem that Guillen has transformed to such an extent that 

the original poem, "Ceros del bosque nocturno, " is virtually a distinct 

work and is related to our present discussion: 

El bosque es una vasta ausencia de arboles. 
Los sumandos frondosos de la tarde 
Son en la suma tenebrosa ceros; 
Anillos para manos de poetas, 

5 Que plantaran en sus versos un libre 
Bosque, tambien revelacion de un dios. 
Todo taller divino es un paisaje 

raso. ̂  

To create something divine, it is necessary to start with "nothing. " 

The poet's creative labors begin with "nothing" from an intellectual 

point of view, because he enters into mental territory that is barren as 

far as the ego is concerned. The result of his efforts is a "free" forest 

(11. 5-6). Aside from creating a forest, the poets create something 

that will reveal a god. 

The final sentence of the poem emphasizes the thought of the 

first, with an added note of divinity. By starting with nothing, it is 

15. Jorge Guillen, "Ceros del bosque nocturno, " La Pluma, 
XXIV (1922), 271. 
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possible to arrive at divinity if one is capable of turning inward and 

employing his own soul in the process. 

The attitude in this poem sums up quite accurately the view 

toward divinity established in Cantico. No precise philosophical stance 

is adopted regarding dogma or traditional approaches to God, be these 

approaches affirmative or negative. Instead, the propensity is toward 

looking inward for one's god, and finding the divine in the most ordinary 

of places and situations. Daily life is impregnated with transcendence, 

and this is of more importance than doctrines which attempt to abstract 

what can be found through personal intuition. 

If there is relatively little concern for a God in the Judaeo-

Christian tradition to be found in Cantico, there is even less fearful 

preoccupation with death, although the subject naturally appears. The 

poet does not hide from death or repress it, nor does he look forward 

to it with any anticipation. Death, as an existential problem or dilem

ma, simply does not account for much space in Cantico. There is 

reflection regarding death, but it comes nowhere near being an all-

consumming issue as it does in the works of others: Unamuno, for 

example. 

Death is viewed and studied from two perspectives; as a phe

nomenon, in which case the poet examines the fact of death, and on a 

personal plane, in which the speaker addresses himself to his own 
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mortality. In "Vida urbana, " the poet reflects on the irony of a 

cemetery surrounded by the bustle of a city: 

Calles, un jardin, 
Cesped—y sus muertos. 
Morir, no, vivir. 
;Que urbano lo eterno! 

5 Losa vertical, 
Nombres de los otros. 
La inmortalidad 
Preserva su otofio. 

aquella afliccion? 
10 Nada sabe el cesped 

De ningun adios. 
^Donde esta la muerte ? 

Hervor de ciudad 
En torno a las tumbas. 

15 Una misma paz 
Se cierne difusa. 

Juntos, a trav^s 
Ya de un solo olvido, 
Quedan en tropel 

20 Los muertos, los vivos (p. 84). 

The setting of the poem is vaguely reminiscent of Our Town. There are 

two societies: one of the living and the other of the deceased. Because 

of the location of the cemetery, the speaker in the first strophe 

vacillates between focusing his attention on life or deatn, since both 

draw this thoughts. He notices the particular mode of urbanity attri

buted to the dead in their eternal arrangement (1. 4). The dead are 

identified in the customary manner (1. 5), and the speaker again con

trasts the living and the dead ironically (1. 6). We the living are one 
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group, and they are the "others, " who have an arrangement among 

themselves just as we. It makes no difference that the dead may be 

ignorant of their own group, for the graveyard society has in any event 

been established by the living. The train of thought is continued in the 

third strophe: the living are concerned for the dead, but the lawn of the 

cemetery knows nothing and its vegetative life goes on unmolested, not 

troubled by the human grief in which it plays a role. The speaker em

phasizes this by his rhetorical question in line 12: death surrounds the 

visitor to the graveyard, but exactly where is death? The question, of 

course, remains unanswered. 

The final two strophes reiterate the thought of the initial lines. 

The hubbub of the city offers a strange contrast to the graveyard peace. 

The living continue in their daily struggle while the dead go on next to 

the living in their silent peace. The poet ends with a comment regard

ing the closeness of life and death, stating that the two are in reality 

only a forgotten memory apart (11. 17-18). The living are constantly 

preoccupied by the mystery and awesomeness of death, but the speaker 

affirms that the principal difference between the two groups is that the 

dead no longer participate in our daily world simply because we no 

longer include them, which would indicate that death belongs as much 

to the living as to the dead. The groups continue side by side (11. 19-

20), the main barrier between them being that established in the minds 

of those of us who live. 
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In "Descanso en jardm, " the dead are also considered as a 

group, although in this poem they are not brought into any ironic con

trast with the living. Here again, however, their separation from the 

living by the living is uppermost in the mind of the speaker: 

Los astros avanzan entre 
Nub arr ones 

Hacia el ultimo jardin. 
Losas, flores. 

5 ^Que del incidente humano ? 
Calma en bloque. 

Los muertos estan mas muertos 
Cada noche. 

Marmoles, frondas iguales: 
10 Verde el orden. 

Sob re el cipres unos astros: 
Mas verdores. 

Muriendo siguen los muertos. 
jBien se esconden, 

15 Entre la paz y el olvido, 
Sin sus nombres! 

Haya para el gran cansancio 
Sombra acorde. 

Los astros se -ccrcan entre 
20 Nubarrones (p. 65). 

The poem begins with something of a pathetic fallacy. The luminous 

bodies of the night approach through thick clouds; this night is of the 

sort that evokes thoughts of death fromthe onlooker, as the dead lie in 

their "last garden" (1. 4). A garden is also mentioned in "Vida urbana" 

(1. 1), and in each case the reference is naturally to be taken literally. 

Man is born into his "garden of Eden" of childhood, passes into the 
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world and all that awaits him, and finds his way to the last garden, 

which is the graveyard. 

In the second strophe, the removal of the dead from the world 

of the living becomes the dominant theme. There is no human "inci

dent" here (1. 5), only a total calm. The cemetery presents itself as a 

mass or "block" of calmness that has little to do with human life. And 

the dead have nothing to do but become more dead as time passes, 

indicating that as memories dim they will be even more dead than they 

are at the present time. Such a statement seems redundant in absolute 

terms, but Guillen is speaking from the point of view of the living. 

When one dies, he is not immediately forgotten but still forms a part 

of the memory of those around him, meaning that to a certain extent 

the deceased still has life. As time passes, however, the dead become 

further removed from the human sphere since they are no longer at the 

forefront of the consciousness of others; hence, they become "deader. " 

The same thought is continued in the fourth strophe. The dead 

become more and more removed from the realm of the living. At the 

present moment, according to the speaker, the deceased have attained 

the peace of death, and they are in various stages of a nebulous state 

between recent death and total oblivion from the minds of others (1. 15). 

They have lost their names (1. 16), since death is anonymous. There 

is no reason to carry one's social label used during life, for in death 

there seems to be no need for differentiation. 
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The third and fifth strophes repeat the emphasis given to nature. 

The graves are laid out in orderly rows, decorated by the green vegeta

tion of the cemetery. The use of green is somewhat ambiguous since 

green is probably the color most often associated with life. Ironically, 

the color can indicate death as well, since a green hue is frequently 

assumed by dead or decaying organisms. The mixture of life and death 

in a single image here is similar to Lorca's use of green in his 

16 
"Romance sonambulo, " although in the present case it is not a domi

nant of the poem. 

Another "exterior" aspect of death is the presumption by the 

living of peace on the part of the dead, as Guillen intimates in 

"Campo santo": 

Yacente a solas, no esta afligido, no esta preso, 
Pacific ado al fin entre tierra y mas tierra, 
El esqueleto sin angustia, a solas hueso. 
jDescanse en paz, sin nosotros, bajo nuestra guerra (p. 256)! 

The deceased is not described for his anonymity or removal from the 

world of the living, but rather for his peaceful repose away from the 

vale of tears that life can be. The dead man has returned to the earth, 

away from the cares of petty egocentricity, and the speaker wishes him 

peace; his absence is his good fortune, for he does not need to share 

"our war" (1. 4). In view of this rare pessimism, it is relevant to .note 

16. See Rupert C. Allen, "An Analysis of Narrative and Sym
bol in Lorca's 'Romance sonambulo, '" Hispanic Review, XXXVI (1968), 
339-52. 
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that the poem does not appear in the 1928 or 1936 editions of Cantico, 

17 
but for the first time in the Mexico edition of 1945, which indicates 

that the poem was written during the Spanish Civil War or World War 

II. 

The relative proximity of life and death, seen especially in 

"Vida urbana, " is also felt personally. There are times during which 

the poet senses strongly his own mortality arid feels the closeness of 

death even when life is full, as in "La cabeza'1: 

i Tierno canto de la frente, 
Batido por tanta onda! 
La palma presume monda 
La calavera inminente. 

5 Si la tez dice que miente 
El tacto en ese barrunto, 
Porque a un gran primor en punto 
—Apice de su matiz— 
Conduce la piel feliz, 

10 Palpa el hueso ya difunto (p. 233). 

The intuition in this brief poem is simple and direct. Upon touching the 

forehead, one senses beneath the ripples of skin the immediate pre

sence of the skull which is in such proximity to the surface of the flesh. 

Since the skull is so clearly felt, the speaker is for an instant probably 

more aware of death than he is of life. There is no panic at the realiza

tion that death will someday approach, but there is no avoidance of the 

issue, either. The poet knows that he will die. He accepts his 

17. Jorge Guillen, Cantico: Fe de vida (3rd ed.; Mexico City: 
Litoral, 1945), p. 202. 
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mortality with no attempt to hide it from himself, but he does not let 

the knowledge of it destroy his will to live. This is also seen in one of 

Guillen's more famous sonnets, "Muerte a lo lejos": 

Alguna vez me angustia una certeza, 
Y ante m'l se estremece mi futuro. 
Acechandole esta de pronto un muro 
Del arrabal final en que tropieza 

5 La luz del campo, ^Mas habra tristeza 
Si la desnuda el sol? No, no hay apuro 
Todavia. Lo urgente es el maduro 
Fruto. La mano ya le descorteza. 

. . . Y un dia entre los dias el mas triste 
10 Sera. Tenderse debera la mano 

Sin afan. Y acatando el inminente 

Poder dire sin lagrimas: embiste, 
Justa fatalidad. El muro cano 
Va a imponerme su ley, no su accidente (p. 281). 

Here the poet shows a calm attitude, and appears to have settled for 

himself the problem that was forever a source of misery for his elder 

contemporary, Unamuno. Life in this poem is seen as a temenos, a 

circle of consciousness bordered by Avails (11. 3, 13). One lives within 

a psychologically defined area beyond which there is nothing, or in this 

case death. 

In the meantime, life within the circle goes on. The certainty 

which causes anguish (1. 1) is faced squarely; there is no self-

deception, nor is there fatalistic acceptance. The fact that death is 

accepted naturally implies a fatalism of sorts, but it is not the type of 

stoic acknowledgment that destroys the joys of present life: what 
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matters for the living is the enjoyment of the fruits of this life while 

they are available (11. 6-8). 

The final two strophes are devoted to the ultimate demise of the 

speaker in which he states that he will accept death when it arrives. He 

is afraid, as is any man when confronted by the prospect of his own 

annihilation, but anxiety is not to interfere with life at the moment. 

Death is an integral part of life, and to accept life is to accept death as 

well. A man who enters into the process of living with the zeal of the 

poet must also be prepared for the demise of Ms being. 

Unlike Unamuno, Guillen expresses no anguished panic over the 

prospect of death. The poem is somewhat agnostic since there is no 

specific view of afterlife, nor is there any questioning into the possi

bility of life beyond that on earth. Eschatology is simply not of over

bearing concern in Guillen's work, because what is of far greater 

importance than preoccupation with afterlife is daily life on earth, as 

the poet states in a later work: 

J. G. 

(1893-19 ) 

I 

Primera fecha: tradici6n segura. 
Se ve en la fecha posterior su base. 
Mil novecientos. ^Y. . . ? Vital blancura. 
[Que agonla vivir si adivinase! 
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II 

5 Poeta. Digo "coplero". 
Poesia. Digo "coplas". 
I Copulas! Es lo que quiero, 

Inspiracion, si tu soplas. 
Con el mundo verdadero. 

III 

10 Jorge Guillen, castellano, 
George William en ingles, 
Da con el nombre la mano, 
Y asi ya dice quien es: 
Varon sin truco ni treta, 1 O 

15 Giorgio Guglielmo, poeta. 

It is natural that the speaker should not want to know the date of his 

death, for such knowledge would remove his thoughts from the world of 

the living. It is preferable to live in ignorance of the second date so 

that until death one can concentrate on life, as Guillen says in other 

poems, and as the word "vital" indicates (1. 3). 

The second and third strophes of the poem are typical of the 

poet's attitude during reflections about death. After having mentioned 

death in the first strophe, he turns to existential questions concerning 

life, particularly his life as an artist. Until the time of the second date 

there is life, and life is poetry, so life is to be entered vitally and 

aesthetically; indeed, it is there for the living to have intercourse with 

it (1. 7). Poetry is a way of life, not a "hobby. 11 To live is to write 

18. Guillen, Aire nuestro, p. 1555. The entire poem 
appears in italics. 
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poetry, and thoughts of death in the poem quickly cede to thoughts of 

life and the poetry of the living. Existence itself is vital; there is no 

life that is not lived to the fullest as far as the poet is concerned, and 

death must always assume a secondary position in the face of such 

19 
vitality. As Guillen says elsewhere; "No hay viejos en Cantico. 

Man should not hide from death, but it should not control him. The 

business of living is of far greater importance, and dying will occur 

"Una sola vez": 

Muerte: para ti no vivo. 

^Mientras, aguardando ya, 
Habre de ahogarme en congojas 
Diminutas soplo a soplo? 

5 Espera. 
iSolo una vez, 

De una vez! 
Espera tu. 

,TVes como el hombre persigue, 
10 Por el aire del verano, 

Mas verano de otro ardor? 

Vivo; busco ese tesoro (p. 324). 

Since death cannot strike more than once, there is no reason for man 

to be dominated by it. If he allows himself to be controlled by morbid 

thoughts of death, there will be no genuine life but only fear and anguish. 

Such anxiety is nonsense, says Guillen, who asserts that while on his 

planet man should be concerned with the things that make life worth 

19. Guillen, Selecci6n de poemas, p. 14. 
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living. In this case the pursuit is apparently related to poetry, for the 

speaker states that what is of immediate importance is finding the 

Platonic reality of a day in summer (11. 9-12). That is the treasure of 

life, and it is reason enough for living. 

On at least two occasions in Cantico, Guillen does think of the 

extension of his presence on earth, in the form of the mark he has left 

on it. This thinking is Unamunesque in nature, although in Guillen 

there is no anguish involved related to death itself. Two ways of 

achieving an immortality of sorts are through one's works and/or 

children. This obviously does not guarantee the survival of one's con

sciousness, but it does mean that the presence of a person will continue 

to be noticed after his death, before he sinks into the oblivion men

tioned by Guillen in "Descanso en jardin. " In a rather lengthy poem to 

his son, the following fragment is found; 

La mirada mla vera 
Con tus ojos 
El mejor universo; 
El de tu asombro. 

5 A traves de tus horas, sin descanso 
Mas alia de la muerte, 
Hasta el ano 2000 he de llegar 
Calladamente (pp. 383-84). 

The child is a part of his parents; and, as a result, the parents' exis

tence will in a certain sense be carried on by the child. A part of 

Guillen will live into the next century in the form of his children and 

grandchildren, and this is immortality in a limited sense. Perhaps 
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such knowledge is not overly comforting when faced with the prospect 

of one's own death, but we have seen that Guillen accepts death, so what 

is given him in the form of children is in reality an unexpected benefit 

of his life. 

The work of a man can also bestow upon him a certain im

mortality, as the poet notes: 

—Se salvara mi luz en mi futuro. 
Y si a nadie la muerte le perdona, 
Mis terminos me valgan de conjuro. 
No morira del todo la persona. 

5 En la palpitacion, en el acento 
De esa cadencia para siempre dicha 
Quedara sin morir mi terco intento 
De siempre ser. Alii estara mi dicha (p. 394). 

As the poet states, death grants indulgences to no one. But the work, 

as the child, is part of man's being, and its survival means that a por

tion of the man is surviving in the lives of others. This is more or less 

lucky, as are children, because in each instance the individual is given 

something for which he did not ask, the opportunity to have a part of 

himself endure beyond the lifespan allotted to him by nature. In the 

meantime, living is infinitely more interesting than thoughts of death. 

Ultimately, Guillen professes to know nothing, to possess no great 

secrets of life, but being alive is more than enough, and Cantico ends 

with these lines: 

Yo soy merced a la hermosa 
Revelacion: este Globo. 
Se redondea una gana 
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Sin ocasos y me arrojo 
5 Con avidez hacia el orbe. 

;Lo mucho para lo poco! 
Es el orbe quien convoca. 
;Tanta invitacion le oigo! 
El alma quiere acallar 

10 Su potencia de sollozo. 
No soy nadie, no soy nada, 
Pero soy—con unos hombros 
Que resisten y sostienen 
Mientras se agrandan los ojos 

15 Admirando corao el mundo 
Se tiende fresco al asombro (p. 523). 

The speaker discovers himself thanks to the world around him (11. 1-2), 

for it reflects his innermost thoughts and feelings. The poet states 

that he is nothing (1. 12), but mere being suffices, because it is infused 

with vital meaning from his inner self and from the world around him. 

We have seen repeatedly that it is the total interaction between these 

worlds--inner and outer--that results in the overwhelmingly joyous 

Weltanschauung of Cantico. Death is not overly important since life is 

too demanding: there is too little time for thoughts of dying. 

If "just being" is sufficient for the speaker's happiness, as he 

intimates in the foregoing fragment, it remains to be seen what aesthet

ic form the expression of "being whole" will assume. 

An axiom or basic premise of Cantico is that it is necessary for 

an individual to adapt himself to a particular mode of existence. This 

is not intended to imply technical specialization for the purpose of get

ting along in the world. It means, instead, that it is not possible to be 

everything at once, that one must have a specific identity. It is 
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necessary for individuals to know and live within their own limits, 

which is tantamount to the discovery of an individual, personal temenos, 

or "magic circle" of consciousness. 

Limits, it must be clearly noted, do not imply limitations in 

any manner of speaking. The boundaries of the temenos being estab

lished, there is no limit to the vertical heights which one might attain. 

In the present context, this means fundamentally that artists such as 

Beethoven or Mahler had no reason to complain because they were not 

poets, and Guillen should not feel slighted by nature because he was not 

endowed with the capacity or inclination to compose symphonies. 

The problem is not quite that simple, however, for it concerns 

psychological orientation more than the talents or abilities with which 

one is born. The establishing of one's limits is perhaps best described 

as an intuitive process of centering the ego in relation to both the inter

nal and external worlds, so that the ego joins the two and gives co

herence to their products, rather than fleeing from one or another. In 

the poet's words: 

Yo ajustado a mis llmites; 
El ser que aqui yo soy, sobre esta cumbre, 
Bajo este firmamento 
No escogido por mi. 

5 jGracias (p. 340)! 

The speaker is "here, " at this point in space and time, and that is 

sufficient reason for contentment. He is certain of his mental "adjust

ment" toward the inner and outer worlds. He has established his 
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psychic horizon, the limits of his personal circle of consciousness. 

This "magic circle" can increase and become infused with new contents 

from inside and out, but in these lines the salient thought is that they 

are indeed established. The speaker knows where he is with regard to 

his own psyche, and that, he feels, is what truly matters. 

Predictably, the awareness of limits, and the establishing of 

them, is applied both internally and externally, as is always the case 

with symbolic intuition. Limits are seen in the external world and 

applied to the psychological orientation of the individual. As is usually 

the case in Guillen's work, outer awareness does not differ markedly 

from that which is internal and personal, in keeping with the nature of 

symbolization; what occurs within the confines of the mind is true of 

the environment and vice versa, since it is man, the being who engages 

in the intuition of symbols, who sees Mm self reflected in the phenomena 

of the environment. A clear example of limits in the external world is 

found in an early poem, "Tornasol": 

Tras de las persianas 
Verdes, el verdor 
De aquella enramada 
Toda tornasol 

5 Multiplica en pintas, 
Rubias del vaiven 
De lumbre del dia, 
Una vaga red 

Varia que, al trasluz 
10 Tremulo de estlo, 
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Hacia el sol azul 
Ondea los visos 

Informes de un mar 
Con ansia de lago 

15 Quieto, claridad 
En un solo piano, 

Donde este presente 
—Como un firme si 
Que responda siempre 

20 Total—el confin (p. 76). 

The thought of this poem, unlike the syntax, is rather uncomplicated. 

The first three strophes give the scene an atmosphere. It is a lazy 

afternoon in summer, and the narrator's attention focuses on the "sea" 

of the sky. Specifically, he is attracted by the glinting rays of the sun 

as they shine through the branches of a tree (11. 2-4). The poet goes 

on to say that the rays of light are formless (1. 13). Although he does 

not state precisely why they are without form, the reason is presumably 

because they have no boundaries; they are for mless, they have no 

specific identity, because they are limitless and have no determining 

surroundings. 

The limitless sea of the sky "desires, " so to speak, to become 

a lake, or suffers because it is not one. Were it a lake, the sky would 

presumably assume a more exact nature, it would be a more specific 

entity. In short, it would be definite and precise were it finite. Limits 

are naturally required for finitude, and this is what the unbroken sky is 

lacking, at least from the perspective of a viewer on the earth. 
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The final strophe reiterates the feeling established by the 

fourth. The speaker states that the boundary might be present; at 

least this is what the sky "desires, " to be limited by definite confines. 

The boundary is tantamount to a "yes" (1. 18), an affirmative which the 

poet does not qualify. The "yes" is directed at no one in particular but 

is equated with the boundary. Furthermore, it is a "total" affirmative 

(1. 20). To simplify Guillen's sentence structure a bit, we can say that 

there might be a total affirmative should boundaries come into existence. 

Were the "sea" a lake, it would have more identity than in its present, 

unlimited state. 

The personal state of mind is projected toward the macrocosm in 

these lines. There are other examples of this projected view, which at 

times is applied to the universe as a whole: 

Vencera la Tierra 
Que en firmamento nos encierra: 
Ya al magno equilibrio nos suma (p. 369). 

This fragment shows an ecological view of the earth and its surround

ing atmosphere. The atmosphere is considered to be a part of the 

earth, not something removed from it. The result is a closed, her

metic system in which each facet is an integral part of the whole and 

cannot be separated from it. The firmament adds to the feeling since 

it has a dome-like appearance which gives the impression of covering 

the earth. As Guillen says in another place: "jBien cobija! " (p. 478). 

The entire atmosphere, then, is "our air. " Anything that takes place 
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beyond it is of no concern since it does not form a part of the symbolic 

macrocosm that is earth. It must be added that this is the aesthetic 

expression of an optical illusion. That is, the stars give the impres

sion of belonging to our atmosphere, for they cover the firmament 

which in turn covers the earth, as if all were a single organism. In the 

poet's words: 

La luna esta muy cerca, 
Quieta en el aire nuestro (p. 47). 

Obviously, the moon does not belong physically to "our air, " but 

Guillen is not writing of astronomy. Rather, we are dealing with a 

symbolic attitude which describes the intuited essence of a situation or 

event, not its scientific qualities or explanation. 

In a poem dedicated to music, Guillen shows the tendency to 

intuit (symbolically speaking) that what is of interest to man takes place 

beneath the dome of the firmament, and beyond this there is nothing: 

No hay discordia posible. 
El acaso jamas en este circulo 
Puede irrumpir, crujir: 
Orbe en maiios y en mente 

5 De hacedor que del todo lo realiza. 
jOh musica, 

Suprema realidad! 
Es el despliegue mismo 
—Old—de un firmamento 

10 —Lo veis—que nos recoge. 
Nada sonoro ocurre 
Fuera (pp. 180-81). 

The microcosm formed by the concert hall is symmetrical, which in 

itself implies totality. The hall becomes a world of its own, so 
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captivating is the music. The music achieves a superlative reality due 

to its beauty, and the firmament of a new cosmos reveals itself to the 

listeners. And what lies beyond the hall? Nothing. The listeners are 

wholly contained within the sonorous microcosm which envelops them, 

and that which is outside ceases to exist, figuratively speaking, because 

it is of no interest by comparison. The limits of the external world are 

in this case applied to a world created by man, who sees in his own 

creation a microcosmic copy of the macrocosm. 

The limits which are projected onto the macrocosm, the 

surroundings of the poet, are naturally felt on a personal level as well. 

In "Jardm que fue de don Pedro, " the speaker refers to something 

beyond himself, as in the above poem dealing with music, but in this 

instance there is more of a tendency to personalize that which is sensed 

from the world around; 

Como es primavera y cabe 
Toda aqui. . . Para que, libre 
La maiestad del sol, vibre 
Celeste pero ya suave, 

5 O para entrever la clave 
De una eternidad afin, 
El naranjo y el jazmm 
Con el agua y con el muro 
Funden lo vivo y lo puro: 

10 Las salas de este jardin (p. 229). 

The initial two lines are most crucial to our present discussion. All 

of springtime is encountered within the walls of a garden. Aside from 
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20 
the peculiar view of space implied by this assertion, the attitude 

toward the microcosm accurately reflects our present theme. The 

walls of the garden establish a specific boundary. An entire cosmos 

can be found within the limits of the garden; what is beyond the walls is 

of no concern to the speaker, since he has found a universe within 

them. Life can be approached with ease while one is sure of his mental 

boundaries, symbolized in this case by the physical walls of the garden. 

The temenos is established, and it is therefore possible to explore life 

within defined limits. Without limits the universe, or the mind, would 

be too immense to be comprehended and approached. Within bound

aries, however, it becomes possible to understand either world, that 

of the macrocosm or the inner world of the psyche: 

Nivela a mi horizoivte boscaje muy tupido; 
Anchura de verdor y amarillez de cima. 
La inmensidad se apoya, descansa. Nunca ha sido 
Mas claro ese universo: el confln lo aproxima (p. 247). 

The title of this brief poem, "Buen horizonte, " is indicative of the 

speaker's attitude toward Ms subject. The horizon sets off a certain 

area making it possible to establish ties with the world on one's own 

terms. The environment is not thrown hostilely at the speaker, be

cause he can expand his own temenos at his leisure. Since the world is 

a reflection of the mind, exploring the area "confined" by his horizon 

is tantamount to the discovery of new regions of the psyche, which are 

20. Cf. ch. 3, pp. 69-78. 
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uncovered from the vantage point of consciousness which one knows and 

trusts: there is no dangerous voyage into the unknown, but rather an 

exploration that is based solidly on the knowledge gained by establishing 

and knowing one's limits. 

Once the individual knows his boundaries, the world and the 

psyche can be approached in a more personal and comfortable manner. 

Both entities lose any fearsome hostility they might otherwise manifest, 

and the inquiring consciousness can explore them at will. Guillen shows 

this in "Casa con dos patios": 

Siempre sere el forastero 
Que ve junto a la cancela 
Como en el patio primero 
Marmol frlo 

5 Vela 
Por el sehorio. 
.Pero aquel patio segundo 
Con su cielo—tierra 
Con sol—me envuelve en un mundo 

10 Que pasma, cifle y se cierra (p. 252). 

The narrator is in all likelihood referring to the fact that many larger 

Spanish homes have two patios: a formal patio with marble and sculp

tured plants, and an informal patio, where nature is more or less 

allowed to run her course. It is clearly stated that the protagonist has 

no great love for the formal patio; he does not even enter it, but simply 

characterizes it from a gate. Applying this sentiment on a more gen

eral scale, it is possible to assert that the speaker lacks any real 

interest in ideas or institutions that would tend to thwart natural 
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impulses. He will always be an "outsider" to such a life-style, as the 

word "forastero" indicates (from the Latin for as "outside"). 

Instead, the poet expresses a preference for the second patio, 

free of the binds that might stifle any unhindered manifestation of life. 

It is within these more natural limits that the speaker wishes to estab

lish his psychological temenos, in a world of nature that will surround 

him with earth and soil, not artificiality. This world closes around 

him, but as in other examples we have seen, the limit is horizontal, 

not vertical. It is not possible to be all things at once, but when the 

boundaries of life are known there is no upward limit, and one can rise 

to spiritual heights once he is aware of a mode of existence and hori

zontal extremes. 

Perhaps the most important "message" of the above poem is 

unstated: that is, that a choice is made at all. By expressing a desire 

to live in one environment rather than another, the speaker states in 

effect that the boundaries are already known to him. He feels comfort

able in relation to the remainder of his own psyche, and he therefore 

knows himself well enough to choose his surroundings well. Having 

established, or "staked, " his limits, the speaker can apply them at 

will in the macrocosm. They belong to him personally, and he uses 

them in the world for constant orientation. He can center himself in the 

smallest of surroundings, as seen in "Noche encendida": 
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Tiempo: ^prefieres la noche encendida? 
. . . Bien, radiador, ruisenor del invierno. 

j Que lentitud, soledad, en tu colmo! 

^La claridad de la lampara es breve? 
5 Cerre las puertas. El mundo me cifre (p. 322). 

The confines of a single room are adequate for the expression of one's 

most extensive thoughts and feelings. This is true to such an extent 

that the speaker equates the room with the world at large (1. 5). The 

protagonist feels that it is possible to recreate the universe from a 

drop of water. 

Winter is an "introverted" season as we have seen. This sets 

the scene for the speaker's personal meditations, for his thoughts are 

concentrated "indoors" within the boundaries of the psychic house. But 

the house is space enough. A lamp illuminates the walls of the room 

around him, and within its limits the poet is able to explore a cosmos 

of mental activity. Life in Cantico is not quantitative. The least im

portant daily occurrence can become pregnant with vital meaning if one 

will but perceive the profundity lying beneath the surface. A single 

room with a lamp is more than sufficient, if one has established one's 

psychological boundaries in the world and in his mind, and knows where 

he is in relation to the products of both. 

In a certain sense, it is a short step from limits to the figure 

of the mandala, for in the latter case we are essentially dealing with 

"round limits" in which the boundaries assume a symmetrical, circular 
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form. The word "mandala" itself is taken from Sanskrit and means 

simply "circle. " Mandala symbolism is apparent in all cultures, 

although its most notable development and elaboration has taken place 

in Asia, primarily in the Hindu and Buddhist faiths. 

As objects of faith, the Oriental mandalas are roughly analogous 

to Christian crosses (to which they are not unrelated); that is, they are 

employed to stimulate and assist meditation. The simplest form of the 

mandala, in fact, the yantra, is from the Sanskrit meaning "instru

ment. " That is precisely what the mandala is, an instrument used to 

assist the believer in his meditation or prayer. The figures are 

basically circular in form, and are generally a combination of circles 

and squares in varying designs. Mandalas are often painted on walls, 

but more often they are drawn on the ground according to exacting 

standards which must be met with painstaking accuracy: 

The drawing of a mandala is not a simple matter. It is a 
rite which concerns a palingenesis of the individual and in whose 
details this individual nust participate with all the attention 
demanded by the importance of the result to be obtained. An 
erx^or, an oversight, render the whole operation useless. And 
this is not because (as in all magical and ritual acts) precision 
in word and deed guarantees success, but because any defect is 
a sign of inattention on the part of the consecrator and indicates 
that he is not working with due concentration and absorption. 
So, there would be lacking the conditions by which, in his spirit, 
the process of redemption is produced. All this explains why 
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the Buddhist Masters have discussed, with great minuteness, 
the rules to be followed in making a mandala. 

Once the mandala is drawn, the yogin enters it for meditation, 

22 
and the figure becomes a temenos in the purest sense. He is 

enclosed in his own microcosm, a magic circle of consciousness, which 

is protected from any disintegrating forces which might seek to invade 

the consciousness of the believer. The yogin sits in a cosmos of his 

own making through which he is able to reach the center of being; 

Since the mandala is an imago mundi, its center corresponds 
to the infinitesimal point perpendicularly traversed by the 
axis mundi; as he approaches its center, the disciple approaches 
the "center of the world. " In fact, as soon as he has entered o o 
the mandala, he is in a sacred space, outside of time. ° 

As is always the case with symbols, the mandala is a map of the 

universe only on one plane. Ultimately, the discovery of the universe 

in miniature is self-discovery, and the yogin in effect explores new 

regions of his own mind: 

In the space of the heart, magically transfigured into cosmic 
space, there takes place the rediscovery of our interior reality, 
of that immaculate principle which is out of our reach, but from 
which is derived--in its illusory and transcendent appearance--

21. Giuseppe Tucci, The Theory and Practice of the Mandala: 
With Special Reference to the Modern. Psychology of the Subconscious, 
translated by Alan Houghton Brodrick (London: Rider, 1961), p. 38. 

22. See ch. 3, n. 8, p. 59. 

23. Mircea Eliade, Yoga: Immortality and Freedom, trans
lated by Willard R. Trask, Bollingen Series, LVI (New York: Pantheon, 
1958), p. 225. 
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all that is in process of becoming. This rediscovery, 
naturally, is accomplished by degrees. Transfiguration 
from the plane of samsara to that of nirvana occurs in suc
cessive phases, by degrees; just as on the cosmic mountain 
and around the axis mundi are disposed, rank after rank, one 
above the other, the Gods ever purer. Little by little one 
rises towards the peak and beyond the peak right up to that 
summit of all that becomes and has form (bhutakoti), where 
takes place that passage to the other plane. 24 

The mandalas of the Orient are often quite beautiful in pattern. 

They are always symmetrical, and within the borders of the mandala 

various religious scenes and allegories are depicted. In the yantra, 

the simplest mandala, the center consists of a series of triangles 

joined together so that the visual effect is somewhat kaleidoscopic, 

giving the impression of a gradually increasing center (emphasis in 

almost any mandala focuses on the center). These triangles are sur

rounded by several circles which may be adorned by a number of lotus 

petals, usually in multiples of four. Finally, the circles are enclosed 

by another square figure which includes four "doors, " symbolizing 

access or entry to the center. 

Mandala symbolism is also extensive in the Occident although it 

goes by no particular name. Traditional Christian art is often seen in 

mandala patterns, with emphasis perhaps placed on figures of quater-

nity rather than circular drawings. Frequently, for example, Christ 

is seen surrounded by the four evangelists, the resultant shape being 

that of a Greek cross. Another motif is Christ surrounded by the four 

24. Tucci, p. 29. 
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are abundant, particularly in the case of European cathedrals, which 

are normally constructed in the shape of a cross. One of the most out

standing examples of religious structures in mandala form is St. 

Peter's. The cathedral in Rome is a true temenos, an edifice which 

symmetrically envelops what is believed to be the grave of the first 

pope; in this example, a holy being is guarded by the protective barrier 

established by the intuition and construction of the magic circle. 

Aside from the spectacular motifs of European cathedrals, 

other architectural examples attract the critic due to their design. In 

the Orient, temples have for centuries been constructed which essen

tially reproduce the smaller m and alas that are used for personal 

meditation. In our own culture, one need not look beyond the basic 

ornaments of churches lo encounter mandala symbolism; the rose win

dow of Notre Dame is a magnificent example of the round as is the 

Place d'Etoile in Paris. One can also point to the central squares of 

many Spanish cities. More ancient examples might include Stonehenge 

in England; this monument to bygone gods provides a ready testament 

to the primordial nature of the human psyche, for it is truly the magic 

circle that surrounds the numinosum. 

As in the case of aesthetic expression, mandala symbolism in 

our century has tended toward secularization. The mandala as a state

ment of a psychological condition was first studied theoretically by Jung, 
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who elucidates its use by individuals who see no necessary parallels 

between the mandala and formal, dogmatic religion: 

The centre, as a rule, is emphasized. But what we find 
from there is a symbol with a very different meaning. It is 
a star, a sun, a flower, a cross with equal arms, a precious 
stone, a bowl filled with water or wine, a serpent coiled up, 
or a human being, but never a god. ̂ 5 

A modern mandala is an involuntary confession of a peculiar 
mental condition. There is no deity in the mandala, nor is there 
any submission or reconciliation to a deity. The place of the 
deity seems to be taken by the wholeness of man. 

At first glance, it would seem that the "wholeness of man" is a colos

sal example of twentieth-century inflation on the part of the ego, if the 

maker of the mandala is indeed able to equate himself with divinity. 

Upon closer examination, however, it becomes clear that totality within 

the personality is in fact a "divine" quest on the part of any individual, 

ancient or modern, and that in the case of modern man what occurs is 

not inflation, but rather the lack of an adequate figure towards which he 

might project his wholeness. This is notably apparent in Guillen's work; 

we have seen repeatedly that the poet places divine value on human life, 

and have further seen that the expressed attitude toward religion is one 

25. C. G. Jung, Psychology and Religion; West and East, in 
The Collected Works of C. G. Jung, translated by R. F. C. Hull, 
edited by Herbert Read, Michael Fordham, and Gerhard Adler, Vol. 
XI, Bollingen Series, XX (2nd ed. ; New York; Pantheon, 1963), 80. 

26. Ibid., p. 82. 
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of agnostic uncertainty (though not anguish). Man is the center of the 

mandala, but it is the total man, not the ego alone: 

The experience formulated by the modern mandala is typical 
of people who cannot project the divine image any longer. 
Owing to the withdrawal and introjection of the image they are 
in danger of inflation and dissociation of the personality. The 
round or square enclosures built around the centre therefore 
have the purpose of protective walls or of a vas hermeticum, 
to prevent an outburst or a disintegration. The mandala denotes 
and assists exclusive concentration on the centre, the self. This 
is any tiling but egocentricity. On the contrary, it is a much 
needed self-control for the purpose of avoiding inflation and 
dissociation. 2? 

To a certain degree, then, modern man, as reflected in the works of 

artists such as Guillen, is carrying Occidental religiosity a step be

yond its conventional boundaries but is not qualitatively departing from 

it. The overall development of religion from animal worship and 

totemism to anthropomorphic deities is here continued somewhat in 

that the move now is another step in the direction of guiding religion 

toward man. Divinity is found within the human breast; it is not neces

sary to project the imago onto an external being: 

One might almost say that man himself, or his innermost soul, 
is the prisoner or the protected inhabitant of the mandala. 
Since modern mandalas are amazingly close parallels to the 
ancient magic circles, which usually have a deity in the centre, 
it is clear that in the modern mandala man--the deep ground, 
as it were, of the self--is not a substitute but a symbol for 
the deity. 28 

27. Ibid., p. 95. 

28. Ibid., pp. 95-96. 
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Throughout the present study of Cantico, we have seen that 

Guillen's masterwork establishes, or describes, an attitude toward the 

mind, which is to say an attitude toward life. This is not to say that a 

precise philosophy can be extracted from the book. There is no specif

ic "philosophy of life" presented in Cantico. Life is a constantly chang

ing flux, and to espouse one particular point of view would be to invite 

a narrow-minded approach to one's existence. Life is continual philo

sophy in a broad sense, and whenever one reflects, he engages in 

philosophical activity of sorts; Cantico shows no one philosophy, for to 

do so would be static in Guillen's view. (The poet confirms this attitude 

29 
in conversation. ) 

An "attitude, " then, is to be distinguished from a precise 

philosophy, at least within the present context. What we find in Cantico 

is an attitude of openness that cannot be made specific any more than 

one can ever be specific about life's existential contents; one is con

fronted by them and acts according to his dispositions of the moment. 

There are no formulas for self-realization in Cantico, but rather the 

description of a self-realized state of mind. 

This state of mind, or wholeness in the psyche, culminates and 

is most clearly expressed in mandala symbolism. There is not a 

gradual progression toward circular imagery in Cantico; wholeness is 

29. Guillen, personal interview with the writer, July, 1970. 
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always present and forms an integral part of the work throughout its 

thirty-year development. The poet has been writing for over half a 

century, and circular symbolism is evident from the beginning of his 

30 
work. As is the case with other types of symbolism, the form of the 

mandala is on occasion applied to the world at large, and at other 

times to the individual in a quite personal fashion. Also, as we have 

seen, there is ultimately little difference between the two methods of 

employing this symbolic mode of thought since there is at all times an 

existential interaction between the two. More often, the external world 

and the mind of the individual become united in the expression of a 

mental outlook, as in "Perfeccion": 

Queda curvo el firmamento, 
Compacto azul, sobre el dla. 
Es el redondeamiento 
Del esplendor: mediodla. 

5 Todo es cupula. Reposa, 
Central sin querer, la rosa, 
A un sol en cenit sujeta. 
Y tanto se da el presente 
Que el pie caminante siente 

10 La integridad del planeta (p. 240). 

The poem has much in common with our discussion of limits, as is to 

be expected. The initial two lines refer to the closed system formed 

by the earth and troposphere. The sky is seen as an enormous dome 

covering the earth and its inhabitants, just as the ceiling of a house 

30. See Robert G. Havard, "The Early d^cimas of Jorge 
Guillen, " Bulletin of Hispanic Studies, XLVHI (1971), 111-27. 
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might protect the speaker under other circumstances. More than just 

serving as a limit, the sky gains significance because of its symmetry. 

The spherical unity of the earth and atmosphere form a mandala of 

macrocosmic proportions. Furthermore, the hour is noon, that time 

of day when the sun is at its peak, which again contributes to the sym

metry of the scene, and even clocks assume more than their normal 

appearance of evenness due to the position of the hands (as we shall see 

again in "Las doce en el reloj"). The hands of the round clock point 

toward the heavens which culminate in the brilliance of the sun, and all 

this takes place beneath the dome provided by the atmosphere. In this 

poem, the sun is beyond a doubt a part of "our air" as is true of the 

moon in "Advenimiento" (p. 47). 

The geometrical center of this harmony is the rose, a flower 

which, as we have seen, can symbolize completeness or realization in 

the present, or potential for the future. In the present poem, the rose 

augments the feeling of realization or totality that has been achieved, 

for it is the center of a world that is seen in a moment of perfection, 

and the speaker refers to the fullness of the present in line 8. As to 

the position of the rose, "Central sin querer" (1. 6), the poem gains 

significance from a common optical illusion. It is a simple fact that 

when one looks skyward, the impression received is that the individual 

is standing at the center of the earth. The firmament has a dome-like 

appearance about it, as Guillen notes in line 5. The macrocosm of the 
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earth, then, finds its center in the rose which sums up the totality of 

all that surrounds it. 

All of this impresses the narrator deeply, and he is over

whelmed by the present moment. Time becomes mythical in that its 

linear march ceases to be of importance. The present fills the poet 

with an intuition of the wholeness of nature, of the earth, and by exten

sion a feeling for the wholeness in himself, since the world around him 

is an existential reflection of his own personality. The traveler through 

time, the "pie caminante, " is able to pause and appreciate nature in 

fullness. 

It is notable that Guillen should use the expression "pie cami

nante, " perhaps an unusual manner in which to refer to a figurative 

traveler. The foot can be equated with instinct, and hence with the 

unconscious, for our feet keep us in contact with the earth and, there

fore, with the "earthly" aspects of life. By employing such an expres

sion, the poet affirms the parallel between the inner and outer worlds. 

The harmony of the macrocosm is felt within, and the mind finds its 

own interior mandala which is found empirically in the surroundings of 

the individual. The image of the foot also brings the earth itself into 

the overall picture of the mandala, which has heretofore concentrated 

on roundness and the relative positions of the globe and other objects 

mentioned in the poem. 
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The foot feels the "integrity" of the planet (1. 10). This word 

being derived from "entero, " the speaker affirms here what he has 

previously stated in a slightly less direct fashion: the wholeness or 

unity of the world. Furthermore, it is worth remembering in this con

text that the word in Spanish also has the common meaning of "integ

rity" in English: the world is a thing of honesty and virtue, which 

comes as no surprise since it is "whole" or complete in the eyes of the 

speaker. 

Another poem concerned with the noon hour, "Las doce en el 

reloj, " concentrates on the circular shape of the clock itself: 

Dije: ; Todo ya pleno! 
Un alamo vibro. 
Las hojas plateadas 
Sonaron con amor. 

5 Los verdes eran grises, 
El amor era sol. 
Entonces, mediodla, 
Un pajaro sumio 
Su cantar en el viento 

10 Con tal adoracion 
Que se sintio cantada 
Bajo el viento la flor 
Crecida entre las mieses, 
Mas altas. Era yo, 

15 Centro en aquel instante 
De tanto alrededor, 
Quien lo veia todo 
Completo para un dios. 
Dije: Todo, completo. 

2 0 jLas doce en el reloj (p. 475)! 

As in "Perfeccion, " a symmetrical pattern is established by the time 

of day. The sun is at its zenith, and the roundness of the clock is 
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accentuated by the hands joining one another and pointing skyward. 

Nature responds in kind to the consummation of the present moment. 

There is no precise geometrical structure of nature as in the previous 

poem, but the mandala is inferred by the reference to the clock and the 

noon hour. 

In this poem, it is the speaker who assumes the central position; 

it is he who enters the center of the mandala and completes the micro-

cosmic picture of the universe. Like the rose of "Perfeccion, " or the 

yogin of India, the magic circle here culminates in the center, which is 

the protagonist himself. 

The reference to God (1. 18), which under other circumstances 

might strike the reader as ringing of inflation, reinforces the divinity 

of nature and the magic circle. The speaker does not refer to himself 

as a god but asserts that the scene of the poem is complete, and he has 

the good fortune to be at its center. The surroundings are befitting of 

a god, for they themselves are godlike. All is in harmony (1. 19), and 

completeness is emphasized by the imagery of the circle. 

As mentioned above, mandala symbolism can be applied to both 

the inner and outer worlds, which we have seen to some extent in "Per-

feccion. " At times a circular image is used which is not given exten

sive elaboration, but which serves to show the unified vision of the 

world which is found throughout Cantico. In the following fragment, 
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the speaker finds himself standing beside a pool of water and describes 

an insignificant bit of activity on the part of one inhabitant of the pool: 

Alguien quiz a asustado brine a. Golpe 
De repente y su estela. Son concentricos 
Cxrculos (p. 159). 

Hardly a noteworthy incident, an animal or insect becoming frightened 

and leaping into the center of a pool of water. The poet, however, 

detects in this ordinary occurrence a certain analogy with the human 

condition, which of course he also describes using circular motifs. 

The pool, a microcosm, expands in even circles which are ever-

increasing but always limited; that is, the microcosm enclosed by the 

circles does not lose its form but expands evenly within the well-

defined limits of the outer circle. In another poem, the speaker makes 

a similar affirmation which he applies to the macrocosm. He is 

traveling through a strange terrain and makes the following observa

tions : 

La espadafla 
Se mostraba a los montes 
Por donde se tendia mi ansiedad de viajero. 
jSentir en la ascension la curva de la tierra, 

5 Tierra de los origenes con toros y bisontes, 
Profundo espacio entero 
Que en circulos crecientes se propaga y se cierra (p. 357)! 

What occurs in the small space of a pond is also notable on a cosmic 

plane, meaning the view from a mountain top that encompasses 

thousands of square miles. Before the macrocosm, the reaction of the 

speaker is identical to that before the pond: "Son concentricos 
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circulos." From the center, which in this case is equated with the 

protagonist, the world increases in ever-expanding circles. Space, 

"whole" space (1. 6), becomes more and more extensive but always 

within limits which are established in accordance with the particular 

situation at hand. In this case the limits a::e macrocosmic, but ulti

mately they are not far removed from those of the pond. 

That which is applied to the world, as in the poems we have 

studied, also has application to the specifically personal condition of 

the individual, which is expected. Naturally enough, it is found in 

poems dealing with love. The following reference to the circle is 

found in "Anillo": 

Alrededor se consuma el verano. 
Es un anillo la tarde amarilla. 
Sin una nube desciende el cercano 
Cielo a este ardor, j Sobrehumana, la arcilla (p. 172)! 

The subject of the poem is love-making. As the lovers rest, the world 

around them assumes a form that is in accord with their own wholeness. 

The sky is "compact, " as in "Perfeccion, " and the afternoon becomes 

a circle, which has been the case with other poems of this type. The 

individuals are raised to the level of the superhuman, since they have 

participated in an act of supreme expression of their feeling for one 

another. Here, as in "Perfeccion, " there is a mixing of "high" and 

"low" which gives a psychological balance to the poem. Mere clay is 

raised to a plane which is above material life, to a certain mode of 
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divinity. That which is earthly in man is raised, just as is the foot in 

"Porfeccion, " the limb of the protagonist that feels the "integrity" of 

the planet. Since these earthly images are equated with instinct 

(particularly in the present poem which deals with sexuality), we see 

that mandala symbolism is essentially not different from other modes 

of symbolic expression in Cantico. Rather, the mandala is the cul

mination of that which we have already studied. There is always the 

balance of consciousness and the unconscious, always the balance of 

instinct and spirituality. These opposites continue to exist in the man

dala, but they are drawn together in harmonic unity, and the result is a 

unified view of life as a whole. 

An interesting note is that there is no loss of identity during 

sexual climax, as can be seen from the strophe immediately following, 

which describes the "ring" of the afternoon: 

j Gloria de dos! —sin que la dicha estorbe 
Su repliegue hacia el resto de lo oscuro. 
En torno de la almohada ronda el orbe. 
Vive la flor sobre el papel del muro (p. 173). 

The lovers are the center of the mandala, and the room is brightened 

by their presence, as indicated by the final line. A perhaps more 

notable element of this strophe is the opening exclamation: "jGloria de 

dos! " There are references to "two" throughout the poem. The infer

ence is that there is no Dionysian self-annihilation through love. By 

joining with the beloved, each person is able to express his feelings 
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with no loss of individual personality. The poet also states this in 

"Salvacion de la primavera": 

^Lo infinito? No. Cesa 
La angustia insostenible. 
Perfecto es el amor: 
Se extasia en sus llmites. 

5 jLxmites! Y la paz 
Va apartando los cuerpos. 
Dos yacen, dos, Y ceden, 
Se inclinan a dos suefios (p. 99). 

Here there is clearly no annihilation of the individual, as the poet 

affirms in the opening lines. Love as other aspects of life, exists 

within limits which must be established if one is to find his own 

temenos. Once this is done the individual does not lose himself, and 

the lovers of the poem are able to share the highest form of love, be

cause each is not lost in the other. 

The narrator is frequently the center of the mandala, as in 

"Las doce en el reloj. " As is always the case in Cantico, the symbolic 

situation does not require cataclysmic expression or circumstances. 

The inauspicious occurrences and intuitions of daily life are sufficient 

to reach the state of wholeness described with circular symbolism, as 

in the poem aptly entitled "Equilibrio": 

Es una maravilla respirar lo mas claro. 
Veo a trav^s del aire la inocencia absoluta, 
Y si la luz se posa como una paz sin peso, 
El alma es quien gravita con creciente volumen. 

5 Todo se rinde al animo de un sosiego imperioso. 
A mis ojos tranquilos mas blancura da el muro, 
Entre esas rejas verdes lo diario es lo bello, 
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Sobre la mies la brisa como una forma ondula, 
Hasta el silencio impone su limpidez concreta. 

10 Todo me obliga a ser centro del equilibrio (p. 308). 

The limits established by the walls surrounding the speaker mark off a 

certain area in which he can move freely and comfortably; they result 

in a circle of consciousness in which the protagonist is on "home 

ground, " so to speak. The scene of the poem is extremely tranquil and 

allows the speaker to survey the area peacefully- There is no apoca

lyptic burst of vision; the poet instead feels the effect -)f the surrounding 

objects on him. They are cause for thought since they might serve as 

symbols for expression of the inner self. Because of these objects and 

the walls around the speaker, he feels that he is the center of an 

intuited mandala. There is total equilibrium, perhaps because of his 

own presence, for by his intellect the raw material of poems gains 

balance and eventual aesthetic expression that it would be denied in the 

absence of the poet. 

Poems themselves can be equated Avith mandalas. We have 

seen that the intuition of the aesthetic process is an important part of 

Cantico. In "Perfecci6n del circulo, " the process is described with 

circular imagery: 

Con misterio acaban 
En filos de cima, 
Sujeta a una line a 
Fiel a la mirada, 

5 Los claros, amables 
Muros de un misterio, 
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Invisible dentro 
Del bloque de aire. 

Su luz es divina: 
10 Misterio sin sombra. 

La sombra desdobla 
Viles mascarillas. 

Misterio perfecto, 
Perfecci6n del circulo, 

15 Circulo del circo 
Secreto del cielo. 

Misterios amente 
Refulge y se cela. 
—^Quien? ^Dios ? ^El poema? 

20 —Misteriosamente. . . (p. 80). 

Here again the protagonist is surrounded by walls, which in this poem 

give the impression of being atop the natural boundaries of a valley in 

which the speaker dwells. Everything within the walls is clear to the 

eye, and what lies beyond them is presumably of little concern to the 

narrator. Life is contained within these boundaries and cannot go be

yond itself; the mystery of life ends in the mystery of death. 

Within the boundaries of the mandala it is possible to move at 

will, and one can ascend to spiritual heights while never leaving the 

limits of the temenos, a circle which in this poem seems to refer to the 

boundaries of life itself. All is symmetrical within the circle, as indi

cated by the second and third strophes. The word "perfecto, " as has 

been noted, is from the Latin perfectus "finished. " Here, that which 

surrounds the speaker is indeed finished, for it represents his own 

mandala, which is to say the symbol of Ms own personal wholeness or 
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psychological totality. The personal circle is total, as is the firma

ment surrounding the rose in "Perfeccion. " 

The importance of aesthetic expression in the realization of 

personal wholeness is seen in the final strophe. The poet asks rhetori

cally who alternately shines and hides from view: Is it God, or is it a 

poem? ("Poema" is capitalized in the 1928 and 1936 editions of 

Cantico.) We have seen that individuals or objects of nature can fill the 

circle. He^e, it is the aesthetic rendering of life that is given divine 

status as the center of the temenos. If man can be thought of as 

approaching divinity, then in Guillen's world man's artistic creation 

can certainly do the same. 

Ultimately, the figure of the mandala can be applied to humanity 

at large. The collective surrounding the individual can be expected to 

reflect him to some degree, because all are endowed with a similar 

psychic structure. If the individual senses a certain feeling or inclines 

in a peculiar fashion, others can be often expected to share this with 

him, at least potentially. Guillen detects this condition in "Plaza 

mayor, " in which the mandala of the individual is seen in the strivings 

of humanity as a whole: 

Calles me conducen, calles. 
^Adonde me llevaran? 

A otras esquinas suceden 
Otras como si el azar 

5 Fuese un alarife sabio 
Que edificara al compas 
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De un caos infuso dentro 
De esta plena realidad. 

Calles, atrios, costanillas 
10 Por donde los siglos van 

Entre hierros y cristales, 
Entre mas piedra y mas cal. 

Decid, rnuros de altivez, 
Tapias de serenidad, 

15 Grises de viento y granito, 
Ocres de sol y de pan: 
^Adonde aun, hacia d6nde 
Con los siglos tanto andar? 

De pronto, cuatro son uno. 
20 Victoria: bella unidad (p. 463). 

The title of the poem is indicative of its content. The central square 

indicates collective activity and aspirations, particularly in the case of 

old Spanish cities, where the "plaza mayor" is the center of all that 

goes on in the city around it. 

Around the square there is chaos, as described in the second 

strophe. At this point in the poem, the speaker is apparently wander

ing through the narrow, winding streets of the city; he has not yet 

found his "plaza mayor. " The confusion around him leads him to think 

of humanity in general. He is somewhat lost in the maze of the city 

and begins to think of the nature and cause of the chaos. The city 

follows no precise pattern, but instead reflects the frequently aimless 

flounderings of its inhabitants, flounderings which are both spatial and 

temporal in addition to being psychological (which is to say that they are 

lived out in the external world because they cannot be answered within). 
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This is mentioned in the second and third strophes, in which the poet 

refers to the chaos of centuries (1. 10) as well as of geometry. 

These two peregrinations, those of space and time applied to 

man in general through the symbol of the city, are joined in the fourth 

strophe. Addressing the walls and other surroundings rhetorically, the 

poet inquires as to the direction or goal of so many centuries. Pre

cisely where is man going? Since the scene is collective, dealing with 

a city, the narrator is concerned with mankind as a whole, not simply 

with himself. His question, then, reflects a compassionate interest in 

humanity, not strictly in his own spiritual well being. 

The rhetorical question is answered symbolically in the final 

lines: 

De pronto, cuatro son uno. 
Victoria: bell a unidad (11. 19-20). 

The geometrical pattern is symmetrical and uncomplicated. Four 

streets lead into the central square, thus becoming one. The square is 

the goal of humanity. As in the case of the circle, a symmetrical 

design encloses an inner, sacred place, which in this instance might be 

equated with the "holy city. " (In Guillen's initial drafts for this poem, 

O 1 
the words "sacra" and "sagrada" appear alternately with "bella. ") 

As is well known, many mandalas combine the circle and square in 

31. Jorge Guillen, Cantico (1936), edited by Jose Manuel 
Blecua (Barcelona: Labor, 1970), pp. 17-18. 
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order to achieve a balanced design. Furthermore, the circle is often 

used to represent the wholeness of life itself, whereas the square, 

quadrangular formation frequently shows the conscious realization of 

32 
totality in the psyche. 

The poet considers himself to be a participant in this common 

goal sought by his fellow man. In other poems employing mandala sym

bolism, we have seen that the protagonist is involved on a more or less 

personal plane with his surroundings: he sees the mandala in nature 

("Perfeccion"), in himself ("Equilibrio, " "Anillo"), and in aesthetic 

expression ("Perfeccion del clrculo"). "Plaza mayor" is essentially 

no different from these other poems, with the exception that mankind 

in general is brought into the speaker's striving for totality. This is 

seen in the first and last strophes of the poem, which, when taken to

gether, show that the poet considers himself to be an integral part of 

the collective: 

Calles me conducen, calles. 
^Adonde me llevaran (11. 1-2)? 

De pronto, cuatro son uno. 
Victoria: bell a unidad (11. 19-20). 

An underlying thought of these lines is that it is not necessary to com

pletely remove oneself from society in order to achieve wholeness in 

the individual. The poet does not mention others in the streets with him 

32. C. G. Jung, ed. , Man and His Symbols (Garden City: 
Doubleday, 1964), p. 215. 
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at this moment, but he is within the limits of the city, which implies 

that he is striving in conjunction with others. Ultimately, the achieve

ment of wholeness is individual. Nonetheless, one is not forced to be 

isolated from others in order to reach his personal mandala, and the 

attainment of the mandala is the hope of humanity as a whole. 

These pages constitute an attempt to explicate the manner in 

which Cantico reflects man's ultimate concerns and goals. The con

cepts of God and death are perhaps not primarily symbolic themes, at 

least not directly. They have been examined here since eschatology 

cannot be ignored in any study of man's sincere reflections concerning 

his life. They are definite themes in Guillen's work, but they do not 

interfere with the process of fulfilled living. 

In the aesthetic organization of self-realization, the poet has 

chosen one of the most ancient modes of symbolic expression in the 

mandala but has given it his own, deeply personal stamp. The mandala 

is not a vague idea pursued for merely poetic interests, but a sym

bolic summary of the integrated personality, and the protagonist in 

these poems can calmly affirm; 

En circulo de paz se me cierra la tarde, 
Y un cielo bien alzado se ajusta a mi horizonte (p. 145). 



CHAPTER 6 

CONCLUSION 

Cantico is a microcosm of life: though contained within limits, 

it is vast in creative expression and possibilities for interpretation. A 

deceptively simple aspect of the work is gleaned not so much from 

individual poems as from an overview: that is the remarkable voice of 

an integrated personality addressing the reader. Cantico is always in 

balance. Ego-consciousness perceives outward and inward and joins 

the two worlds through symbolic motifs. We have seen this balance 

repeatedly: indoors-outdoors, sleeping-awakening, the earth and the 

heavens, the seasons, the elements. It is fitting and natural that in a 

work of such unity the two worlds should be joined in the figure of the 

mandala, the union of diverse components into a single totality. 

The three major chapters of this study constitute an attempt to 

explicate the principal orientations of Cantico as I have perceived them; 

interior, exterior, unity. Of course, these themes do not all appear in 

any one poem or in any particular segment of the work. As has been 

mentioned, such divisions are by their nature somewhat arbitrary, but 

the symbolic imagery of the poet follows these lines in general. 

237 
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The inner and outer worlds we all inhabit are complemented by 

a third: the collective consciousness and society. That aspect of life 

is not predominant in Cantico although it is elaborated extensively in 

Guillen's Clamor. The poet's concern with our age and its ills is 

witnessed by the fact that Maremagnum, with its satire of an apocry

phal modern dictator, "Potencia de Perez, was banned for a time in 

Franco's Spain. Guillen's spoken reaction to the act of censorship is 

worth nothing: "Verdaderamente, jno aspiraba a tanto honor. . . ! 

[Que aventura para un hombre que tenia la mala reputacion de poeta 

'puro'! 

The protagonist of Cantico is less concerned with civilization 

and politics, although the world of men is not ignored. The last poem 

of Cantico, "Cara a cara" (pp. 514-23), is a declaration of the pro

tagonist's individuality and fortitude in the face of adversity, and the 

work ends with these words: 

No sov nadie, no sov nada, 
Pero soy—con unos hombros 
Que resisten y sostienen 
Mientras se agrandan los ojos 

5 Admirando como el mundo 
Se tiende fresco al asombro (p. 523). 

To live is to write, to give aesthetic form to a symbolic vision 

of the world. In conversation, Guillen asserts that he has no great love 

1. Guillen, Aire nuestro, pp. 572-85. 

2. Couffon, Dos encuentros con Jorge Guillen, p. 18. 
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for poetry in the sense that one devotes oneself to a diversion. Rather, 

writing is a natural function, pursued by some as normally as breath-

3 
ing, and Aire nuestro concludes as follows: 

Este sol inflexible de meseta 
Nos sume en la verdad del aire puro. 
Hemos llegado al fin y yo inauguro, 
Triste, mi paz : la obra esta completa. ̂  

The work is not complete, however, for Guillen's next book, Otros 

5 
poemas, is scheduled for publication in 1973. 

As far as textual analysis is concerned, the poet is aware of the 

fact that his work lends itself to a variety of approaches and interpreta

tions. He states his awareness in words that might be eagerly cited by 

those who subscribe to the New Criticism school of thought. In a letter 

regarding my explication of "Bosque y bosque, " Guillen states: "Le 

agradezco de veras que tenga usted la atencion—como critico—de 

consultar al poeta. No es el poeta quien posee la clave. El texto dice 

lo que el— por su propia cuentar-dice. Al poeta solo le concierne hablar 

de su intenci6n. " 

3. Guillen, personal interview with the writer, February, 1972. 

4. Guillen, Aire nuestro, p. 1673. 

5. Guillen, personal letter to the writer, December 7, 1972. 

6. Guillen, personal letter to the writer, October 17, 1972. 
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Leaving aside questions of critical theory, it is comforting to 

feel that the poet has agreed with at least some portions of this study. 

Referring to the discussion of mandala symbolism in the preceding 

chapter, Guillen expresses himself with these kind words: 

Justo, iluminador. jExcelente! Me aclaro usted la historia 
de ese "mandala" misterioso que yo llamo sencillamente 
"circulo". Quizas asimile una difusa influencia. Total: que 
me he expresado asi por una inclinacion espontanea. Mucho 
mejor que ese sentimiento individual corresponda a un pasado 
milenario, a una tradicion. ̂  

In addition to politeness, such remarks must be read for their 

ironic meaning. We often use intellect in place of intuition; we occupy 

ourselves with cerebral substitutions for what we may not feel, and a 

work such as Guillen's contains motifs which cause intelligence to 

flounder. In the case of space and time in Cantico, for example, we 

must use logic to attempt a comprehensio'n'of something that is 

essentially nonlogical and nondiscursive. 

The same distinction between learned knowledge and intuition 

should be applied to the symbolism of the mandala. If one has lived the 

mandala, it is less important to study and categorize it; not at all 

important, perhaps, for Jorge Guillen. 

7. Guillen, personal letter to the writer, April 8, 1972. 
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